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Preface 

This book serves two purposes: The first is to introduce the readers to 
some traditional topics such as the matrix formalism of geometrical 
optics, wave propagation and diffraction, and some fundamental 
background on Fourier optics. The second is to introduce the essentials 
of acousto-optics and electro-optics, and to provide the students with 
experience in modeling the theory and applications using MATLAB®, a 
commonly used software tool. This book is based on the authors' own 
in-class lectures as well as research in the area. 

The key features of the book are as follows. Treatment of each 
topic begins from the first principles. For example, geometrical optics 
starts from Fermat's principle, while acousto-optics and electro-optics 
start from Maxwell equations. MATLAB examples are presented 
throughout the book, including programs for such important topics as 
diffraction of Gaussian beams, split-step beam propagation method 
for beam propagation in inhomogeneous as well as Kerr media, and 
numerical calculation of up to 10-coupled differential equations in 
acousto-optics. Finally, we cover acousto-optics with emphasis on 
modern applications such as spatial filtering and heterodyning. 

The book can be used for a general text book for Optics/Optical 
Engineering classes as well as acousto-optics and electro-optics classes 
for advanced students. It is our hope that this book will stimulate the 
readers' general interest in optics as well as provide them with an 
essential background in acousto-optics and electro-optics. The book is 
geared towards a senior/first-year graduate level audience in engineering 
and physics. This is suitable for a two-semester course. The book may 
also be useful for scientists and engineers who wish to learn about the 

V 
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basics of beam propagation in inhomogeneous media, acousto-optics and 
electro-optics. 
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Chapter 1 

Geometrical Optics 

When we consider optics, the first thing that comes to our minds is 
probably light. Light has a dual nature: light is particles (called photons) 
and light is waves. When a particle moves, it processes momentum, p. 
And when a wave propagates, it oscillates with a wavelength, A. Indeed, 
the momentum and the wavelength is given by the de Broglie relation 

V 

where h « 6.62 x 10~34 Joule-second is Planck's constant. Hence from 
the relation, we can state that every particle is a wave as well. 

Each particle or photon is specified precisely by the frequency v 
and has an energy E given by 

E = hv. 

If the particle is traveling in free space or in vacuum, v = c/A, where c 
is a constant approximately given by 3 x 108 m/s. The speed of light in 
a transparent linear, homogeneous and isotropic material, which we term 
v, is again a constant but less than c. This constant is a physical 
characteristic or signature of the material. The ratio civ is called the 
refractive index, n, of the material. 

In geometrical optics, we treat light as particles and the 
trajectory of these particles follows along paths that we call rays. We 
can describe an optical system consisting of elements such as mirrors and 
lenses by tracing the rays through the system. 

Geometrical optics is a special case of wave or physical optics, 
which will be mainly our focus through the rest of this Chapter. Indeed, 
by taking the limit in which the wavelength of light approaches zero in 
wave optics, we recover geometrical optics. In this limit, diffraction and 
the wave nature of light is absent. 

l 
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1.1 Fermat's Principle 

Geometrical optics starts from Fermat's Principle. In fact, Fermat's 
Principle is a concise statement that contains all the physical laws, such 
as the law of reflection and the law of refraction, in geometrical optics. 
Fermat's principle states that the path of a light ray follows is an 
extremum in comparison with the nearby paths. The extremum may be a 
minimum, a maximin, or stationary with respect to variations in the ray 
path. However, it is usually a minimum. 

We now give a mathematical description of Fermat's principle. 
Let n(x, y, z) represent a position-dependent refractive index along a 
path C between end points A and B, as shown in Fig. 1.1. We define the 
optical path length {OPL) as 

OPL = [ n(x,y,z)ds, (1.1-1) 
Jc 

where ds represents an infinitesimal arc length. According to Fermat's 
principle, out the many paths that connect the two end points A and B, 
the light ray would follow that path for which the OPL between the two 
points is an extremum, i.e., 

8{OPL) = 6 I n(x,y,z)ds = 0 (1.1-2) 
Jc 

in which S represents a small variation. In other words, a ray of light will 
travel along a medium in such a way that the total OPL assumes an 
extremum. As an extremum means that the rate of change is zero, Eq. 
(1.1-2) explicitly means that 

nds + ^- J nds + — I nds = 0. (1-1-3) 
9 f J

 d 
— nds + — 
ox J dy 

Now since the ray propagates with the velocity v = c/n along 
the path, 

Q 

nds = -ds = cdt, (1-1-4) 
v 

where dt is the differential time needed to travel the distance ds along 
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the path. We substitute Eq. (1.1-4) into Eq. (1.1-2) to get 

6 f nds = c6 [ dt = 0. (1.1-5) 
Jc Jc 

Fig. 1.1 A ray of light traversing a path C between end points A and B. 

As mentioned before, the extremum is usually a minimum, we can, 
therefore, restate Fermat's principle as a principle of least time. In a 
homogeneous medium, i.e., in a medium with a constant refractive index, 
the ray path is a straight line as the shortest OPL between the two end 
points is along a straight line which assumes the shortest time for the ray 
to travel. 

1.2 Reflection and Refraction 

When a ray of light is incident on the interface separating two different 
optical media characterized by m and n-i, as shown in Fig. 1.2, it is well 
known that part of the light is reflected back into the first medium, while 
the rest of the light is refracted as it enters the second medium. The 
directions taken by these rays are described by the laws of reflection and 
refraction, which can be derived from Fermat's principle. 

In what follows, we demonstrate the use of the principle of least 
time to derive the law of refraction. Consider a reflecting surface as 
shown in Fig. 1.3. Light from point A is reflected from the reflecting 
surface to point B, forming the angle of incidence fa and the angle of 
reflection fa, measured from the normal to the surface. The time 
required for the ray of light to travel the path AO + OB is given by 
t = (AO + OB)/t>, where v is the velocity of light in the medium 
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containing the points AOB. The medium is considered isotropic and 
homogeneous. From the geometry, we find 

t{z) = - {[hi + (d- zf}1'2 + \h\ + z2}1'2). (1.2-1) 

Incident ray 

Medium 1 " i 

Reflected ray 

interface 

Medium 2 n 

efracted ray 

Fig. 1.2 Reflected and refracted rays for light incident at the interface of two media. 

d 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

o 
Fig. 1.3 Incident (AO) and reflected (OB) rays. 
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According to the least time principle, light will find a path that 
extremizes t(z) with respect to variations in z. We thus set dt(z)/dz = 0 
to get 

d~ z = _ (I 2-2) 
rfr2 + ( d _ z ) 2 ] i / 2 [hl + z2V/2 ^ > 

or 

sin fa = sin</>r (1-2-3) 

so that 

& = 4>r, (1-2-4) 

which is the law of reflection. We can readily check that the second 
derivative of t(z) is positive so that the result obtained corresponds to 
the least time principle. In addition, Fermat's principle also demands that 
the incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal all be in the same 
plane, called the plane of incidence. 

Similarly, we can use the least time principle to derived the law 
of refraction 

n^incpi = n2sin0t , (1-2-5) 

which is commonly known as Snell's law of refraction. In Eq. (1.2-5), </>, 
is the angle of incidence for the incident ray and 4>t is the angle of 
transmission (or angle of refraction) for the refracted ray. Both angles 
are measured from the normal to the surface. Again, as in reflection, the 
incident ray, the refracted ray, and the normal all lie in the same plane of 
incidence. Snell's law shows that when a light ray passes obliquely from 
a medium of smaller refractive index n1 into one that has a larger 
refractive index n2, or an optically denser medium, it is bent toward the 
normal. Conversely, if the ray of light travels into a medium with a 
lower refractive index, it is bent away from the normal. For the latter 
case, it is possible to visualize a situation where the refracted ray is bent 
away from the normal by exactly 90°. Under this situation, the angle of 
incidence is called the critical angle <j>c, given by 

sin^c = n2/n1. (1-2-6) 

When the incident angle is greater than the critical angle, the ray 
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originating in medium 1 is totally reflected back into medium 1. This 
phenomenon is called total internal reflection. The optical fiber uses this 
principle of total reflection to guide light, and the mirage on a hot 
summer day is a phenomenon due to the same principle. 

1.3 Ray Propagation in an Inhomogeneous Medium: Ray Equation 

In the last Section, we have discussed refraction between two media with 
different refractive indices, possessing a discrete inhomogeniety in the 
simplest case. For a general inhomogeneous medium, i.e., n(x, y, z), it is 
instructive to have an equation that can describe the trajectory of a ray. 
Such an equation is known as the ray equation. The ray equation is 
analogous to the equations of motion for particles and for rigid bodies in 
classical mechanics. The equations of motion can be derived from 
Newtonian mechanics based on Netwon's laws. Alternatively, the 
equations of motion can be derived directly from Hamilton's principle of 
least action. Indeed Fermat's principle in optics and Hamilton's principle 
of least action in classical mechanics are analogous. In what follows, we 
describe Hamilton's principle so as to formulate the so called Lagrange's 
equations in mechanics. We then re-formulate Lagrange's equations for 
optics to derive the ray equation. 

Hamilton's principle states that the trajectory of a particle 
between times tiand t<i is such that the variation of the line integral for 
fixed iiand £2 is zero, i.e., 

6 [2L(qk,qk,t)dt = 0, (1.3-1) 
Jti 

where L = T — V is known as the Lagrangian function with T being the 
kinetic energy and V the potential energy of the particle. The qks are 
called generalized coordinates with k = 1, 2,3, ...n. A\so,qk = dqk/dt. 

Generalized coordinates are any collection of independent coordinates qu 
(not connected by any equations of constraint) that are sufficient to 
specify uniquely the motion. The number n of generalized coordinates is 
the number of degrees of freedom. For example, a simple pendulum has 
one degree of freedom, i.e., qk = q1 = 4>, where (/> is the angle the 
pendulum makes with the vertical. Now if the simple pendulum is 
complicated such that the string holding the bob is elastic. There will be 
two generalized coordinates, qk — q\ = <j>, and qk = q2 = x, where x is 
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the length of the string. As another example, let us consider a particle 
constrained to move along the surface of a sphere with radius R. The 
coordinates (x,y,z) do not constitute an independent set as they are 
connected by the equation of constraint x2 + y2 + z2 = R2. The particle 
has only two degrees of freedom and two independent coordinates are 
needed to specify its position on the sphere uniquely. These coordinates 
could be taken as latitude and longitude or we could choose angles 9 and 
</> from spherical coordinates as our generalized coordinates. 

Now, if the force field .Pis conservative, i.e.,V x F = 0,the 
total energy E = T + V is a constant during the motion, and Hamilton's 
principle leads to the following equations of motion of the particle called 
Lagrange's equations: 

±(?L) = ^L (i 3-2) 

As a simple example illustrating the use of Lagrange's equations, let us 
consider a particle with mass mhaving kinetic energy T= \m\r\ 

under potential energy V(x, y, z), where 

r(x, y, x) = x(t)ax + y(t)ay + z(t)az 

is the position vector with ax,ay, and az being the unit vector along the 
x, y, and z direction, respectively. According to Newton's second law, 

F = mr, (1.3-3) 

where r is the second derivative of rwith respect to t. As usual the 
force is given by the negative gradient of the potential, i.e., 
F = — W . Hence, we have the vector equation of motion for the 
particle 

mr = - VV (1.3-4) 

according to Newtonian mechanics. Now from the Lagrange's equations, 
we identify 

file:///m/r/
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L = T-V = -m\r\2 -V. 
2 ' ' 

Considering ql = x, we have 

d.dL. .. , dL dV 
Tt(-) = rnx and _ = - - . (1.3-5) 

Now, from Eq. (1.3-2) and using the above results, we have 

dV 
mx = - ——, (1.3-6) 

ox 

and similarly for the y and z components as q2 = y and q3=z. Therefore, 
we come up with Eq. (1.3-4), which is directly from Newtonian 
mechanics. Hence, we see that Newton's equations can be derived from 
Lagrange's equations and in fact, the two sets of equations are equally 
fundamental. However, the Lagrangian formalism has certain advantages 
over the conventional Newtonian laws in that the physics problem has 
been transformed into a purely mathematical problem. We just need to 
find Tand V for the system and the rest is just mathematical 
consideration through the use of Lagrange's equations. In addition, there 
is no need to consider any vector equations as in Newtonian mechanics 
as Lagrange's equations are scalar quantities. As it turns out, Lagrange's 
equations are much better adapted for treating complex systems such as 
in the areas of quantum mechanics and general relativity. 

After having some understanding of Hamilton's principle, and 
the use of Lagrange's equations to obtain the equations of motion of a 
particle, we now formulate Lagrange's equations in optics. Again, the 
particles of concern in optics are photons. Starting from Fermat's 
principle as given by Eq. (1.1-2), 

6 1 n(x,y,z) ds = 0 . (1-3-7) 
Jc 

We write the arc length ds along the path of the ray as 

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 (1.3-8) 

with reference to Fig. 1.4, where for brevity, we have only shown the 2-
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D (i.e., x - z) version of the configuration. Defining x' — dx/dz and 
y' = dy/dz, we can write Eq. (1.3-8) as 

ds = dz^l + (x'f + (y')2- (1.3-9) 

• X 

ds 
s<f 

/ dz 

<l> dx 

Fig. 1.4 The path of a ray in a continuous Inhomogeneous medium. 

Substituting Eq. (1.3-9) into Eq. (1.3-7), we have 

6 f n[x, y, z) y/l + {x'f + (y')2 dz = 0. (1.3-1 
Jc 

0) 

By comparing this equation with Eq. (1.3-1), we can define the so-called 
optical Lagrangian as 

L(x,y,x',i/,z) = n(x,y,z) y/l + {x'f + (y')2. (1.3-11) 

We can see that Hamilton's principle is based on minimizing functions of 
time, whereas Fermat's principle minimizes a function of length, z, as we 
have assumed z to play the same role as t in Lagrangian mechanics, 
where we have chosen the z-direction as the direction along which the 
rays are propagating. Now that we have established the optical 
Lagrangian, we can immediately write down the following Lagrange's 
equations in optics by referring to Eq. (1.3-2): 

d ,9L dL d dL dL 
dz dx dx dz dy dy 

(1.3-12) 
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From these two equations, we derive the so-called ray equation, which 
tracks the position of the ray (or photon); just like in Lagrangian 
mechanics, from Lagrange's equations, we derive the equations of 
motion for a particle. 

Using Eqs. (1.3-9) and (1.3-11), Eq. (1.3-12) becomes, after 
some manipulations, 

The objective is of course, for a given n, we find x(s) and y(s) by 
solving the above equations.lt is important to point out that the two 
equations above are sufficient to determine the ray trajectory. This 
indicates that the z-component of the ray equation is really redundant. 
Indeed the corresponding equation for z, given below, can be derived 
from the equations for x and y. 

d . dz . dn „ „ , „N 

Now the desired ray equation in vectorial form is obtained by combining 
Eqs. (1.3-13) and (1.3-14): 

where once again r(s) is a position vector which represents the position 
of any point on the ray. 

Example 1.1 Homogeneous Medium 

For n(x, y, z) = constant, Eq. (1.3-15) becomes 

d2r 

5?-0- <13-16) 

which has solutions 

r = as + b (1.3-17) 

where o and b are some constant vectors determined from the initial 
conditions, and Eq. (1.3-17) is clearly a straight line equation for the ray 
path in a homogeneous medium. The situation is shown in Fig. 1.5. 

http://equations.lt
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Fig. 1.5 Ray propagating along a straight line in homogeneous medium. 

Example 1.2 Law of refraction derived from the ray equation 

We consider a 2-D situation involving x and z coordinates where n is a 
function of x only. The medium consists of a set of thin slices of media 
of different refractive indices as shown in Fig. 1.6. Since we are 
interested in how the ray travels along z, we can use Eq. (1.3-14), which 
becomes 

d dz 
ds ds 

= 0 , 

or 

dz 
n— = constant. 

ds 

Since dz/ds — cos9 = sincj) (see Fig. 1.4), the above equation can be 
written as 

nsin^ = constant, 

which holds true throughout the ray trajectory. Hence we have derived 
the law of refraction, or Snell's law, i.e., 

nisin^i = n2sin02 = n^sin^. 
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Fig. 1.6 Ray refracted along layers of discrete medium. 

Example 1.3 Square-Law Medium: n2(x, y) = n^ — ri2(x2 + y2) 

In this example, we first consider that an optical waveguide with a z-
independent refractive index, i.e., n = n(x, y) in general, and then find a 
solution to a special case of a square-law medium where 
n2(x,y) = HQ — ri2(x2 + y2). Note that n^ is considered small enough 
such that nl » ri2(x2 + y2) for all practical values of x and y. For the 
case that n(x,y) is not a function of z, we can inspect Eq. (1.3-14) to 
get some insight into the problem: 

d , dz dn 
ds ds dz 

0, 

which means that n^ is not a function of s, i.e., it is constant along the 
ray path. In fact, it is not a function of any coordinates x,y and z as 

s(x, y, z). Hence n ^ is strictly a constant. We let n ^ = /3 and refer to 

Fig. 1.4 to use the fact that ^ = cos#(:r, y), and by taking into account 
the y-dimension for a general situation, we arrive at an equation 
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n(x, y)cos9{x, y) = (5 . (1.3-18) 

The above equation is generalized Snell's law and it means physically 
that as the ray travels along a trajectory inside the waveguide, the ray 
would bend in such a way that the product n(x, y)cos#(x, y) or 
n(x, y)sm(f)(x, y) remains the same. Now let us find the equations so that 
we can solve for x(z) and y(z). To find x(z), we can use Lagrange's 
equation involving x [see Eq. (1.3-12)], i.e., 

with L = n(x,y) y/l + {x')2 + (y')2 for our current example. We can 
show that Eq. (1.3-19) becomes 

d2x n dn 1 dn2 

dz2 ~2 dx ~2 dx ' 
P ^P 

Similarly, we can derive the ray equation for y{z) by using the y-
component of Eq. (1.3-12): 

d y n dn 1 dn 
dz2 f dy 2~

2 dy 
(1.3-21) 

The above two equations are rigorous equations for media with the index 
of refraction independent of z. 

We now consider a simple example in the square-law medium 
and find the ray path for propagation in x-z plane when we launch a ray 
from x = xo with a launching angle a with respect to the z- axis. We use 
Eq. (1.3-20), which becomes 

S = " 2( ^ 2 *(*)» a-3"22) 
dz1 n2(xo)cosAa 

where we have used the definition that 

/? = n(xo)cos6(xo) = n(:ro)cosa. 
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Equation (1.3-22) has a general solution of the form given 

'1^2 \ 
x(z) = A sin I —-*r z + (j)0\, (1.3-23) 

\ n(:ro)cosa / 

where the constants A and </>o can be determined from the initial position 
and slope of the ray. Note that rays with smaller launching angles a have 
a larger period; however, in the paraxial approximation (i.e., for small 
launching angles), all the ray paths have approximately the same period. 
These rays, which lie in the plane containing the so-called optical axis 
(z-axis), are called meridional rays and all other rays are called skew 
rays. 

Let us now discuss a case in that the ray is launched on the y-z 
plane at x = XQ, y = 0 and z = 0 with a launching angle a with respect 
to the z-&xis. Under these considerations, Eqs. (1.3-20) and (1.3-21) 
become 

£X = ~ ?§*(*) (1.3-24a) 
dz2 

0 

and 

d2y 77-2 

Hz2 = ~ 7ZV(*)> d-3"2 4 3) 
aZ (3 

respectively, where (3 = n(x, y)cos9(x, y) = n(xo, 0)cosa. 

The corresponding boundary conditions for Eqs. (1.3-24a) and 
Eq. (1.3-24b)are 

x(0) = Xo, ^ 2 ) = o (1.3-25a) 
dz 

and 

y(0) = 0, d^-= tana. (1.3-25b) 
dz 

The solutions of Eqs. (1.3-24a) and (1.3-24b) are 
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v n 2 

x(z) = xocos( ^ z) 
P 

(1.3-26a) 

and 

' tano: \l f^2 
y(z) = /3^=s in(^—z) , 

P 
(1.3-26b) 

respectively. In general, the two equations are used to describe skew 

rays. As a simple example, if XQ = ptana/y/nv and from Eq. (1.3-26), 

we have 

x\z) + y\z) = xl (1.3-27) 

Helix ray propagation 

30-r 
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Fig. 1.7 Helix ray propagation. 

The ray spirals around the z-axis as a helix. Figure 1.7 shows a 
MATLAB output for the m-file presented in Table 2.1. For 
n(xo,0) = 1.5, ni = 0.001, and a launching angle a of 0.5 radian, we 
have XQ = 22.74 jim. 
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Table 1.1 Helix.m: m-file for plotting helix ray propagation, 
and its corresponding output for the input parameters used. 

%Helix.m 
%Plotting Eq. (1.3-27) 
clear 
nxo = input('n(xo) = ' ) ; 
n2 = input('n2 = ' ) ; 
alpha = input('alpha [radian] = ' ) ; 
zin = input('start point of z in micrometers 
zfi = input('end point of z in micrometers = 
Beta = nxo*cos(alpha); 
z=zin:(zfi-zin)/1000:zfi; 
xo=Beta*tan(alpha)/(n2"0 . 5); 
x=xo*cos((n2A0.5)*z/Beta); 
y=xo*sin((n2A0.5)*z/Beta); 
plot3(z,y,x) 
title('Helix ray propagation') 
xlabel('z in micrometers') 
ylabel('y in micrometers') 
zlabel('x in micrometers') 
grid on 
sprintf('%f [micrometers]', xo) 
view(-37.5+68, 30) 

n(xo) = 1.5 
n2 = 0.001 
alpha [radian] = 0.5 
start point of z in micrometers 
end point of z in micrometers = 

ans = 

22.741150 [micrometers] 

1.4 Matrix Methods in Paraxial Optics 

Matrices may be used to describe ray propagation through optical 
systems comprising, for instance, a succession of spherical refracting 
and/or reflecting surfaces all centered on the same axis - the optical axis. 
We take the optical axis to be along the z-axis, which is also the general 
direction in which the rays travel. We will not consider skew rays and 
our discussion is only confined to those rays that lie in the x-z plane and 
that are close to the z-axis (called paraxial rays). Paraxial rays are close 
to the optical axis such that their angular deviation from it is small; 
hence, the sine and tangent of the angles may be approximated by the 

' ) ; 

= 0 
1000 
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angles themselves. The reason for this paraxial approximation is that all 
paraxial rays starting from a given object point intersect at another point 
after passage through the optical system. We call this point the image 
point. Nonparaxial rays may not give rise to a single image point. This 
phenomenon, which is called aberration, is outside the scope of this 
book. Paraxial optical imaging is also sometimes called Gaussian optics 
as it was Karl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) who laid the foundations of 
the subject. 

A ray at a certain point along the x-axis can be specified by its 
"coordinates," which contains the information of the position of the ray 
and its direction. Given this information, we want to find the coordinates 
of the ray at another location further down the optical axis, by means of 
successive operators acting on the initial ray coordinates, with each 
operator characteristic of the optical element through which the ray 
travels along the optical axis. We can represent these operators by 
matrices. The advantage of this matrix formalism is that any ray can be 
tracked during its propagation through the optical system by successive 
matrix multiplications, which can be easily done on a computer. This 
representation of geometrical optics is widely used in optical element 
designs. 

In what follows, we will first develop the matrix formalism for 
paraxial ray propagation and examine some of the properties of ray 
transfer matrices. We then consider some illustrative examples. 

1.4.1 The Ray Transfer Matrix 

Consider the propagation of a paraxial ray through an optical system as 
shown in Fig. 1.8. Our discussion is confined to those rays that lie in the 
zz-plane and are close to the .z-axis (the optical axis). A ray at a given 
cross-section or plane may be specified by its height x from the optical 
axis and by its angle 9 or slope which it makes with the z-axis. The 
convention for the angle is that 6 is measured in radians and is anti
clockwise positive measured from the z-axis. The quantities (x,9) 
represent the coordinates of the ray for a given z-constant plane. 
However, instead of specifying the angle the ray makes with the z-axis, 
it is customary to replace the corresponding angle 9 by v = n9, where n 
is the refractive index at the ^-constant plane. 

In Fig. 1.8, the ray passes through the input plane with input ray 
coordinates (x\,v\ = n\9i), then through the optical system, and finally 
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through the output plane with output ray coordinates (x2, ̂ 2 = ^2^2)- In 
the paraxial approximation, the corresponding output quantities are 
linearly dependent on the input quantities. We can, therefore, represent 
the transformation from the input to the output in matrix form as 

A B 
C D (1.4-1) 

The above ABCD matrix is called the ray transfer matrix, and it can be 
made up of many matrices to account for the effects of a ray passing 
through various optical elements. We can consider these matrices as 
operators successively acting on the input ray coordinates. We state that 
the determinant of the ray transfer matrix equals unity, i.e., 
AD — BC = 1. This will become clear after we derive the translation, 
refraction and reflection matrices. 

0\ 

X\ 

Optical system 

x2 

z (Optical axis) 

Input plane Output plane 

Fig. 1.8 Reference planes in an optical system. 

Let us now attempt to understand better the significance of A, 
B, C, and D by considering what happens if one of them vanishes 
within the ray transfer matrix. 

a) If D = 0, we have from Eq. (1.4-1) that V2 = Cx\. This means that 
all rays crossing the input plane at the same point x\, emerge at the 
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output plane making the same angle with the axis, no matter at what 
angle they entered the system. The input plane is called the front focal 
plane of the optical system [see Fig. 1.9(a)]. 

b) If B = 0, x2 = Ax\ [from Eq. (1.4-1)]. This means that all rays 
passing through the input plane at the same point a^iwill pass through the 
same point x<i in the output plane [see Figure 1.9(b)]. The input and 
output planes are called the object and image planes, respectively. In 
addition, A = xijx\ gives the magnification produced by the system. 

Furthermore, the two planes containing rciand x2 are called 
conjugate planes. If A = 1, i.e., the magnification between the two 
conjugate planes is unity, these planes are called the unit or principal 
planes. The points of intersection of the unit planes with the optical axis 
are the unit or principal points. The principal points constitute one set of 
cardinal points. 

c) If C = 0, V2 = Dv\. This means that all the rays entering the system 
parallel to one another will also emerge parallel, albeit in a new direction 
[see Figure 1.9(c)]. In addition, D(ni/n2) = 62/61 gives the angular 
magnification produced by the system. 

If D = n<i/ri\, we have unity angular magnification, i.e., 
62/61 = 1. In this case, the input and output planes are referred to as the 
nodal planes. The intersections of the nodal planes with the optical axis 
are called the nodal points [see Figure 1.9(d)]. The nodal points 
constitute a second set of cardinal points. 

d) If A = 0, X2 = Bv\. This means that all rays entering the system at the 
same angle will pass through the same point at the output plane. The 
output plane is the back focal plane of the system [see Figure 1.9(e)]. 
Note that the intersection of the front focal and back focal planes with 
the optical axis are called the front and back focal points. The focal 
points constitute the last set of cardinal points. 

Translation Matrix 

Figure 1.10 shows a ray traveling a distance d in a homogeneous 
medium of refractive index n. Since the medium is homogeneous, the 
ray travels in astraight line [see Eq. (1.3-17)]. The set of equations of 
translation by a distance d is 
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(c) 

* 

Nodal planes 

(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 1.9 Rays at input and output planes for (a) D = 0, (b) B=0, 
(c) C = 0, (d) the case when the planes are nodal planes, and (e) A = 0. 

and 

X2 — x\ + dtanOi, 

n02 = n6\ or V2 = v\. 

(1.4-2a) 

(1.4-2b) 

From the above equations, we can relate the output coordinates of the ray 
with its input coordinates. We can express this transformation in a matrix 
form as 
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1 d/n 
0 1 

(1.4-3) 

X\ 

Input plane 
d 

Xl 

Output plane 
z = z„ 

Fig. 1.10 A ray in a homogeneous medium of refractive index n. 

The 2 x 2 ray transfer matrix, for a translation distance of d in a 
homogeneous medium of refractive index n, is called the translation 
matrix Tj: 

Td 
1 d/n 
0 1 

(1.4-4) 

Note that the determinant of the above equation is unity. 

Refraction Matrix 

We now consider the effect of a spherical surface separating two regions 
of refractive indices n\ and wi as shown in Fig. 1.11. The center of the 
curved surface is at C and its radius of curvature is R. The ray strikes the 
surface at the point A and gets refracted. 4>i is the angle of incidence and 
<\>t is the angle of refraction. Note that the radius of curvature of the 
surface will be taken as positive (negative) if the center C of curvature 
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lies to the right (left) of the surface. Let x be the height from A to the 
optical axis. Then the angle 4> subtended at the center C becomes 

sin< x/R (1.4-5) 

- ^ y ft 

! Xl=X2 " ~ ^ / 

i =x ^ \ 
\ c 

n\ \ n2 

Fig. 1.11 Ray trajectory during refraction at a spherical surface. 

We see that in this case, the height of the ray at A, before and after the 
refraction, is the same, i.e., X2 = xi.We therefore need to obtain the 
relationship for v-i in terms of x\ and v\. Applying Snell's law [see Eq. 
(1.2-5)] and using the paraxial approximation, we have 

n\4>i = n2(j)f 

From geometry, we know from Fig. 1.11 that 
4>t = 02 + <f>- Hence, 

ni<j)l = vi +nxxi/R, 

(1.4-6) 

9\ + 4>, and 

n2<t>t =v2 + n2x2/R-

Using Eqs. (1.4-6), (1.4-7) and the fact that x\ = x2, we obtain 

v2 
ni - n2 

R 
X\ +V\. 

(1.4-7a) 

(1.4-7b) 

(1.4-8) 

The matrix relating the coordinates of the ray after refraction to those 
before refraction becomes 
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*)=(-,? )(> 

K= ( n ^ 1 ) . (1-4-10) 

where the quantity p given by 

P=—^— (1.4-9b) 

is called the refracting power of the spherical surface. When R is 
measured in meters, the unit of p is called diopters. If an incident ray is 
made to converge (diverge) by a surface, the power will be assumed to 
be positive (negative) in sign. The (2 x 2) transfer matrix is called the 
refraction matrix TZ and it describes refraction for the spherical surface: 

1 0 
Li 
R 

Note that the determinant of 1Z is also unity. 

Thin-Lens Matrix 

Consider a thick lens as shown in Fig. 1.12. We can show that the input 
ray coordinates (xi,i>i)and the output ray coordinates (£2,1*2) a fe 
connected by three matrices (a refraction matrix followed by a 
translation matrix and then by another refraction matrix): 

"*) - * ( * " ) . CM"") 
V2J \vij 

where S is called the system matrix and given by, using Eqs. (1.4-4) with 
n = ri2 and Eq. (1.4-10), 

S =7e2Tdfti 

L ^f1 d/nA(J « ij\o 1 ; V T
 1 

refraction at translation refraction at 
surface 2 surface 1 

Note that in IZ2, we have interchanged niand rii to take into the account 
that the ray is traveling from n,2 to n\. 
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(* l ,Vi ) 

Surface 1 

R i 

(X2, Vl) 

Surface 2 

R2 

Fig. 1.12 A thick lens: The radii of curvatures of surfaces 1 and 2 are R\ and R2, 
respectively. 

For an ideal thin lens in air, d —> 0 and n\ = l. Writing n<i = n 
for notational convenience, Eq. (1.4-11) becomes 

1 0 
-P2 1 

1 0 
0 1 

1 0 
-Pi U ' 

(1.4-12) 

where p\ = (n — 1)/R\ and pi = (1 — n)/i?2 are the refracting powers 
of surfaces 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the translation matrix 
degenerates into a unit matrix. Equation (1.4-12) can be rewritten as 

S = 1 0 
- P 2 1 

1 0 
-Pi 1 

1 0 
1 / / 1 

Sf, (1.4-13) 

where Sf is called the thin-lens matrix and / is the focal length given by 
1_ 

7 ( n - l ) ( 
1 

R~i 
(1.4-14) 

For i?i>(<)0 and i?2<(>)0, we have />(<)0. If a ray of light is 
incident on the left surface of the lens parallel to the axis and for />(<)0, 
the ray bends towards (away from) the axis upon refraction through the 
lens. In the first case, the lens is called a converging (convex) lens, while 
in the second case, we have a diverging (concave) lens. 
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1.4.2 Illustrative examples 

Example 1.4 Ray tracing through a single thin lens 

(a) Ray traveling parallel to the optical axis: 
The input ray coordinates are (rci,0),and hence the output ray 

coordinates are given, using Eqs. (1.4-1) and (1.4-13), as (xi, — x\j'/). 
This ray now travels in a straight line at an angle — 1/f with the axis, 
which means that if x\ is positive (or negative), the ray after refraction 
through the lens intersects the optical axis at a point a distance / behind 
the lens if the lens is converging (/>0). This justifies why / is called the 
focal length of the lens. All rays parallel to the optical axis in front of the 
lens converge behind the lens to a point called the back focus [see Fig. 
1.13(a)]. In the case of a diverging lens (/<0), the ray after refraction 
diverges away from the axis as if it were coming from a point on the axis 
a distance / in front of the lens. This point is called the front focus. This 
is also shown in Fig. 1.13(a). 

(b) Ray traveling through the center of the lens: 
The input ray coordinates are (0, v\), and hence the output ray 

coordinates are given, using Eqs. (1.4-6) and (1.4-13), as (0,t>i), which 
means that a ray traveling through the center of the lens will pass 
undeviated as shown in Fig. 1.13(b). 

(c) Ray passing through the front focus of a converging lens: 
The input ray coordinates are given by (x\,x\/f), so that the 

output ray coordinates are (xi, 0). This means that the output ray will be 
parallel to the axis, as shown in Fig. 1.13(c). 

In a similar way, we can also show that for an input ray on a 
diverging lens appearing to travel toward its back focus, the output ray 
will be parallel to the axis. 

Example 1.5 Imaging by a single thin lens 

Consider an object 0 0 ' located a distance d0 in front of a thin lens of 
focal length / , as shown in Fig. 1.14. Assume that (x0, v0) represents the 
input ray coordinates originally from point O', and traveling towards the 
lens for a distance of do. Then the output ray coordinates (xi,Vi) at a 
distance di behind the lens can be written in terms of the input ray 
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coordinates, two translation matrices for air (n = 1) [see Eq.(1.4-4)] and 
the thin-lens matrix [see Eq. (1.4-13)] as: 

front focus 

front focus 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

back focus 

/>o /<o 

O' 

O-

Fig. 1.13 Ray tracing through thin converging and diverging lenses. 

A 

/ 

f 

A!<— di 
r ^ 

— • 

Fig. 1.14 Imaging by a single lens. 
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X' ) = TdtSfTdo (
 Xo 

1 di\( 1 0 \ / l d0\(xo 

0 l)\-l/f l)\0 l)\v0 

1 - di/f d0 + di- d0dk/f \(x0 

- 1 / / l-d0lf )\v0 

= s(X
v°\ (1-4-15) 

We see that S is the system matrix in our case and by setting B = 0 [see 
Eq. (1.4-10)] in the matrix we have the following celebrated thin-lens 
formula for the imaging lens: 

d0 di J 

The sign convention for d0 and di is as follows. d0 is positive 
(negative) if the object is to the left (right) of the lens. If di is positive 
(negative), the image is to the right (left) of the lens and it is real 
(virtual). 

Now, returning to Eq. (1.4-15) with Eq. (1.4-16), we have, 
corresponding to the image plane, the relation 

xA (I-di/f 0 \{x, 
vtJ \ - 1 / / l-d0/f)\Vl 

(1.4-17) 

For x0 ̂  0, we obtain 

Xi , , ,, di f — di f dj 
-± = M = \--} = J—~^ = —L— = - -5- (1.4-18) 
Xo f f f-d0 d0 

using Eq. (1.4-16), where M is called the lateral magnification of the 
system. If M >0 (<0), the image is erect (inverted). 

1.4.3 Cardinal points of an optical system 

We have briefly mentioned cardinal points in Section 1.4.1 and pointed 
out that there are six cardinal points on the optical axis that characterize 
an optical system. They are the first and second principal (unit) points 
(Hi,H2), first and second nodal points (Ni,N2) and the front and back 
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focal points (Fi, F2). The transverse planes normal to the optical axis at 
these points are called the cardinal planes: principal planes, nodal planes 
and the back and front focal planes. We shall learn how to find their 
locations in a given optical system. In fact, there is a relationship 
between the A, B, C, and D system matrix elements and the location of 
the cardinal planes. 

Locating the Principal Planes 

For a given optical system, shown in Fig. 1.15, we first choose the input 
plane and the output plane. We then assume that we know the ABCD 
system matrix linking the two chosen planes. Now for the sake of 
generality, we take n\ and n-i to be the refractive indices to the left and 
to the right of the two planes, respectively. 

Consider first, as in Fig. 1.15a), a ray crossing i*\, by definition, 
is bent parallel to the optical axis at the first principal plane. The focal 
point is located at a distance /lfrom the principal plane and at a distance 
p from the input plane. Furthermore, the distance r locates the principal 
point from the input plane. The convention for distances are that 
distances measured to the right of their planes are considered positive 
and to the left, negative. Since the input ray coordinates and the output 
ray coordinates are related by the ABCD matrix given by Eq. (1.4-1), 
we can write 

V2 Cxi + DmOi = 0, (^i = niOi) (1.4-19) 

Now, p = — x\/9i and the negative sign is included because p is to the 
left side of the input plane according to the convention. Incorporating 
Eq. (1.4-19), we have 

p= -Drn/C. (1.4-20) 

input plane output plane 
n, 

(x2,v2=0) 

(a) 
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input plane output plane 

(b) 

input plane output plane 

(c) 

Fig. 1.15 (a) Ray crossing first focal point F\ is bent parallel to the optical axis at 
the first principal plane, (b) Ray entering the system parallel to the optical axis is 
bent at the second principal plane in such a way that it passes through the second 
focal point F2, and (c) Ray entering the system directed towards Ni is emerged as a 
ray coming from JV2 • 

Now / i = — X2/61, where X2 = Ax\ + i?ni6>ifrom Eq. (1.4-1). We can 
derive, using the fact that AD — BC = 1, 

h = m/C. (1.4-21) 

Finally to find the location of the first principal point, we notice that 
r = — (/1 — p). By incorporating Eqs. (1.4-20) and (1.4-21), we have 

r = n 1 ( D - l ) / C . (1.4-22) 
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Similarly, with reference to Fig. 1.15b) we can find the location 
of the second principal plane. By definition, a ray which enters the 
system parallel to the optical axis at the height x\ arrives the same height 
at the second principal plane. The ray is then bent at the second principal 
plane in such a way that it passes through the second focal point F2. 
Again, the convention for distances q, s, and/2 are that distances 
measured to the right of their planes (output plane and the second 
principal plane) are considered positive and to the left, negative. We, 
therefore, write that 

q= ~x2/92, (v2 = n2e2), (1.4-23) 

where the negative sign is included in the above equation as 92 < 0. 
Now, from Eq. (1.4-1), we have v2 = Ca^aod x2 = Ax\, and we can re
write Eq. (1.4-23) in terms of the elements of the ABCD matrix: 

q= -An2/C. (1.4-24) 

To find the second focal length, write f2 — — x\jQ2. Using v2 = Cx\, 
the second focal length is 

f2=-n2/C. (1.4-25) 

Finally, to find s, we refer to Fig. 1.15b) and write s = q — f2. Using 
Eqs. (1.4-24) and (1.4-25), we have 

s = n2(l-A)/C. (1.4-26) 

Locating the Nodal Planes 

Similarly, we can find the location of the Nodal planes with reference to 
Fig. 1.15c). Again, the convention for distances u and w are that 
distances measured to the right of their planes (output plane and input 
planes) are considered positive and to the left, negative. We state the 
results as follows: 

u = (Dn1-n2)/C, (1.4-27) 
and 

w = {n\ — An2)/C. (1.4-28) 
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Example 1.6 Ray tracing using principal planes and nodal planes 

An object (an erected arrow denoted by O) is located 20cm from the 
ideal positive lens of focal length fp = 10cm. The distance between the 
positive lens and the ideal negative lens of focal length fn=— 10cm is 
5cm, as shown in Fig. 1.16. We shall draw a ray diagram for the two-
lens optical system for the image ( / ) . 

We choose the input and output planes to be the location where 
the positive lens and the negative lens are situated, respectively. The 
system matrix S linking the two planes is 

S = 1 0 
10 1 

1 0.05 
0 1 

1 0 
-10 1 

0.5 0.05 
- 5 1.5 

(1.4-29) 

where we have converted distances to meters and focal lengths to 
diopters. 

Input output 
ppi PP2 plane plane 

Fig. 1.16 Ray tracing using principal planes and nodal planes. 

Since we have found the ABCD matrix of the system, we can now find 
all the cardinal points and planes, which will help us to draw a ray 
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diagram for the optical system. Assuming n\ = n2 = 1, i.e., the optical 
system is immersed in air, we tabulate the results as follows: 

Front focal point F\: 
p = D/C = 1.5/( - 5) = - 0.3m 

= — 30cm < 0 (30cm left of the input plane). 

Back focal point F2: 
q = - A/C = - 0.5/( - 5) = 0.1 m 

= 10cm > 0 (10cm right of the output plane). 

First Principal point H\: 
r = (£> - l)/C = (1.5 - l ) / ( - 5) = - 0.1 m 

= - 10cm < 0 
(10cm left of the input plane, PP\ denotes the first principal plane). 

Second Principal point H2: 
s = (1 - A)/C = (1 - 0.5)/( - 5) = - 0.1 m 

= - 10cm < 0 
(10cm left of the output plane, PP2 denotes the second principal plane). 

First Nodal point Ni: 
u = (D-l)/C 

— — 10cm < 0 (10cm left of the input plane). 

Second Nodal point N2: 
w = (l-A)/C 

= — 10cm < 0 (10cm left of the output plane). 

Notice that the equivalent focal length of the optical system is f2 

= - 1 / C = 20cm. 

1.5 Reflection Matrix and Optical Resonators 

There is a rule that will enable us to use the translation matrix % and 
refraction matrix 1Z even for reflecting surfaces such as mirrors. When a 
light ray is traveling in the — z direction, the refractive index of the 
medium through which the ray is transversing is taken as negative. 
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According to the rule, from the refraction matrix [see Eq. (1.4-10)], we 

can modify it to become the reflection matrix 1Z: 

1 0' 

-P 1 n 

where p = " • ' "^ "' = - ^ and n is the refractive index for the 
medium in which the mirror is immersed. The situation is shown in Fig. 
1.17. Hence we can write the reflection matrix as 

K = 
1 0 

2n i 
R i 

(1.5-1) 

Wee see that if the rule is used on the equation for the power of a 
surface, we find that a concave mirror (R being negative) will give a 
positive power p, which is in agreement with the common knowledge 
that a concave mirror will focus rays, as illustrated in Fig. 1.17. The 
focal length of the spherical mirror is / = — R/2n. 

Fig. 1.17 Spherical mirror. 

In dealing with the translation matrix upon ray reflection, we 
adopt the convention in that when light rays travel between planes 
z = z\ and z = zi > z\, z\ — zi is taken to be positive (negative) for a 
ray traveling in the +z ( — z) direction. Again, the refractive index of the 
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medium is taken to as negative. By taking the value of the refractive 
index to be negative when a ray is traveling in the — z direction, we can 
use the same translation matrix throughout the analysis when reflecting 
surfaces are included in the optical system. With reference to Fig. 1.18, 
the translation matrices between various planes are given as follows: 

%_ 21 
1 d/n 
0 1 

between planes 1 and 2; 

T32 = 
1 dj — n 

1 
between planes 2 and 3, and 

3̂1 = ^32721 = I n / I between planes 1 and 3. 

Plane 3 

Plane 1 Plane 2 

Fig. 1.18 Rays reflected from a plane mirror. 

Optical Resonators 

An optical resonator is an optical system consisting of two mirrors of 
radii of curvature i?iand R2, separated by a distance d, as shown in Fig. 
1.19. The resonator forms an important part of a laser system. Indeed, for 
sustained oscillations, implying a constant laser output, the resonator 
must be stable. We shall now obtain the condition for a stable resonator. 
In stable resonators, a light ray must keep bouncing back and forth and 
remain trapped inside in order that oscillations are sustained. 
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•4 • 

d 
Fig. 1.19 Resonator consisting of two spherical mirrors. 

To follow a light ray through a resonator, we start the ray at the 
left mirror traveling toward to the right mirror, and then reflecting back 
to the left mirror. The system matrix describing a round trip through the 
resonator is 

S = Tl{TliTl2% 

- ( i ! ) ( S 0 U ! ) ( S 0 - ( c 2 > <-> 
where 

A = 1 + 2d/R2, B = 2d(l + d/R2), 

^ = 2[i + i ( l + f)]> d-5-2b) 

D = % + (! + f)a + f)-
Hence, we can write 

fxA (A B\ fx0\ 
\vj \c D) y^y 

where (x\,v{) is the ray coordinates after one round trip and (xo, VQ) is 
the ray coordinates when it started from the left mirror. Now, the 
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coordinates of the ray (xm,vm) after m complete round trips 
(oscillations) would be 

C r M ^ r o 0,-3, 
We can show that 

(A B\m 1 (AsinmO - sin(m - 1)8 BsinmB V 
\C DJ ~s in#V Csinmd Dsm(m-l)9J{ } 

where the angle 9 has been defined as 

cosO =l(A + D). (1.5-5) 

In order to achieve stability, the coordinates of the ray after m trips 
should not diverge as m —>• oo. This happens if the magnitude of cos# is 
less than 1. In other words, if 6 is a complex number, the terms sinm# 
and sin(m — 1)9 in Eq. (1.5.4) diverges. Hence the stability criterion is 

- 1 < cos0 < 1 (1.5-6) 

or, when using Eqs. (1.5-5) and (1.5-2b), 

0 < ( l + - ^ ) ( l + i < l . (1.5-7) 
i l l ti-2 

The stability criterion is often written using the so-called g parameters 
of the resonator as 

0 < S i S 2 < l , (1.4-26) 

where <?i = (1 + ^ ) and g2 = (1 + ^ ) . 
Figure 1.20 shows the stability diagram for optical resonators. Only 
those resonator configurations that lie in the shaded region correspond to 
a stable configuration. The point marked O corresponds to the so-called 
confocal configuration, where R\ = i?2 = — d or 5152 = 0. Figure 
1.21 shows ray propagation inside such a resonator. 
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Fig. 1.21 Ray propagation inside a stable resonator. 

1.6 Ray Optics using MATLAB 

Example 1 Obtaining output ray coordinates of a single lens system 

We shall find the ray coordinates rt = (xi,Vi) an arbitrary distance z 
behind a lens of focal lens / when the input ray coordinates 
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r0 = (XQ, VQ) for a ray starting from an object located a distance d0 in 
front of the lens is specified. Td0 and Tz denote the translation matrices 
for the ray in air before and after the lens (corresponding to object and 
image distances, respectively), while Sf is the lens matrix. The product 
of the three S = TzSfTd0 gives the overall system matrix for the optical 
system. The program gives the output ray coordinates r*. All distance 
dimensions have been written in centimeter. 

As an example, we create the MATLAB function Rays . In 
MATLAB, after the prompt > , we type [detS,ri]=Ray_s([0;l], 15,10,30) 
to denote input conditions: r0 = (0,1), d0 = 15cm, / = 10cm, and 
z — 30cm. We obtain r, = (0, — 0.5) as an output. 

Table 1.2 MATLAB code for ray traveling through a single lens, 
and the corresponding MATLAB output. 

function [detS, ri]=Ray_s(ro, do, f,z); 
%This function is for output ray vector of 
%a single lens system 
To=[l, do;0,1]; 
Sf=[l,0;-(l/f) ,1]; 
Ti=[l,z;0,l]; 
S=Ti*Sf*To; 
%Checking determinant for overall matrix 
detS=det(S); 
%"image" ray coordinate is ri 
ri=S*ro; 

Type in Matlab prompt 
»[detS, ri]=Ray_s( [0;1] , 15, 10, 30) 

Output from Matlab 
detS = 

1 
ri = 

0 
-0.5000 

We interpret the program as follows: if the input ray starts from 
the optical axis at a distance of 15cm from the lens with v = 1 rad, the 
output ray meets the axis a distance of 30cm behind the single lens with 
v = — 0.5 rad. In other words, for an object distance d0 of 15cm, the 
image distance z = di is 30 cm. Finding the determinant of the overall 
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system matrix S being unity is a check of the computations. Note that 
the ray coordinates at any plane z behind the lens can be found by 
substituting a number for the value of z in the program. 

To find the lateral magnification of the imaging system, we can 
enter in input ray coordinates of, say, (1,1). Using the same program as 
above, the output ray coordinates at z = 30cm (the image plane) works 
out to be (-2.0, -0.6). This means that the magnification of the system 
equals -2, which corresponds to an inverted real image of twice the size 
as the object, as expected. 

Example 2 Obtaining output ray coordinates of a single lens system 

We shall find the ray coordinates r\ = (xj,Vj)an arbitrary distance z 
behind a two-lens combination of focal lengths /12 and separated by a 
distance d when the input ray coordinates r0 for rays starting from an 
object located a distance d0 in front of the lens are specified. Td0 and 7^ 
denote the translation matrices for the ray in air before and after the lens 
(corresponding to object and image distances, respectively), Td denotes 
the translation matrix for a ray traveling between the two lenses, while 
<S/, 2 are the lens matrices, respectively. The product of 
S = TdtSf2%iSjlTd0 gives the overall system matrix for the optical 
system. The program gives the output ray corditis r{. All dimensions 
have been written in centimeter. 

We create the MATLAB function Rayd. In MATLAB, after the 
prompt » , we type [detS,ri]=Ray_d([0;l],10,10,10,10,20) to denote 
input conditions of the function: r0 = (0,1), d0 = 10cm, 
z = 10cm, /1 = 10cm, /2 = 10cm and d — 20cm. We obtain output 
coordinates r , = (0, — 1) as an output. Note also that when we input 
r0 = (1,0) with other input variables the same, we get rj = ( — 1,0). 
This corresponds that when the input ray is parallel to the optical axis, 
the output ray is also parallel to the axis with an inverted image having a 
unit magnification. 

Table 1.3 MATLAB code for ray traveling through a two lens system, and the 
corresponding MATLAB output. 

function [detS, ri]=Ray__d(ro, do, z, fl, f2, d); 
%This function is for output ray vector of a double lens 
%system 
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T o = [ l , d o ; 0 , 1 ] , • 
S f l = [ l , 0 ; - ( l / f l ) , l ] ; 
T d = [ l , d ; 0 , l ] ; 
S f 2 = [ l , 0 ; - ( l / f 2 ) , 1 ] ; 
T i = [ l , z ; 0 , l ] ; 
S = T i * S f 2 * T d * S f l * T o ; 

%Checking determinant for overall matrix 
detS=det(S); 
%"image" ray coordinate is ri 
ri=S*ro; 

detS = 
1 

ri = 
0 
-1 

Example 3 Finding the image location in a single lens system 

The following program is an extension to the first MATLAB example in 
this section. The MATLAB function R a y z gives the location of the 
image plane for a given location of the object in a single imaging lens 
system. To do this, the object is taken to be an on-axis point, and the ray 
coordinates monitored behind the lens. If the position of the output ray 
is sufficiently close to the optical axis behind the lens, the corresponding 
value of z is the location of the image. As an example, we input d0 = 15 
cm, f = 10cm, Zs = 0, Zf = 50cm, and Az = 0.1cm, where Zs, Zf 
and Az represent the start and end points of the search range and the 
resolution of the search, respectively. The program output shows that 
indeed the image location works out to be a distance of 30 cm behind the 
lens for an object distance of 15 cm in front of the lens with focal length 
equal to 10 cm. 

Table 1.4 MATLAB code for locating image plane for single lens imaging, and the 
corresponding MATLAB output. 

function [z_est, M]=Ray_z(do, f, Zs, Zf, dz); 
%This function is for searching image distance of the single 
%lens system 
To=[l, do;0,1],• 
Sf=[l,0;-(l/f),l]; 

ro=[0;l]; 
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n=0; 
for z=Zs:dz:Zf 

n=n+l; 
Zl(n)=z; 
Ti=[l,z;0,l] ; 
S=Ti*Sf*To; 
%"image" ray coordinate is ri 
ri=S*ro; 
Ri(n)=ri(l,l); 

end 
[M, N]=min(abs(Ri)); 
z est=Zl(N); 

» [ z _ e s t , M]=Ray_z(15, 10, 0, 50 , 0.1} 
z _ e s t = 

30 
M = 

0 

Problems 

1.1 A laser rocket is accelerated in free space by a photon engine 
that emits 10 kW of blue light (A = 450 nm). 
a) What is the force on the rocket? 
b) If the rocket weighs 100 kg, what is its acceleration? 
c) How far will it have traveled in one year if it starts from zero 
velocity? 
[Courtesy of Adrian Korpel, Professor Emeritus, Univ. Iowa] 

1.2 Derive the laws of reflection and refraction by considering the 
incident, reflected and refracted light to comprise a stream of 
photons characterized by a momentum p = hk, and k is the 
wavevector in the direction of ray propagation. Employ the law 
of conservation of momentum, assuming that the interface, say, 
y — constant, only affects the y-component of the momentum. 
This provides an alternative derivation of the laws of reflection 
and refraction. 

1.3 Show that the z-component of the ray equation, 

d dz dn 
ds ds dz' 
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can be derived directly from the equations for x and y [Eq. (1.3-
13]. Hint: make use of ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2. 

1.4 a) Show that for the square-law medium 
n2(x, y) = nl - n2(x

2 + y2), 

x{z) = —y=^- sin — z 
Jn2 \ nocosa 

when the initial ray position is at x = 0 with a being the 
launching angle. 
b) Plot x(z) for a = 10°, 20°, and 30° when n0 = 1.5, n2 = 0.1 
mm'2. Draw some conclusion from the plots. 
c) For paraxial rays, i.e., a is small, can you draw a different 
conclusion from that obtained from part b)? 

1.5 Show that the ray transfer matrix for the square-law medium 
n2(x, y) = UQ — n2(x

2 + y2) is 

cos(5z i s i n / ^ 
- no/3sin/3z cosfiz 

where 0 = ^Ju^/n®. 

1.6 For medium 
n2(x, y) = nl — 72; x > 0 

= nl x < 0, 

Find x(z) for a ray passing through x = 0, z = 0 with an angle 
a with respect to the optical axis, where 7 > 0. Sketch ray path 
x{z). These ray paths are good examples for radio wave 
propagation through the ionosphere. 

1.7 A point object is placed a distance 2m away from a concave 
mirror of radius of curvature R = — 80cm. Find the location of 
the image and draw the ray diagram of the image formed. 
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1.8 In the imaging system shown in Fig. 1.14, if now the object is 
displaced axially a small distance Sd0, find an expression for the 
corresponding distance Sdi of the image. 6d0/6di is called the 
longitudinal magnification Mz . Show that it is the square of the 
lateral magnification M. 

1.9 An object is placed 12cm in front of a lens-mirror combination 
as shown in Fig. PI.8. Using ray transfer matrix concepts, find 
the position, and magnification of the image. Also, draw the ray 
diagram of the optical system. 

Plane mirror 

V. 
/=10cm : 

L 
o 

I 

12 cm X 20 cm 

Fig. PI.8 

1.10 A glass hemisphere, shown in Fig. PI.9, of radius r and 
refractive index n is used as a lens for paraxial rays. Find the 
location of the first principal plane, second principal plane and 
the equivalent focal length of the optical system. 

Input p lane Ou tpu t plan 
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1.11 Referring to Fig. P. 1.10, show that the equivalent focal length / 
of the two-lens combination can be expressed as 

I - !_ —- J— 
J J a Jb Jajb 

assuming d < fa + ft,. Also, locate the second principal plane 
from which where / is measured. 

Fig. P. 1.10 

1.12 Show Eqs. (1.4-27) and (1.4-28). 

1.13 Show Eq. (1.5-4) by mathematical induction. 

1.14 Draw the ray propagation diagram similar to that shown in Fig. 
1.21 for the following parameters: 
a) R\ = oo and R2 = — 2d (hemispherical resonator); 
b) R\ = R2 = — d/2 (concentric resonator); 
c) R\ = d and R2 = 00. 
c) R\ = R2 = 00. 
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Chapter 2 

Wave Propagation and Wave Optics 

In Chapter 1, we introduced some of the concepts of geometrical optics. 
However, geometrical optics cannot account for wave effects such as 
diffraction. In this Chapter, we introduce wave optics by starting from 
Maxwell's equations and deriving the wave equation. We thereafter 
discuss solutions of the wave equation and review power flow and 
polarization. We then discuss boundary conditions for electromagnetic 
fields and subsequently derive Fresnel's equations. We also discuss 
Fourier transform and convolution and then develope diffraction theory 
through the use of the Fresnel diffraction formula, which is derived in a 
unique manner using Fourier transforms. In the process, we define the 
spatial frequency transfer function and the spatial impulse response in 
Fourier optics. We also describe the distinguishing features of Fresnel 
and Fraunhofer diffraction and provide several illustrative examples. In 
the context of diffraction, we also develope wavefront transformation by 
a lens and show the Fourier transforming properties of the lens. We also 
analyze resonators and the diffraction of a Gaussian beam. Finally, in the 
last Section of this chapter, we discuss Gaussian beam optics and 
introduce the ^-transformation of Gaussian beams. In all cases, we 
restrict ourselves to wave propagation in a medium with a constant 
refractive index (homogeneous medium). Beam propagation in 
inhomogeneous media is covered in Chapter 4. 

2.1 Maxwell's Equations: A Review 

In the study of electromagnetics, we are concerned with four vector 
quantities called electromagnetic (EM) fields: the electric field strength 
E (V/m), the electric flux density T> (C/m2), the magnetic field strength 
7i (A/m), and the magnetic flux density B (Wb/m2). The fundamental 

46 
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theory of electromagnetic fields is based on Maxwell's equations. In 
differential form, these are expressed as 

V-D = Pv, (2.1-1) 

V • B = 0 , (2.1-2) 

T)B 
V x £ = - — , (2.1-3) 

dt 

VxH = J = Jc + ^ , (2.1-4) 
dt 

where Jc is the current density (A/m2) and pv denotes the electric charge 
density (C/m3). Jc and pv are the sources generating the electromagnetic 
fields. Maxwell's equations express the physical laws governing the 
electric fields £ and X>, magnetic fields 7i and B, and the sources J7"c 

and pv. From Eqs. (2.1-3) and (2.1-4), we see that a time-varying 
magnetic field produces a time-varying electric field and conversely, a 
time-varying electric field produces a time-varying magnetic field. It is 
precisely this coupling between the electric and magnetic field generates 
electromagnetic waves capable of propagating through a medium even in 
free space. Note that, however, in the static case, none of the quantities 
in Maxwell's equations are a function of time. This happens when all 
charges are fixed in space or if they move in a steady rate such that pv 

and 3C remain constant in time. Therefore, in the static case, Eqs. (2.1-
3) and (2.1-4) becomes V x £ = 0 and V x H = Jc, respectively. The 
electric and magnetic fields are independent and not coupled together, 
which leads to the study of electrostatics and magnetostatics. 

Equation (2.1-1) is the differential representation of Guass's law 
for electric fields. To convert this to an integral form, which is more 
physically transparent, we integrate Eq. (2.1-1) over a volume Abounded 
by a surface S and use the divergence theorem (or Gauss's theorem), 

A V • T> dV= I'D • dS, (2.1-5) 

to get 

&T>dS= IpvdV. (2.1-6) 
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This states that the electric flux <f> T> • dS flowing out of a surface S 

enclosing a volume V equals the total charge enclosed in the volume. 
Equation (2.1-2) is Gauss's law for magnetic fields, which is the 

magnetic analog of Eq. (2.1-1) and can be converted to an integral form 
similar to Eq. (2.1-6) by using the divergence theorem once again, 

/ 
BdS = 0. (2.1-7) 

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (2.1-2) and (2.1-7) are zero because 
magnetic monopoles do not exist. Hence, the magnetic flux is always 
conserved. 

Equation (2.1-3) enunciates Faraday's law of induction. To 
convert this to an integral form, we integrate over an open surface S 
bounded by a line C and use Stokes's theorem, 

f(Vx£)-dS=<j)£-d£, (2.1-8) 

to get 

ls-M = - f— • dS. (2.1-9) 

This states that the electromotive force (EMF) § £ • d£ induced in a loop 
is equal to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux passing through 
the area of the loop. The EMF is induced in such a way that it opposes 
the variation of the magnetic field, as indicated by the minus sign in Eq. 
(2.1-9); this is known as Lenz's law. 

Similarly, the integral form of Eq. (2.1-4) reads 

ln-dt = T = f— • dS + I Jc • dS, (2.1-10) 

which states that the line integral of Ji around a closed loop C equals the 
total current X (displacement and conduction) passing through the 
surface of the loop. When first formulated by Ampere, Eqs. (2.1-4) and 
(2.1-10) only had the conduction current term Jc on the right-hand side. 
Maxwell proposed the addition of the displacement current term dJ>Jdt to 
include the effect of currents flowing through, for instance, a capacitor. 
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For a given current and charge density distribution, we solve 
Maxwell's equations. However, we remark that Eq. (2.1-1) is not 
independent of Eq. (2.1-4) and, similarly, Eq. (2.1-2) is a consequence of 
Eq. (2.1-3). By taking the divergence on both sides of Eqs. (2.1-3) and 
(2.1-4) and using the continuity equation: 

V-Jc + ^f = 0, (2.1-11) 
dt 

which is the principle of conservation of charge, we can show that 
V • T> = pv. Similarly, Eq. (2.1-2) is a consequence of Eq. (2.1-3). 
Hence, from Eqs. (2.1-1) to (2.1-4), we really have six independent 
scalar equations (three scalar equations for each curl equation) and 
twelve unknowns. The unknowns are the x, y, and z components of £, 
T>, "H, and B. The six more scalar equations required are provided by the 
constitutive relations: 

T) = t£, (2.1-12a) 

and 

B = ^iH, (2.1-12b) 

where e denotes the permittivity (F/m) and // the permeability (H/m) of 
the medium. In this book, we do not consider any magnetic media and 
hence fi is considered as a constant, e becomes a function of position, 
i.e., e(x,y), when considering inhomogeneous media such as in fiber 
optics (Chapter 3). When it is also a function of time i.e., e(x,y,t), we 
consider acousto-optics (Chapter 4). It becomes a tensor when 
considering anisotropic media as in electro-optics (Chapter 5). However, 
in many cases, we can take e and [i to be scalar constants. Indeed, this is 
true for a linear, homogeneous, and isotropic medium. A medium is 
linear if its properties do not depend on the amplitude of the fields in the 
medium. It is homogeneous if its properties are not functions of space. 
The medium is isotropic if its properties are the same in all direction 
from any given point. 

Returning our focus to linear, homogeneous, isotropic media, 
constants worth remembering are the values of e and /i for free space or 
vacuum: e0 = (l/367r) x 10~9F/m and p0 = 4n x 10~7H/m. For 
dielectrics, the value of e is greater than eo, because the T> field is 
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composed of free-space part €Q£ and a material part characterized by a 
dipole moment density V (C/m2). V is related to the electric field £ as 

P = Xeo£, (2.1-13) 

where x 1S the electric susceptibility and indicates the ability of the 
electric dipoles in the dielectric to align themselves with the electric 
field. The T> field is the sum of e$£ and V, 

T>= e0£ + V = e 0 ( l + x ) £ = e0er£, (2.1-14) 

where er is the relative permittivity, so that 

e =e0(\+x)= eoer- (2.1-15) 

Similarly, for magnetic materials p = p^pr is greater than/io, where pr is 
the relative permeability. In free space, er = [ir = 1. 

2.2 Linear Wave Propagation 

In this section, we first derive the wave equation and review some of the 
traveling-wave type solution of the equation in different coordinate 
systems. We define the concept of intrinsic impedance, Poynting vector 
and intensity, and introduce the subject of polarization. 

2.2.1 Traveling-wave solutions 

In Section 2.1 we enunciated Maxwell's equations and the constitutive 
relations. For a given J~c and pv, we remarked that we could, in fact, 
solve for the components of the electric field £. In this subsection, we 
see how this can be done. We derive the wave equation describing the 
propagation of the electric and magnetic fields and find its general 
solutions in different coordinate systems. By taking the curl of both sides 
Eq. (2.1-3), we have 

dB 
V x V x £ = - V x — 

Dt 

= - - ( V x # ) = - fi-( V x H ) (2.2-1) 
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where we have used the second of the constitutive relations [Eq. (2.1-
12b)] and assumed \x to be space- and time-independent. Now, 
employing Eq. (2.1-4), Eq. (2.2-1) becomes 

d2£ oJ"c 
V x V x £ = - at—7,— u , (2.2-2) p Qt2 r Dt v 

where we have used the first of the constitutive relations [Eq. (2.1-1 la)] 
and assumed e to be time-independent. Then, by using the following 
vector identity (A is some arbitrary vector) 

V x V x A = V ( V • A) - V2A, V 2 = V • V, (2.2-3) 

in Eq. (2.2-2), we get 

V2£ - M e ^ = ^ + V(V • £). (2.2-4) 

If we now assume the permittivity e to be space-independent as well, 
then we can recast the first of Maxwell's equations [Eq. (2.1-1)] in the 
form 

V • S = ^ , (2.2-5) 
e 

using the first of the constitutive relations [Eq. (2.1-12a)]. Incorporating 
Eq. (2.2-5) into Eq. (2.2-4), we finally obtain 

d2£ 3.7C 1, 
—7T = M + _ Vl£ - pe—5- = M ^ T 1 + -VP v , (2.2-6) 

which is a wave equation having source terms on the right-hand side. 
This is the wave equation for £ in a linear, homogeneous, and isotropic 
medium characterized by \x and e. 

Equation (2.2-6) is equivalent to three scalar equations, one for 
every component of £. Expressions for the Laplacian (V2) operator in 
Cartesian (x, y, z), cylindrical (r, </>, z), and spherical (R, 9, (f>) coordinates 
are given as follows: 

•2 D 2 t>2 0 2 

V = — + — + — , 
Dx2 dy2 dz2 

.o d2 id l o 2 d2 

1 — + + + • 
or2 r Dr r2 o</>2 Dz2 

(2.2-7) 

(2.2-8) 
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_ 2 02 2 0 1 02 I D 2 cot5 0 , _ 
dR2 RdR R2sm2Bd(f>2 R2d92 R2 W V ' ' 

In space free of all sources {Jc = 0, pv = 0), Eq. (2.2-6) reduces 
to the homogeneous wave equation 

V2£ = Lie — . (2.2-10) 

A similar equation may be derived for the magnetic field 7i, 

o d27i 
V2H = Lie—. (2.2-11) 

We caution readers that the V2operator, as written in Eqs. (2.2-
7)-(2.2-9), must be applied only after decomposing Eqs. (2.2-10) and 
(2.2-11) into scalar equations for three orthogonal components. 
However, for the rectangular coordinate case only, these scalar equations 
may be recombined and interpreted as the Laplacian V 2 acting on the 
total vector. Note that the quantity fie has the units of (1/velocity)2. We 
call this velocity v and define it as 

v2 = —. (2.2-12) 
fie 

For free space, n = (J,Q, e = to, a nd v = c. We can calculate the value of 
c from the values of eo and /io mentioned in Section 2.1. This works out 
to about 3 x IO8 m/s. This theoretical value, first calculated by Maxwell, 
was in remarkable agreement with Fizeau's previously measured speed of 
light (315,300 km/s). This led Maxwell to conclude that light is an 
electromagnetic disturbance in the form of waves propagated through the 
electromagnetic field according to electromagnetic laws. 

Let us now examine the solutions of equations of the type of 
Eqs. (2.2-10) or (2.2-11) in different coordinate systems. For simplicity, 
we will analyze the homogeneous wave equation 

dt2 * / V > = 0, (2.2-13) 

where ip may represent a component of the electric field £ or of the 
magnetic field "H and where v is the velocity of the wave in the medium. 
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In Cartesian coordinates, the general solution is 

ijj(x, y, z, t) = cj(u;0t - k0xx - k0yy - k0zz) 

+ c2g(u0t + koxx + k0yy + k0zz) (2.2-14) 

with the condition 

^o = ^ l = u 2 (2 2-15) 
K0x K0y K0z "O 

where c1 and c2are some constants. In Eq. (2.2-15), U>Q is the angular 
frequency (rad/s) of the wave and ko is the propagation constant (rad/m) 
in the medium. Since the ratio oV^o is a constant, the medium of 
propagation is said to be nondispersive. We can then re-express Eq. (2.2-
14) as 

ip(x, y, z, t) = cf(u>0t -k0- R)+ c2g (uj0t + k0 • R), (2.2-16) 

where 

R = xax + yay + zaz , (2.2-17a) 

k0 = koxax+koyay + k0zaz. (2.2-17b) 

fcois called the propagation vector and |fco| = ^o; &x, &y, and az denote 
the unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. 

In one spatial dimension, i.e.,i/j(z,t), the wave equation [Eq. 
(2.2-13)] reads 

-~-v2^r = 0 (2.2-18) 

n2 dz2 v ' 

and its general solution is 

i>(z, t) = cif(co0t - k0z) + c2 g(co0t + k0z), v = coQ/k0. (2.2-19) 
Note that Eq. (2.2-14) or (2.2-16) comprises the superposition of 

two waves, traveling in opposite directions. We can define a wave as a 
disturbance of some form characterized by a recognizable amplitude and 
a recognizable velocity or propagation. Let us now consider a special 
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case: c\ = 1, c% = 0, and ip(.) is of the functional form of exp[j(.)], we 
then have the following solution: 

il>(x, y, z, t) = exp[j(co0t - k0 • R)] (2.2-20) 

This is called a plane-wave solution and the wave is called a plane wave 
of unit amplitude. 

Consider now the cylindrical coordinate system. The simplest 
case is that of cylindrical symmetry, which requires that tp(r, (f>, z, i) 
= ip(r, z, t). The ^-independence means that a plane perpendicular to 

the z axis will intersect the wavefront in a circle. Even in this very 
simple case, no solutions in terms of arbitrary functions can be found as 
was done previously for plane waves. However, we can show that the 
exact solution has a Bessel-function type dependence on r if we assume 
ip to be time-harmonic, that is, of the form ip(r, t) = Re[t/)p(r)e-''Jlat], where 
Re[.] means "the real part of the quantity being bracketed," and ipp(r) is a 
phasor corresponding to the time-varying field ip(r,t). For r > 0 , the 
solution becomes 

rKr,t)~-r exp[ j(u0t ± k0rj\ . (2.2-21) 

Vr 

approximately satisfying the wave equation [Eq. (2.2-13)]. This wave is 
commonly called a cylindrical wave. 

Finally, we present solutions of the wave equation in a spherical 
coordinate system. For spherical symmetry ( Dllxp = 0 = o/o6>), the wave 
equation, Eq. (2.2-13), with Eq. (2.2-9) assumes the form 

fd2j> 2t>yA o2wo_ l d2w) 
\dR2 RdRj W?2 v2 dt2 ' K ] 

Now, the above equation is of the same form as Eq. (2.2-18). Hence, 
using Eq. (2.2-19), we can write down the solution of Eq. (2.2-22) as 

rp= ^f{ioot-k0R) + ^g(io0t + koR) (2.2-23) 

with u>o/ko = v. Again, for a special case: c\ = I, C2 = 0, and ip(.) is of 
the functional form of exp[j(.)], Eq. (2.2-23) takes the form of 

i> (R, t) = ~cxp[j(u;0t - koR)], (2.2-24) 

which is called a spherical wave. 
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2.2.2 Maxwell's equations in phasor domain: Intrinsic impedance, 
the Poynting vector, and polarization 

The electromagnetic fields and the current and charge densities 
considered so far are real functions of space and time. When we are 
concerned, as assumed in previous sections, with time-harmonic fields at 
a single frequency UJO, we can define, for example, the electric field as 

£(x, y, z, t) = Re[E(x, y, z)exp(ju0t)}, (2.2-25) 

where E(x, y, z) is a vector field phasor corresponding to the time-
varying electric field £(x, y, z, t). The phasor is complex in general as it 
has amplitude and phase information. Similar definitions apply to the 
other fields and to Jfc and pv, i.e., we have the following phasors: 
B(x,y,z), D(x,y,z), H(x,y,z), Jc(x,y,z) and pv(x,y,z). With 
these phasors for the time-harmonic quantities and for a linear, isotropic, 
and homogeneous medium characterized by e and p, we can formulate 
Maxwell's equations as follows: 

V-Z> = pv(x,y,z), (2.2-26a) 

V B = 0, (2.2-26b) 

V x E = - JLO0B, (2.2-26c) 

V x H = J = Jc+ju>0D (2.2-26d) 

with D = eE and B = pH. In obtaining Eq. (2.2-26), we have used 
the fact that 

V • Q(x, y,z,t) = V • Re[G(x, y, z)exp(juj0t)} 

= Re[V • G(x, y, z)ex.p(j(j0t)] (2.2-27a) 

for divergence operations, and 

V x Q(x,y,z,t) = V x Re[G(x,y,z)exp(jcoQt)} 

= Re[V x G(x, y, z)exp(ju>0t)] (2.2-27b) 
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for curl operations, and finally 

$G(x,y,z,t) D 
u7 = ^{^^^^'^^PUwo*)]} 

= Re [juj0G(x, y, z)exp(juot)} (2.2-21 c) 

for time derivative operations, where G(x,y,z) is the phasor 
corresponding to the time-harmonic field Q(x, y, z, t). 

In an unbounded isotropic, linear, homogeneous medium free of 
sources, electromagnetic wave propagation is transverse in nature. This 
means that the only components of S and Ti are those that are transverse 
to the direction of propagation. To check this, we consider a simple case 
where the propagating electric and magnetic fields are traveling along the 
positive z-direction: 

E = Ex+ Ey + Ez 

= E0xexp( - jk0z)ax + E0yexp( - jk0z)ay 

+ E0zexp( - jk0z)az , (2.2-28a) 

H = Hx +Hy + Hz 

= H0xexp( - jk0z)ax + H0yexp( - jk0z)ay 

+ H0zexp( - jk0z)az, (2.2-28b) 

where E0x, E0y, E0z and H0x, Hoy, H0z are complex constants in general. 
Again, if we want to convert the phasor quantity back into the time 
domain, we simply use Eq. (2.2-25). 

We put Eq. (2.2-28) in the first of Maxwell's equations [i.e., Eq. 
(2.2-26a)], with pv = 0, and invoke the constitutive relations to derive 

— {E0zexp[j(u)0t - k0z)]} = 0 
X)z K 

implying 
E0z = 0. (2.2-29a) 
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This means there is no component of the electric field in the direction of 
propagation. The only possible components of E then must be in a plane 
transverse to the direction of propagation. Similarly, using Eqs. (2.2-
26b), we can show that 

H0z = 0. (2.2-2%) 

Furthermore, substitution of Eq. (2.2-28) with E$z = 0 = H0z 

into the third of Maxwell's equations, Eq. (2.2-26c), yields 

koEoy^x — koE()x&y = ~ (J^o(Hox*x + H()y&y)-

We can then write [using Eqs. (2.2-12) and (2.2-15)] 

HQX = Eoy, Hoy = - EQX, (2.2-30) 
n v 

where 

„ = _„ = „„= y 
is called the intrinsic or characteristic impedance of the medium. The 
characteristic impedance has the units of V/A, or Q. Its value for free 
space is r/o = 377/7. Now using Eqs. (2.2-28)-(2.2-30), we can show that 

EH = 0, (2.2-31) 

which means that the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal to each 
other, and that E x H is along the direction of propagation (z) of the 
electromagnetic field. Similar relationships can be established in other 
coordinate systems. 

Note that E x H has the units of W/m2, reminiscent of power 
per unit area. All electromagnetic waves carry energy, and for isotropic 
media the energy flow occurs in the direction of propagation of the wave. 
However, this is not true for anisotropic media [see Chapter 5]. 

The Poynting vector S, defined as 

S = S xH, (2.2-32) 

is a power density vector associated with an electromagnetic field. In a 
linear, homogeneous, isotropic unbounded medium, we can consider a 
simple case and choose the electric and magnetic fields to be of the form 
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S(z, t) = Re [Eoexp [j(u0t - k0z)] ] ax, (2.2-33a) 

and 

H{z,t)=Re — exp[j(u0t - k0z)] ay, (2.2-336) 

where EQ is, in general, a complex quantity. This choice is consistent 
with Eqs. (2.2-30)-(2.2-31). Note that S is a function of time and it is 
more convenient, therefore, to define the time-averaged power 
density < S > as 

<S> = — / Sdt= -^—az = ev ~^—az . (2.2-34) 
2TTJ0 2r) 2 

We can also find the time-averaged power density by conveniently using 
phasors instead of the time integration: 

<<S> = ^Re[E x H*}. (2.2-35) 

We can now define irradiance I as the absolute value of <S> 

I = \<S>\, (2.2-36) 

which is often referred to as the intensity. However, the intensity is 
commonly taken to be proportional to the magnitude squared of the 
complex field, i.e., I-Eol2-

We shall now introduce readers to the concept of polarization of 
the electric field. The polarization describes the locus of the tip of the £ 
vector at a given point in space as time advances. A separate description 
of the magnetic field is not necessary because the direction of 7i is 
definitely related to that ofE. 

Let us consider a plane wave propagating in the +z direction and 
therefore the electric field is oriented in the x — y plane, i.e., EQZ = 0, 
which has two components. According to Eq. (2.2-28a), we write 

E(z) = E0xexp( - jk0z)ax + E0yexp( - jkQz)ay, (2.2-37a) 

where 

E0x = \E0x\,E0y= \Eoy\e-j(l>o, (2.2-37b) 
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with (f)0 being a constant. 
First, we consider the case where 0O = 0 or ± IT. The two 

components of E(z) are in phase, and 

£(z, t) = Re[E(z) exp(juot)) 

= (\E0x\ax ± \E0y\ay)cos(uj0t - k0z). (2.2-38) 

The direction of £ is fixed on a plane perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation (this plane is referred to as the plane of polarization) and 
does not vary with time, and the electric field is said to be linearly 
polarized. The plus sign in Eq. (2.2-38) refers to the case (f>0 = 0, 
whereas the minus sign to the case <f>0 = ±ir. 

As a second case, we assume </>0 = ± TT/2 and \EQX\ = \Eoy\ = EQ. 
In this case, 

£(z, t)= Eocos(ojot — kQz)ax ± isosin (oo^t — k^z)ay. (2.2-39) 

When monitored at a certain point z = zo during propagation, the 
direction of £ is not longer fixed along a line, but varies with time 
according to 9(t) = coot — kozo, where 6 represents the angle between £ 
and the (transverse) x axis. The amplitude of £ (which is equal to EQ) is, 
however, still a constant. This is an example of circular polarization of 
the electric field. When (f>Q = — TT/2, the y-component of £(z, t) leads 
the ^-component of £(z,t) by TT/2. Hence, as a function of time, £(z,t) 
describes a clockwise circle in the x-y plane as seen head-on at z = ZQ; 
therefore, we have the so-called clockwise circularly polarized light. 
Similarly, for <fi0 = + TT/2, £(z,t) describes a counter-clockwise circle, 
and we have counter-clockwise circularly polarized light. 

In the general case when 0ois arbitrary, 

£(z, t) - |£,o2;|cos(a;0/ - k0z)ax + \Eoy\cos(ujQt - k0z - (fi0)ay. (2.2-40) 

As in the case of circularly polarized waves ( where |i?ox|2 + l̂ o l̂2 = E% 
constant), the direction of £(z, t) is no longer fixed and its tip traces an 
ellipse in the x-y plane. The wave is said to be elliptically polarized. 
Note that for values of 0O equal to 0 or ± TT and ± 7r/2 (with lisozl = | i%| 
= EQ), the polarization configurations reduce to the linearly and 

circularly polarized cases, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates various polarization configurations 
corresponding to different values of 4>Q to demonstrate clearly linear, 
circular, and elliptical polarizations. In this figure, we show the direction 
of rotation of the 5-field with time, and its magnitude for various <j)0. 
When (p0 = 0 or ±ir, the 5-field is linearly polarized and the £ vector 
does not rotate but fixed along a line. 

-k o o ̂ \ 
I£JH£J 

Fig. 2.1 Various polarization configurations corresponding to different value of (fr0 

(\E0x\ / \Eoy\), unless otherwise stated. 

2.2.3 Electromagnetic waves at a boundary and Fresnel's equations 

We have studied wave propagation through an unbounded medium so 
far. In this section, we discuss wave propagation through a boundary 
between two semi-infinite media sharing a common interface. 
Specifically, we first investigate the effects of wave polarization upon 
reflection and transmission at the interface between two linear, isotropic 
and homogeneous media and derive the Fresnel's equations. We then 
include a discussion on total internal reflection and establish the 
properties of evanescent waves. 

We consider a plane polarized wave incident on the interface at 
an angle 6i with respect to the normal of the interface as shown in Fig. 
2.2. The plane containing the incident propagation vector ki and the 
normal to the interface is called the plane of incidence. Since a vector 
field lying on a plane in an arbitrary direction always can be decomposed 
into two orthogonal directions. We choose to decompose the £ field into 
a direction perpendicular and the other parallel to the plane of incidence. 
We consider these two cases separately, and the general situation is 
obtained by superposing the results of the two cases. 
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Parallel polarization 

With reference to Fig. 2.2, we take the fields of the incident, reflected, 
and transmitted waves to be of the following forms, respectively 

Fig. 2.2 Parallel polarization. 

Ei = Ei0Qxp[ - j (ki • R)] = Ei0exp[ - j(kism9,x + fcjcosfl^)], 

Er = ErQexp[ — j (kr • R)] = EroQxp[ — j(krsin9rx — krcos9rz)], 

and 

Et = Ei0exp[ - j (kt • R)] = Etoexp[ - j(ktsm9tx + ktcos9tz)}. 

(2.2-4 la) 
Similarly, for the magnetic fields, we have 

Hi = Hi0exp[ - j (ki • R)} = Hi0exp[ - j(kisin9iX + ktcosOiz)], 
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Hr — HrQexp[ — j (kr • R)] = i7r0exp[ — j(krsin9rx — krcosOrz)]; 

Ht = Htoexp[ - j (kt • R)] = Htoexp[ - j(kts'm9tx + ktcos9tz)}. 

(2.2-4 lb) 
Note that these electric fields are on the plane of incidence and hence 
their polarizations are parallel to the plane of incidence. According to the 
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the interface between two linear, 
isotropic and homogeneous media with no surface charges and surface 
currents at the interface, the tangential components of £ and 7i, and the 
normal components of T> and B are continuous across an interface. 
Continuity of the tangential components of the electric fields at the 
interface (z = 0) requires that 

K-^i ' * - J T ) \ along interface — -^tlalong interface > \2.-L-i\L'&) 

which implies (with reference to Fig. 2.2) 

£'jocos6,jexp[ — ^(fcjsin^a;)] — .Erocos0rexp[ — j(krsinOrx)) = 

Etocos0texp[ - j(ktsm9tx)], (2.2-42b) 

where, according to Fig. 2.2, we have 

Ei — Ei0(cos9iax — sin^a^), 

Er = Er0( — cos^a^ — sin6*raz), 
and 

Et = Et0(cos9tax - sin9taz). 

Now, the boundary condition for the tangential component of the 
magnetic field gives 

v.-" j ~t~ •Hr)\along interface — -"t\along interface i yZ.Z-QjZl) 

which is equivalent to 

Hioexip[ — j(kism9ix)] + iJroexp[ — j(krsin9rx)] = 

Ht0exp[-j(ktsin9tx)}, (2.2-43b) 

where Hi = Hi0ay, Hr = iJroay,and Ht = Hmay. Now, in order to 
satisfy Eqs. (2.2-42b) and (2.2-43b) for all possible values of x along the 
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interface, all three exponential arguments must be equal and that gives 
the so-called phase matching condition: 

kiSin9i = krsin9r = ktsin9t. (2.2-44) 

Note that the first equality in the above equation leads to law of 
reflection and the second equality leads to Snell's law. In light of Eq. 
(2.2-44), the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.2-42b) and (2.2-43b) 
reduce to 

EiocosOi — Erocos9r = Etocos9t, (2.2-45a) 

and 

Hto + Hr0 = Hto, (2.2-45b) 

respectively. Using Hi0 = Ei0/r]i, Hr0 = ErQ/r]i and Hm = Eto/m , 
where 771 and 772 are the intrinsic impedances for medium 1 and 2, Eqs. 
(2.2-45a) and (2.2-45b) can be solved simultaneously to obtain the 
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients, r\\ and r±, 
respectively: 

Er0 771 cosflj - 7?2cos6»t r\\ = —— = —, (2.2-46a) 
Ei0 771 cosVi + rj2cos9t 

Et0 2r/2 cosOi 

Ei0 rji cosOi + 7?2cos0 t 

Perpendicular polarization 

(2.2-46b) 

In this case, the electric field vectors are perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence, as shown in Fig. 2.3. As we did previously in the parallell-
polarization case, we can obtain the following expressions for the 
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients: 

Er0 772 cosflj - rjicos9t 
r-L = TT- = n TT> (2.2-47a) 

Eio 772 c o s ^ + rncos9t 

Em 2772 cosgj 
tj- = W = ^ n n . f l . - ^ . n n . f l . " ( 2 - 2 " 4 7 b ) Ei0 rj2Cos9i + r]icos9t' 

Equations (2.2-46) and (2.2-27) are called the Fresnel's equations, which 
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dictate plane wave reflection and transmission at the interface between 
two semi-infinite media characterized by 771 and 772. 

Brewster angle 

The incident angle for which the reflection coefficient is zero is called 
the Brewster angle 6P, also called the polarizing angle. For perpendicular 
polarization, we set r± = 0 to get 

Fig. 2.3 Perpendicular polarization. 

772 COS#j = rjicosdf (2.2-48) 

Using Eqs. (2.2-12) and (2.2-44), we solve for 04 in Eq. (2.2-48) to 
obtain 

^ - v ™ ^ ^ - (2-2-49) 
When iii = H2, the denominator of Eq. (2.2-48) goes to zero. It means 
that 9P does not exist for nonmagnetic materials. Similarly, we find the 
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Brewster angle for parallel polarization by setting r\\ = 0 to obtain 

sin0pn = 
- (//2C1/W2) 

1 - (ei/62)2 
(2.2-50) 

For nonmagnetic materials, i.e., n\ = H2 , 

sin 
1 + (ei/e2) 

= tan -\f^ = t a n - 1 ( ^ ) . (2.2-51) 

Figure 2.4 plots the reflection and transmission coefficients for 
incident fields with parallel and perpendicular polarization as a function 
of the incident angle #, for an air-glass interface (n\ = 1, rii = 1.5, 

I \xjt and n Mi = /X2 = 1), where we have used rj = y/\xjt and n = u'jirer to re-
express Eqs. (2.2-46) and (2.2-47) in terms of ni andri2. In this case, the 
coefficients are real as indicated in Fig. 2.4a). Figure 2.4a) can be 
represented by two figures, Figs. 2.4b) and 2.4c), where in Fig. 2.4c) we 
see a phase jump from zero degree to -180 degrees at the Brewster angle 
for the rpa (ry) curve. 

Real part of coefficients 
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(a) r||, t||, r±, t±vs. incident angle. Coefficients are all real in this case. 
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Magnitude of coefficients 
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(b) Magnitude of coefficients vs. incident angle. 
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(c) Phase angle of coefficients vs. incident angle 

Fig. 2.4 Reflection and transmission coefficients for an air-glass interface 
(ni = 1.0, ri2 = 1.5): tpa and tpe correspond to the cases of transmission coefficient 
of parallel and perpendicular polarization, respectively. rpa and rpe corresponds to 
the cases of reflection coefficient of parallel and perpendicular polarization, 
respectively. These plots are generated using the m-file in Table 2.1. 
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Reflectivity and transmissivity 

It is useful to relate the coefficients of reflection and of transmission to 
the flow of energy across the interface. Using Eq. (2.2-34), we write the 
averaged power densities carried by the incident, reflected and 
transmitted beams, respectively as follows: 

<Si> = -7;—a* , <Sr> = — — a r , and <S,> = ——at , 
2771 Irji 2T]2 

where a ,̂ ar and a, are the unit vectors of fc;, kr and kt as shown in Figs. 
2.2 and 2.3. The coefficients of reflection R and transmission T are 
defined as the ratios of the average power across the interface. ForR, it is 
given by 

R = |<«Sr>-az| = \Er$ca&Or 2 5 2 

|<5<>-a,| lEjopcosfl,-' 

Hence, for parallel and perpendicular polarization, we have 

R|| = |r|||2 and R± = | r j 2 , (2.2-53) 

respectively as #» = 9r. R|| and R± are also called reflectivity or 
reflectance in optics. The coefficient of transmission (also called 
transmissivity or transmittance in optics) is 

\<St>-*z\ |£/O|277icos6>, 

|<<Si>-az| |^0|
2r/2cos6lr-' 

Hence, for parallel and perpendicular polarization, we have 

(2.2-54) 

1|| = t|| a n d T ± = t . (2.2-55) 
7/2COSP, r]2COS&i 

Note that conservation of power requires that 

R_L + T± = 1 and Ry + Ty = 1. (2.2-56) 

As a practical example, for normal incidence {Oi = 0t = 0) from air 
(ni = 1) to glass (ri2 = 1.5), 
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R,l = Rx = |r,||2 = | r j 2 = [(m - n2)/(n1 + n2)}
2 = 0.04, 

and T± = Ty = 0.96. Hence, about 4% of the light is reflected and 96% 
is transmitted into glass. 

Total internal reflection 

Recall from Section 1.2 that for n\ > n2, any light ray incident at an 
angle greater than the critical angle, c/)c = sin~1(ra2/n1), experiences 
total internal reflection. What is the picture in terms of wave theory? It 
turns out Fresnel's equations are all applicable to total reflection if we 
disregard the fact that sin0t > 1 and for 4>i > 4>c, we set 

cos0t = - (1 - sin20t)2 

= - [1 - ( ^ ) 2 s i n 2 < ^ 
n2 

= ± j [ ( ^ ) 2 s i n V 8 - l ] i (2.2-57) 

n2 

Hence, from Eq. (2.2-41). We have, for reflected field, 

Er = ^ r 0exp[ — j (kr • R)} = -Er0exp[ — j(krsin9rx — fcrcos0r;z)], 
and the transmitted field is 

Et = .Etoexpf - j (kt • R)] = EtQexp[ - j(ktsin6tx + ktcos8tz)} 

= Etoexp[ - jkt( — )sin^>jx]exp{ - kt[( — )2sin2& - l]~2z}, 
n2 n2 

where we have only retained the real exponential in z with a negative 
argument to prevent nonphysical solutions. We see that the transmitted 
field is propagating along the x-direction, with an exponentially 
decaying amplitude in the z-direction. Such a wave is called an 
evanescent wave. 

Taking the case that the incident wave is polarized with its 
electrical field perpendicular to the plane of incidence [see Fig. 2.3], from 
Fresnel's equations (2.2-47) and the fact that cos04 is now an imaginary 
quantity, r± and t±_ become complex and we find 



and 

where 
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rj_ = |r_L |exp( j a ) = exp(ja) (2.2-58) 

t± = l tJexpOa/2) = 2 C ° S 0 ; . exp( j« /2) , (2.2-59) 
A / 1 - ( n 2 / n i ) 2 

a = 2tan-i(Y5^ESS) 
coscpj 

is the phase angle of the reflection coefficient. We can now write, 
assuming Ei0 = Ei0ay, 

Er = Er0exp[ - j (kr • R)] 
= £;i0aj/exp(ja)exp[ - j (kr • R)] (2.2-60) 

and 

Et = Etoexp[ - j (kt • R)] 

= Ei0ay\t±\exp(ja)exp[ - jkt(—)sin^x] 

x exp{ - kt[( — )2sinVi - 1 ] ^ } . (2.2-61) 
n2 

We notice that the amplitude of the reflected wave is equal to that of the 
incidence and hence the energy is totally reflected [see Fig. 2.5a)]. 
However, there is a phase change upon reflection, which varies from 0° 
at the critical angle to 180° at grazing incidence as illustrated in Fig. 2.5 
b). The results of Fig. 2.5 are plotted using the m-file shown in Table 2.2. 
Now, the corresponding magnetic field for the transmitted field is, with 
reference to Fig. 2.3 and using Eq. (2.2-57), 

Ht = Ht0Gxp[ - j(kt • R)} 

= ( - cos6>tax + sm0taz)
 i0' "L|exp(ja)exp[ - jkt(—)sin<^:z:] 

771 l 

x exp{ - kt[(—)2sin2^ - l]*z}. 

and it becomes the following equation when we use Eq. (2.2-57): 
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H, = (*0 I2 sin2 ,nx. -E'iO I *_L | . - \Y&X + (—)sin<foaz) }• """^'exp(ja) 

exp[ - j/ct( —)sin^a;]exp{ - kt[( — )2sin2fa - l]h}. 
™2 Tl2 
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(a) Magnitude of reflection coefficients vs. incident angle 
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(b) Phase angle of reflection coefficients vs. incident angle 

Fig. 2.5 Reflection coefficients for an glass-air interface (n\ = 1.5, ni = 1): rpa and 
rpe corresponds to the cases of reflection coefficient of parallel and perpendicular 
polarization, respectively. 
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The time-averaged power density < St > of the transmitted field is then 

<St> oc Re[Et x H*t}. 

= Re{[- j [ ( ^ ) 2 s i n 2 ^ - l]3a, + (^)sin<M*] 

x « ^ e x p { - 2fc4[(—)2sin2^ - l]h}\. (2-2-63) 

Note that the transmitted field is obviously not zero (|£j_| 7̂  0), despite 
the fact that there is no power flowing along the z-direction (as the 
Poynting vector in the z-direction is imaginary). However, there is power 
flowing along the interface inside the less denser medium. 

If we consider a collection of plane waves (such as a beam), 
traveling in different directions, to be incident on the interface at angles 
larger than the critical angle, each plane wave experiences total internal 
reflection, and the reflection coefficient for each is different. Upon 
reflection, we can reconstruct the reflected beam by adding the complex 
amplitudes of each reflected plane wave. The net result is a reflected 
beam that is laterally shifted along the interface upon reflection. This 
lateral shift can be interpreted as the energy of the beam entering the less 
denser medium, traveling along the interface within the less denser 
medium, and then re-emerging from the less denser medium to the denser 
medium upon reflection. This lateral shift along the interface of the beam 
is known as the Goos-Hdnchen shift. 

Table 2.1 Fresnel_Eq.m (m-file for plotting Fresnel's equations (2.2-46) and (2.2-47)) 

%Fresnel_Eq.m 
%This m-file plots Fresnel equations (2.2-46) and (2.2-47) 

nl=input('nl ='); 
n2=input('n2 ='); 

theta_i=0:0.001 :pi/2;%Incidence angle 

z=(nl/n2)*sin(theta_i); 
theta_t=-j*log(j*z+(ones(size(z))-z.A2).A0.5); 

r_pa=(n2*cos(theta_i)-nl*cos(theta_t))./(n2*cos(theta_i)+nl*cos(theta_t)); 
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t_pa=(2*nl *cos(theta_i))./(n2*cos(theta_i)+nl *cos(theta_t)); 

r_pe=(nl*cos(theta_i)-n2*cos(theta_t))./(nl*cos(theta_i)+n2*cos(theta_t)); 
t_pe=(2*nl*cos(theta_i))./(nl*cos(theta_i)+n2*cos(theta_t)); 

[N M]=min(abs(r_pa)); 
theta_i=theta_i/pi* 180; 
theta_cri=asin(n2/nl)* 180/pi; 

figure(l) 
plot(theta_i,real(t_pa),'-',theta_i,real(t_pe),':,,theta_i,real(r_pa),'-.',theta_i,real(rjpe),'—', 

thetai(M), 0, 'o') 
ml=min([real(t_pa) real(t_pe) real(r_pa) real(rje)]); 
Ml=max([real(t_pa) real(t_pe) real(r_pa) real(r_pe)]); 
legend('t_p_a','t_p_e', 'r_p_a','r_p_e') 
text(theta_i(M)A01*(Ml-ml),['\leftarrow']); 
text(theta_i(M),0.018*(Ml-ml),[' Brewster angle = ', num2str(theta_i(M))]); 
ifnl >=n2 

text(theta_cri,-0.1*(Ml-ml), [' Critial angle = ', num2str(theta_cri)]); 
end 
xlabel('incident angle') 
axis([0 120ml*l . lMl*l . l ] ) 
title('Real part of coefficients') 
grid on 

figure(2) 
plot(theta_i,imag(t_pa),'-',theta_i,imag(t_pe),':',theta_i,imag(r_pa),'-

.',theta_i,imag(r_pe),'-', theta_i(M), 0, 'o') 
ml=min([imag(t_pa) imag(t_pe) imag(r_pa) imag(r_pe)]); 
Ml=max([imag(t_pa) imag(t_pe) imag(r_pa) imag(r_pe)]); 
mll=min([abs(imag(t_pa)) abs(imag(t_pe)) abs(imag(r_pa)) abs(imag(r_pe))]); 
Mll=max([abs(imag(t_pa)) abs(imag(t_pe)) abs(imag(r_pa)) abs(imag(r_pe))]); 
legend('t_p_a','t_p_e', 'r_p_a','r_p_e') 
text(theta_i(M),0.01 *(M11-ml l+0.2),['\leftarrow']) 
text(theta_i(M),0.03*(Ml 1-ml l+0.2),[' Brewster angle = ', num2str(theta_i(M))]); 
i fn l>=n2 

text(theta_cri, -0.1*(Ml-ml), [' Critial angle = ', num2str(theta_cri)]); 
end 
xlabel('incident angle') 
axis([0 120 ml*l.1-0.1 M1*1.1+0.1]) 
title('Imaginary part of coefficients') 
grid on 

figure(3) 
plot(theta_i,abs(t_pa),'-',theta_i,abs(t_pe),':',theta_i,abs(r_pa),'-.',theta_i,abs(r_pe), '— 

',theta_i(M), 0, 'o') 
ml=min([abs(t_pa) abs(t_pe) abs(r_pa) abs(r_pe)]); 
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Ml=max([abs(t_pa) abs(t_pe) abs(rjpa) abs(r_pe)]); 
legend('t_p_a','t_p_e', 'r_p_a','r_p_e') 
text(theta_i(M),0.01*(Ml-ml),['\leftarrow']) 
text(theta_i(M),0.03*(Ml-ml),[' Brewster angle = ', num2str(theta_i(M))]); 
i fn l>=n2 

text(theta_cri, 0.1*(Ml-ml), [' Critial angle = ', num2str(theta_cri)]); 
end 
xlabel('incident angle') 
axis([0 120ml*l . lMl*l . l ] ) 
title('Magnitude of coefficients') 
grid on 

figure(4) 
plot(theta_i,real(j * 180/pi*log(t_pa)),'-

',theta_i,real(j* 180/pi*log(t_pe)),':',theta_i,real(j * 180/pi*log(r_pa)),'-
.',theta_i,real(j*180/pi*log(r_pe)), '-',theta_i(M), 0, V) 

ml=real(min([ -j*180/pi*log(r_pa) -j*180/pi*log(r_pe)])); 
Ml=real(max([ -j*180/pi*log(r_pa) -j*180/pi*log(r_pe)])); 
legend('t_p_a','t_p_e', 'r_p_a','r_p_e') 
text(theta_i(M),0.015*(Ml-ml),['\leftarrow']) 
text(theta_i(M),0.03*(Ml-ml),[' Brewster angle = ', num2str(theta_i(M))]); 
i fn l>=n2 

text(theta_cri, -0.1*(Ml-ml), [' Critial angle = ', num2str(theta_cri)]); 
end 
xlabel('incident angle') 
axis([0 120-185 185]) 
title('Phase angle of coefficients') 
grid on 

2.3 Wave Optics 

In this Section, we derive the spatial frequency transfer function for 
wave propagation. We then derive the important Fresnel diffraction 
formula and the Fraunhofer Diffraction formula commonly used in 
Fourier optics. We start from the wave equation, Eq. (2.2-13), expressed 
in Cartesian coordinates: 

1 D2ib D2?b D2ih DV 
= — - + — - + — - (2 3-1) 

v2 X)t2 Qx2 dy2 Dz2 ' V ' 
We now assume that the wavefunction ip(x, y,z,t) comprises a complex 
amplitude ipp(x, y, z) riding on a carrier of frequency LJQ (ipp is a phasor 
in electrical engineering): 
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tp(x, y, z, t) = ipp(x, y, z)exp(jujot). (2.3-2) 

Substituting Eq. (2.3-2) into Eq. (2.3-1), we get the Helmholtz equation 
for ipp, 

d2lbv d2lbD tflbv , 9 , , Wn 

^ + W + ^ + k ° ^ ° ' k o = - i - (2-3'3) 
At this point, we introduce 2-D Fourier transform in the next Section and 
will thereafter use Fourier transform to find the solution to Eq. (2.3-3) for 
a given initial condition. 

2.3.1 Fourier transform and convolution 

The two-dimensional (2-D) spatial Fourier transform of a square-
integrable function f(x, y) is given as [Banerjee and Poon (1991)] 

/

OO /"OO 

/ / 0 , y) exp{jkxx + jkyy) dxdy 
ooJ—oo 

= Fxy{f(x,y)} (2.3-4a) 

The inverse Fourier transform is 
-| POO POO 

f(x, y) = —^ I I F(kx,ky)exp( - jkxx - jkyy) dkxdky 
^" J —ooJ — oo 

= Txy-
1{F{kx,ky)} (2.3-4b) 

The definitions for the forward and backward transforms are consistent 
with the engineering convention for a traveling wave, as explained in 
Banerjee and Poon (1991). In many optics applications, the function 
f(x,y) represents the transverse profile of an electromagnetic or optical 
field at a plane z. Hence in Eqs. (2.3-4a) and (2.3-5b), f(x,y) and 
F(kx,ky) have z as a parameter. For instance, Eq. (2.3.5) becomes 

-| /»00 /*00 

f(x,y;z) = —^ \ / F(kx, ky; z) exp( - jkxx - jkyy) dkxdky. 
^•'* J— OOJ — CJO 

The usefulness of this transform lies in the fact that when substituted into 
the wave equation, one can reduce a three-dimensional partial differential 
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equation (PDE) to a one-dimensional ordinary differential equation 
(ODE) for the spectral amplitude F(kx,ky;z). Typical properties and 
examples of 2-D Fourier transform appear in the Table below. 

Table 2.2 Properties and examples of some two-dimensional Fourier Transforms. 

Function in (x, y) Fourier transform in (kx, ky) 
l.f(x,y) F(kx,ky) 
2. f(x -x0,y- yQ) F{kx,ky)exp(jkxx0 + jkyy0) 

3. f (ax, by); a, 6 complex constants ra^^'lf) 
4.f*(x,y) F*{-kx,~ky) 

S.F(x,y) 47r2f(~kx,-ky) 
6. df{x, y)ldx - jkxF(kx,ky) 
7. delta function 
6(x, »)=£ H , 0 ± M ^ d M f c w 1 
8. 1 4n2S(kx,ky) 
9. rectangle function sine function 

rect(x, y) = rect(a;)rect(j/), sinc(fj, ^ ) = sinc(fj)sinc(^), 

where rect(a :)=(0
1;W<^) where sinc^) = ^ 

10. Gaussian Gaussian 

exp[-a(x* + y2)} ^exp[ - &%] 

The convolution g(x, y) of two functions gi(x, y) and g2{x, y) is 
defined as 

/

oo poo 
I gi(x',y')g2(x-x',y-y')dx'dy' 

ooJ — oo 

= 9i{x,y)*g2{x,y). (2.3-5) 

It can be readily shown that the Fourier transform G(kx, ky) of g(x, y) is 
related to the Fourier transforms G\^{kx, ky) of g\^{x, y) as 

G(kx,ky) = Gi(kx,ky)G2(kx,ky). (2.3-6) 

2.3.2 Spatial frequency transfer function and spatial impulse response 
of propagation 

By taking the 2-D Fourier transform, i.e., Txy, of Eq. (2.3-3) and upon 
some manipulations, we have 
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rl2\fJ k2 k2 

a WP i 1,2/ i Kx S dz2 + fco( 1 - ^ | - T § ) * , = 0 , 

where ^p(kx,ky-z) is the Fourier transform of i[;p(x,y,z). We now 
readily solve the above equation to get 

%(kx, ky.z) = ̂ po(kx, ky) exp[ - jk0^l-k2/k2 -k2/k2z], (2.3-7) 

where $po(kx, ky) = ^fp(kx, krz = 0) 

= Fxy{ipp(x,y,z = 0)} =Jr
Xy{if)p0(x,y)}. 

We can interpret Eq. (2.3-7) in the following way: Consider a 
linear system with ^po(kx, ky) as its input spectrum (i.e., at z = 0) and 
where the output spectrum is ^fp(kx,ky-z). Then, the spatial frequency 
response of the system is give by 

^p\kx, ky-Z) 

^po(kx,ky) 
— rt {kxi fcy;Z) 

exp[ - jkjl - k2Jk2 - k2
y/k

2 z ] . (2.3-8) 

We will call 7i{kx,kmz) the spatial frequency transfer function of 
propagation of light through a distance z in the medium. 

To find the field distribution at z in the spatial domain, we take 
the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2.3-7): 

i/)p(x,y,z) = Fxy
ly!>p(kx,ky.z)} 

o z. = ^JI^Mkx,ky)exp[- jk0^/l - k^/k2 -k2/kt 

x exp [ - jkxx - jkyy] dkxdky . 
(2.3-9) 

Now, by substituting ^po(kx, ky) = Txy< ippo{x, y) > into Eq. (2.3-9), we 

can express t/jp(x, y, z) as 
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ipp(x,y,z) = J fipp0(x',y')G(x-x',y-y';z)dx'dy' 

= VvoO, y) * G{x, y; z). (2.3-10) 
where 

G{x, y; z) = 4^2/Jexp[ - jk0^l - k2Jk2 - k2/k2 z] 

x exp[ — jkxx — jkyy] dkxdky . 

The result of Eq. (2.3-10) indicates that G(x, y; z) is the spatial impulse 
response of propagation of the system. By changing of variables: 
x — rcosB, y = rsinO, kx = pcoscp, and ky = psin<fi, G(x, y; z) can be 
evaluated as [Stark (1982)] 

G(x,y;z) = ?koeM-jk°^T72 

27r\/r2 + z2 

x / 2 2 ( 1 + , / 2 , J - (2-3-11) 
yrz + zl jk$yrz + zz 

We can make the following observations: (1) For z S> Ao = 2ir/ko, i.e., 
we observe the field distribution many wavelengths away from the 
diffracting aperture, we have (1 + -—/„ „) « 1 . (2) ; t , = cos<P, 

where cos # is called the obliquity factor and <£ is the angle between the 
positive z-axis and the line passing through the origin of the coordinates. 
Now, using the binomial expansion, the factor 
•\/r2 + z2 = TJX2 + y2 + z2 « z + ^^T" > P rovidedx2 + y2«z2. This 
condition is called the paraxial approximation, which leads to 
cos $ « 1. If the condition is used in the more sensitive phase term and 
only used the first expansion term in the less sensitive denominators of 
the first and second terms of Eq. (2.3-11), G(x, y; z) becomes the so-
called free-space spatial impulse response, h(x, y; z), in Fourier Optics 
[Banerjee and Poon (1991), Goodman (1996)]: 

h(x, y; z) = exp( - jk0z) —- exp 
2,-KZ 

jk0 (x2 + y2 

2z 
. (2.3-12) 

By taking the 2-D Fourier transform of h(x, y; z), we have 
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H(kx,ky.z) = Fxy{h{x,y;z)} 

exp( - jk0z) exp 
j(k2

x + k2
y)z^ 

ZKr. 
(2.3-13) 

H(kx,ky-z) is called the spatial frequency response in Fourier Optics. 
Indeed, we can derive Eq. (2.3-13) directly if we assume that 
k2, + k2 <C fcg, meaning that the x and y components of the propagation 
vector of a wave are relatively small, we have, from Eq. (2.3-8) 

ypo(kx,ky) 
— rt \kx, ky-z) 

exp[-jkjl-(k2
x + k2

y)/k
2 

j(k2
x + k2

y)zi 

Zfcri 
~ exp( - jk0z) exp 

= H \KX, KyZ). 

If Eq. (2.3-12) is now used in Eq. (2.3-10), we obtain 

tpp(x,y,z) = ippo{x,y)*h(x,y;z) 

(2.3-14) 

= e x p ( - J M ^ / / ^ ' , y ' ) 

x exp ^ ( x - x ' ^ + y - y ' ) 2 ) dx'dy'. (2.3-15) 

Equation (2.3-15) is called the Fresnel diffraction formula and describes 
the Fresnel diffraction of a beam during propagation and having an 
arbitrary initial complex profile ippo(x, y). The input and output planes 
have primed and unprimed coordinate systems, respectively. Figure 2.5 
shows a block-diagram relating the input and output planes. To obtain 
the output field distribution ipp(x,y,z) at a distance z away from the 
input (the location of the diffracting screen), we need to convolve the 
input field distribution ippo{x,y) with the spatial impulse response 
h{x,y;z). 
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Fig. 2.5 Block diagram of wave propagation in Fourier optics. 

2.3.3 Examples ofFresnel diffraction 

Example 1: Point source 

A point source is represented by ippo(x, y) = 6(x)S(y). By Eq. (2.3-15), 
the complex field at a distance z away is given by 

ipp{x,y,z) = [6{x)6(y)]*h(x,y;z) 

= — exp[ - jk0z ]. (2.3-16) 

This expression is the paraxial approximation to a diverging spherical 
wave. Now, by considering the argument of the exponent in Eq. (2.3-16), 
we see that using the binomial expansion previously used, we can write 

ipp{x,y,z) ~ —^exp(- jk0[z2 + x2 + y2}1*) 
ZTTZ 

^ | ^ _ e x p ( - j f c o i 2 ) , (2.3-17) 

which corresponds to Eq. (2.2-24) for a diverging spherical wave. 

Example 2: Plane Wave 

For a plane wave, we write ippo{x,y) = I. Then 
^po(kx, ky) — 4ir26(kx)8(ky). Using Eq. (2.3-13), we have 

j(k? _i_ \~}\z 
^p{kx, ky; z) = 4ir26(kx)8(ky)exp( - jk0z)exp [ y ] 

2k0 

= 4:7T26(kx)8{ky)exp( - jk0z) 
Hence, 
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ipp(x, y, z) = exp( - jk0z). 

As the plane wave travels, it only acquires phase shift and is 
undiffracted, as expected. 

2.3.4 Fraunhofer diffraction 

When we examine the Fresnel diffraction pattern, which is calculated 
through the Fresnel diffraction formula Eq. (2.3-15), the range of 
applicability of this formula is from distances not too close to the source, 
typically from about 10 times the wavelength in practice. In this Section 
we examine a method of calculating the diffraction pattern at distances 
far away from the source or aperture. More precisely, we observe in the 
far field, that is, 

/2 k0(x" + y' 
= ZR<^Z, (2.3-18) 

where ZR is the Rayleigh range, then the value of the exponent 
exp[ — jk0 (x' + y' y\maxj1z is approximately unity over the input 
plane (x',y'). Under this assumption, which is called the Fraunhofer 
approximation, Eq. (2.3-15) becomes 

ipp(x, y, z) = exp( - jk0z) -— exp 
Zirz 2z 

jk°(x2 + y2) 

Ih JK ippo{x\ y')exP — ( x x ' + yy') dx'dy' 

exp( - jk0z) -—exp 
ZTTZ 

Jk° (x2 + y2) 
2z 

x fXy{Mx,y)} 
kx =k0x/z. 
ky=k0y/z 

(2.3-19) 

Equation (2.3-19) is the Fraunhofer diffraction formula and is the 
limiting case of the Fresnel diffraction studied earlier. The first 
exponential in Eq. (2.3-19) is the result of the phase change due to 
propagation, whereas the second exponential indicates a phase curvature 
that is quadratic in nature. Note that if we are treating diffraction of red 
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light (Ao = 0.6328 /im) and the maximum dimensions on the input plane 
are 1 mm, the distance to observe the far field is then, according to Eq. 
(2.3-18), z > 5m. 

Example: Fraunhofer diffraction of a slit of finite width 

The complex amplitude of a slit illuminated by a plane wave of unity 
amplitude is represented by ippo(x,y) = rect(f) at the exit of the slit of 
width lx along the x-direction. Note that because we are usually 
interested in diffracted intensities (i.e.,\ipp\

2, the exponentials in Eq. (2.3-
19) drop out. Furthermore, the other term besides the Fourier transform, 
namely, (ko/2irz), simply acts as a weighting factor. The intensity 
profile depends on the Fourier transform, and we will therefore 
concentrate only on this unless otherwise stated. Using 

J^y{rect(—)} = lxsmc(^-?-)y/2Tr6(ky), 
ix Z7T 

and from Eq. (2.3-19), we have 

VvO, y\z) oc !xsinc(^L )£( ). (2.3-20) 

Since there is no variation along y, we plot the normalized intensity 
I(x)/I(0) = s inc 2 (^ f ) along x only as shown in Fig. 2.6. Table 2.3 
shows the m-file for plotting the normalized intensity. 

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 

2nz 

Fig. 2.6 Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of a slit. 
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Table 2.3 P sinc.m: m-file for plotting I(x)/I(0) for lxko/2nz = 1 

%P_sinc.m Plotting of sincA2(x) function 
x=-3.5:0.01:3.5; 
Sinc=sin(pi*x)./(pi*x); 
plot(x,Sinc.*conj(Sinc)) 
axis([-3.5 3.5-0.1 1.1]) 
grid on 

We observe that the first zero of the sine-function occurs at 
x = ± 2irz/lxko = ± X0z/lx, and that the angle of spread 
^spread — X0/lx during diffraction. 

In fact, we can simply find the spread angle from a quantum 
mechanical point of view [Poon and Motamedi, 1987]. Consider light 
emanating from an aperture of width lx, as shown in Fig. 2.7. 

L < 

Slit i 

Fig. 2.7 Geometry for determination of the angle of spread 0spreai during diffraction. 

Quantum mechanics relates the minimum uncertainty in position 
Ax of a quantum to the uncertainty in its momentum Apx according to 

AxApx~h. (2.3-21) 

• z 

*ture 

Now, in our problem Ax = lx, because the quantum of light can emerge 
from any point on the aperture. Hence, by Eq. (2.3-21), 
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h 

A / > x ~ - . 

We define the angle of spread B spread, assumed small, as 
"spread 

Pz P0 

where pz and p0 represent z component of the momentum, and the 
momentum of the quantum, respectively. Butp0= Mo, where k0 is the 
propagation constant; hence, 

^spread ~ ~, T~ ~~j j \L.5-ZL) 
^ O ' x 'a; 

where A0 denotes the wavelength in the medium of propagation of the 
light. Thus, the angle of spread is inversely proportional to the aperture 
width as predicted previously using Fraunhofer diffraction. 

2.3.5 Fourier transforming property of ideal lenses 

Since a lens is a phase object, and for an ideal focusing lens of focal 
length / , its phase transformation function, tf(x, y), is given by 

tf(x,y) = e x p [ i ^ ( x 2 + y2)]. (2.3-23) 

The reason for this is that for a uniform plane wave incident upon the 
lens, the wavefront behind the lens is a converging spherical wave (for / 
> 0) that converges ideally to a point source a distance z = f behind the 
lens. Upon comparing with the paraxial approximation for a diverging 
spherical wave, as given by Eq. (2.3-16), Eq. (2.3-23) readily follows for 
an ideal thin lens (thickness of the lens being zero). 

Let us now investigate the effect of placing a transparency 
t(x, y) against the ideal lens, as shown in Figure 2.8. In general, t(x, y) 
is a complex function such that if a complex field ipp(x, y) is incident on 
it, the field immediately behind the transparency-lens combination is 

i>p{x,y)t(x,y)tf(x,y) = ipp(x,y)t(x, y)exp[j^-(x2 + y2)}, 

file:///L.5-ZL
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t(x,y), transparency 

Lens of focal length f 

Incident Complex Field 

Fig. 2.8 A transparency immediately before an ideal lens under complex field 
illumination. 

where we have assumed that the transparency is infinitely thin, as is the 
case for the ideal lens. Then, for brevity, under illuminated by a unit-
amplitude plane wave, i.e, ipp(x, y) = 1, the field immediately behind the 
combination is given by t(x, y)exp [jjf(x2 + y2)}. We then find the field 

distribution at a distance z = / by using the Fresnel diffraction formula, 
Eq. (2.3-15), as 

jko 
if>p(x,y,z = f) = exp( - jkof) ^ e x P L 2 , Jk°(x2 + y2)} 

x / t(x', y')exp \j-y(xx' + yy')]dx'dy 

= exp( - jkof) 
2 « e x p [ l T ( l +y) 

XFXy{t{x,y)} 
kV=k(,vl! 

(2.3-24) 
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where x and y denote the transverse coordinates at z = f. Hence, the 
complex field on the focal plane (z = f) is proportional to the Fourier 
transform of t(x, y) but with a phase curvature. Note that if t(x, y) =1, 
i.e., the transparency is totally clear, we have ij)p(x, y,z = f) oc 6(x, y), 
which corresponds to the focusing of a plane wave by a lens. Note that, 
for an ideal divergent lens, its phase transformation function is given by 
e x p [ - j | ( x 2 + y2)]. 

All physical lenses have finite apertures and we can model this 
physical situation as a lens with an infinite aperture followed 
immediately by a transparency described by what is called the pupil 
function p} (x, y) of the lens. Typical pupil functions are rect(x/X, y/Y) 

or circ(r/ro), where X,Y, and ro are some constants, and r = (x2 + y2)? 
and that circ(r/ro) denotes a value 1 within a circle of radius r$ and 0 
otherwise. Hence, if we have a transparency t(x, y) against a lens with a 
finite aperture, the field at the back focal plane of the lens is given by 

?pp(x,y,z = f) ex T' \t(x,y)pf(x,y)}\ (2.3-25) 
ky=k0y/f 

under plane wave illumination. 

Example: Transparency in front of a lens 

Suppose that a transparency t(x, y) is located at a distance d0 in front of 
a convex lens with an infinitely large aperture and is illuminated by a 
plane wave of unit strength as shown in Fig. 2.9. The physical situation 
is shown in Fig. 2.9a), which can be represented by a block diagram 
given by Fig. 2.9b). According to the block diagram, we write 

i>p(x,y;f) = {[t(x,y)*h(x,y\do)]tf(x,y)}*h(x,y;f), (2.3-26) 

which can be evaluated to become 

M*> y; / ) = 0 e x p [ - jk0(do + /)]exp[ - j£±(l - ^)(x2 + y2)] 

x Fxy{t{x,y)} 
kx=kax/f 
kv=hyll' 
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t(x,y) 

tpi*- !f f) 

Plane 
wavefronts 

(a) 

t(-r,V) II(J\IJUI0) 
! ' ( • ' • • ! / • / ) 

•</>(.)•.//:/) 

tj(.t.y) =cxpHff(.r f y2)] 

(b) 

Fig. 2.9 Plane-wave illumination of a transparency t(x,y) located a distance d0 in 
front of a converging lens of focal length / : a) Physical situation b) Block diagram. 

Note that, as in Eq. (2.3-24), a phase curvature factor again 
precedes the Fourier transform, but vanishes for the special case do = f. 
Thus, when the transparency is placed in the front focal plane of the 
convex lens the phase curvature disappears, and we recover the exact 
Fourier transform on the back focal plane. Fourier processing on an 
"input" transparency located on the front focal plane may now be 
performed on the back focal plane. Thus, a lens brings the Fraunhofer 
diffraction pattern (usually seen in the far field) to its back focal plane 
through the quadratic phase transformation. This is the essence of 
Fourier optics to perform coherent image processing. 

2.3.6 Resonators and Gaussian beams 

In Chapter 1, we analyzed an optical resonator using geometrical optics. 
In this Section, we will use a wave optics analysis to find the beam 
profile of different modes in the resonator, and hence the field 
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distributions of the output light beam. For simplicity, we consider a 
confocal resonator system (see Section 1.5) that consists of a pair of 
concave mirrors of equal radii of curvature R = — d separated by a 
distance d. The resonator system is again shown in Figure 2.10(a). 

x'.y' 

R = d R= - d 

(a) 

A C 

•d- d-

IB D 
Li 

(b) 

Fig. 2.10 a) Confocal resonator, b) Equivalent model for a). 

In order to calculate the transverse modes inside the resonator, 
we let if)p(x, y) represent the optical field along the plane AB as shown in 
Fig. 2.10a). This field ipp(x,y) undergoes Fresnel diffraction over a 
distance d, is then reflected from mirror M2, travels back to mirror Mi, 
and undergoes a second reflection in one round trip. ipp(x, y) is called a 
mode of the resonator if it reproduces itself after one round trip (apart 
from some constant). From geometry, it is easy to see that AB and CD 
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(which are separated by d) are symmetric about z = d/2, and hence the 
resonator in Fig. 2.10a) may be "unfolded" as shown in Fig. 2.10b) to 
analyze the situation. In this equivalent model, the "unfolding" implies 
that the field tpp"{x, y) immediately behind the lens L2 is identical to the 
field ipp(x,y) immediately behind lens Li. The focal length / of each 
lens must be equal to d/2. Therefore, we write 

4>P"{x,y) = jipp(x,y), (2.3-28) 

where 7 is some complex constant. Eq. (2.3-28) formulates an 
eigenvalue problem. Explicitly, Eq. (2.3-28) reads [see Eq. (2.3-15)]: 

Jipp(x, y) L 7^exp( - jk0d) / / W O , V) 

exp{~jtd[(x-x')2 + (y-y')2])dx'dy' 

x exp mx2 + y2) 

jk0exp( - jk0d) 

2vrd -exp JYd(x + y, J ji>p{x',y') 

x exp j^(x12 + y12 - 2xx' - 2yy') dx'dy', (2.3-29) 

where S is the area of mirrors Mi and M2 in Fig. 2.10a). Equation (2.3-
29) is an integral equation with ipp(x, y) to be solved. 

As we will see shortly, there are an infinite number of solutions 
•0m,n called eigenfunction, or eigenmodes, each with an associated 
eigenvalue 7m n , where mand n denote the transverse mode numbers. 
The mode numbers determine the transverse field distribution of the 
mode. The eigenvalues 7TO„ have physical meanings. If we put 

T™« — T« aj4>m (2.3-30) 

we see that quantity 1 - |7 m n | gives the energy loss per half-cycle 
transit. The loss is called the diffraction loss of the resonator and is due 
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to the "energy spills" around the reflecting mirrors [because we are 
considering the so called open-sided resonators, see Fig. 2.10a), in which 
we assume that S is finite]. For mirrors with very large aperture, i.e, 
S —> oo, the field does not lose power during round trips, and hence j m n 

is simple a phase factor. Now, the phase of j m n , i.e., 4>mn, is the phase 
shift per half-cycle transit, which determines the oscillation frequencies 
of the resonator. 

Returning to Eq. (2.3-29) and defining a function 

f(x,y) = tpp(x,y)exp JYd(x +y) 

Eq. (2.3-29) becomes 

jfc0exp( - jk0d) 
7f(x,y) 2wd 

' r A*n i 

f(x',y')exp\j-j(xx' + yy') dx'dy', 

(2.3-31) 
where we have assumed that the two mirrors have square cross sections 
of linear dimension 2a. 

Introducing the dimensionless variables £ and r\ through the 
relations 

i = y/2irN- and V = V ^ r N - , 

where N = ^-4 is called the Fresnel number of the square aperture, Eq. 
2ixd 

(2.3-31) reduces to 

7/(£,7) = 
je 

-jk0d 

2vr /

\/2TTN p 

-\/2-KNJ-

/2TTN 

I r / w ^ ' + w ' ) ^ ' M,rf)e dgdi. 
12-KN 

(2.3-32) 
To solve for /(£, 77), we use the separation of variables technique and 
write 

7 = 7172 and f(£,r)) = p(£)q(r))-

On substitution, Eq.(2.3-32) can be written as two separate equations, 

<c\ ( ^d\ [J ^ 
1-J2-KN 

.pg)eMte')d? (2.3-33a) 
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and 

/ iknd \ I i fy'27rN 

l2q{rj) = exp( - J-±-j ^ j-J q(r/)avUvr/W. (2.3-33b) 

The solutions of these integral equations are prolate spheroidal functions 
[Slepian and Pollack (1961)] and these functions are numerically 
tabulated. Here we will only consider the case when N 3> 1. For such a 
case, we can extend the limits of integration in Eq. (2.3-33) from — oo to 
oo. Equations (2.3-33a) and (2.3-33b) tell us that the functions p(£) and 
q(ri) are their own Fourier transforms apart from some constant. These 
functions are called self-Fourier transform functions [Banerjee and Poon, 
1995]. A complete set of functions satisfy the condition is the Hermite-
Gaussian functions. 

The Hermit-Gaussian function gm(£) is defined as follows: 

jm9m(0 = -r= \ 9m(OeM'dti', (2.3-34) 
v27T •'-oo 

where gm(£,) = Hm(^)e % I2 and Hm(£)is the Hermite polynomial of 
order m, defined by 

j m 

Hm(0 = ( - 1 ) ™ / — e " « . (2.3-35a) 

The first five Hermite polynomials are 

H0(0 = 1 

H2(0 = 4 £ 2 - 2 
H3(0 = 8 £ 3 - 1 2 £ 
# 4 ( 0 = 16£4 - 48£2 + 12. (2.3-35b) 

Figure 2.11 shows the three lowest-order Hermite-Gaussian functions. 
Note that, in general, the mth-order function contains m nulls. 

In order that p(£) and q(ry) be of the Hermite-Gaussian form, it is 
required that 

7 l = j(m+l/2). . ._ ( ik®d 
exp ( - J-~^ = exp { - j -k0d - -(m + -)TT] j 
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and 

72 = j ( m + 1 / 2 ) e X p ( - ^ exp J - j lk0d -\{n+ \)it j . 

Hm(§)t 
•$2 12 

(2.3-36) 

Fig. 2.11 The three lowest-order Hermite-Gaussian functions. 

The solutions of Eq. (2.3-33) are, therefore, the Hermit-Gaussian 
functions 

Pm(0 = Hm(Oe-?/2 (2.3-37a) 
and 

qn(rj) = Hn(V)e-^2 , (2.3-37b) 

where m and n denote the transverse mode numbers and determine the 
field distribution of the mode. Thus the complete solution of Eq. (2.3-29) 
with 7Y » 1 can be expressed as Hermit-Gaussian beams, 

Vv„(^y) = ^ e xP 4(£2 + r?2) Pm(€)qn(v) 
£= \/2nNx/a, r/= y/2irNy/a 
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= Aoxp \jtA^ + y2)]HmUkix)Hn(J^y) 

x exp l (^ 2 +2/ 2 ; (2.3-38) 

where A is some constant. Each set (TO, n) corresponds to a particular 
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode of the resonator as the electric 
(and magnetic) field of the electromagnetic wave is orthogonal to the 
resonator z - axis. The lowest-order Hermite polynomial HQ is equal to 
unity; hence the mode corresponding to the set (0,0) is called the 
TEMoomode and has a Gaussian radial profile. 

Figure 2.12 depicts the intensity patterns \'ifJPmn(x, j/)|2 of some 
modes, and Table 2.3 provides the m-file for plotting them. Note that 
higher-order modes have a more spread-out intensity distribution and 
therefore would have higher diffraction losses. Most practical lasers are 
made to oscillate in the TEM0o mode. Because higher-order modes have 
wide transverse dimensions, they can be suppressed by placing a circular 
aperture inside the resonator. 

Hermit Gaussian Mode(m,n) 

(a) Mode m = 0, n = 0 
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Hermit Gaussian Mode (m,n) 

x[mm] 

(b) Mode m = 3, n — 3 
Fig. 2.12 Intensity patterns for two modes. 

Table 2.4 HG.m (m-file for plotting intensity patterns of Hernite-Gaussian modes) 

%HG.m (Plotting Hermit-Gaussians up to m=n=3 mode) 
clear 
m=input('m (enter between 0 to 3) ='); 
n=input('n (enter between 0 to 3) = '); 
%waist-(ko/d)A0.5=l [mm] 
ko_d=l; 
Xmin=-5; 
Xmax=5; 
Step_s=0.0001 *300/(l .276*1.2); 
x=Xmin:Step_s:Xmax; 
y=x; 

i f m = 0 
Hm=ones(size(x)); 

end 
if m = l 

Hm=2*x*ko_d; 
end 
if m==2 

Hm=4*x.A2-2*ones(size(x)); 
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end 
if m==3 

Hm=8*x.A3-12*x; 
end 
i f n = 0 

Hn=ones(size(x)); 
end 
ifn==l 

Hn=2*x*ko_d; 
end 
ifn==2 

Hn=4*x.A2-2*ones(size(x)); 
end 
i f n = 3 

Hn=8*x.A3-12*x; 
end 

%Length of consideration range 
L=Xmax-Xmin; 
n=size(x); 
N=n(2); 
fork=l:N 

for 1=1 :N 
psy(k,l)=expG*ko_d/2*(x(l)A2+y(k)A2))*Hm(l)*Hn(k)*exp(-

ko_d/2*(x(l)A2+y(k)A2)); 
end 

end 
figure(l) 
image(x,y,256*abs(psy)/max(max(abs(psy)))) 
colormap(gray(256)) 
title('Hermit Gaussian Mode (m,n)') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis square 

So far we have discussed only the eigenfunctions of Eqs. (2.3-
33a) and (2.3-33b). In discussing their corresponding eigenvalues, we 
note that from Eq. (2.3-36), 

7 = 7i72 = expi - j 
7T 

k0d — (m + n + 1) — (2.3-39) 

Observe that (7! =1, implying that the diffraction losses are zero. This is 
expected, as in our analysis we have essentially assumed the mirror 
cross-section is of large dimensions, that is, N 2> 1. We have mentioned 
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previously that the phase of 7 represents the additional phase shift per 
half-cycle transit. The condition for supporting a mode is that the field 
does not change of the field in a round trip through the resonator. This 
means that the phase change of the field in a round trip should be an 
integral multiple of 2-K, or for the half-cycle transit, the phase change 
must be an even multiple of it. Therefore, from Eq. (2.3-39), we must 
have 

klmnd -{m + n + l ) f = ZTT, i = 1,2,3,..., (2.3-40) 

where Prefers to the longitudinal mode number. Hence, the resonant 
frequencies of the oscillation of the resonator are expressible as 

u)lmn = TT(2Z + m + n + 1 ) ^ , (2.3-41) 

where we have used k\mn = toimn/v and v is the velocity in the medium. 
Those frequencies that satisfy the above equation are allowed in the 
resonator. Note that modes having the same value of 21 + m + n have 
the same resonance frequency, although they have different field 
distributions. These modes are degenerate. The frequency spacing with 
the same value of m and n and with I differing by 1 is 

LOI+I -ui = ALUI = —, (2.3-42) 
a 

and the frequency separation between two transverse modes having the 
same value of I is 

nv 
Aw m = — = A u v (2.3-43) 

The field distribution given by Eq. (2.3-38) represents the field 
along the plane AB as shown in Fig. 2.13, and the field distribution in the 
plane midway between the two mirrors can be evaluated as, using the 
Fresnel integral, 

^ „ L „ / 2 = r + " + 1 ^ x p ( - ^ ) e x p 
x1 + y2) 

xHm(^)Hn(y^\ (2.3-44) 
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where wo = ^d/ko is called the waist of the beam. Note that at the 
waist the beam has no phase curvature, and therefore, the phase fronts 
are planar midway between the mirrors. Also from Eq. (2.3-38) note that 
the phase fronts of the field distribution at the mirrors Mi and M2 have 
radii of curvature that the are identical to the radii of the mirrors. 

In practice, the laser output comprises a small fraction of the 
energy in the resonator that is coupled out through the mirror M2, which 
is made partially refractive. We will be interested to know the behavior 
of the laser output with propagation. To find this, it is convenient to have 
the resonator center taken to the origin z = 0, so that the field at z = 0 
(see Fig. 2.13) can be expressed as 

Tppmn(xiyiz = °) =E0exp 
(x2 + y 2 \ n 

ws \ WQ / \ WQ J 

(2.3-45) 
(Partially reflecting) 

M2 

z = -d/2 
[Waist, R(z) = 00] 

Fig. 2.13 Confocal resonator system. 

One can employ the Fresnel integral formula to find the field at any 
plane z inside as well as outside the resonator: 

, , x E0wo , ., , r jk0{x2 + y2)-

where w(z), <j>(z), and R(z) are defined as 

(x2W) 
w2(z) 

(2.3-46) 
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w\z)=wi[i+(fRn 
R(z) = (z2 + z2

R)/z; 
<t>{z) = - t a n \z/zR) 

with ZR = d/2. We remark that the resonant frequencies can also be a 
calculated through the function <f>(z). In fact, by evaluating the phase 
term, namely, k$z + {m + n + l)<j>(z), atz = ± d/2, and setting the 
difference equal to lir, we have 

hmnd + (m + n + 1) 0(f) - (f>( 'TTj K-lmn — 
v 

which can be evaluated and shown to be identical to Eq. (2.3-40). 

2.4 Gaussian Beam Optics and MATLAB Examples 

In this Section, we will study the propagation or Fresnel diffraction of a 
Gaussian beam. We consider a Gaussian beam in two transverse 
dimensions with initially plane wavefronts: 

•*Ppn(x, y) = exp[ - (x2 + y2)/wl], (2.4-1) 

where wo is called the waist of the Gaussian beam. The Fourier transform 
of this is 

*Po(fcx, ky) = TTW2 exp[ - (k2
x + k2

y)w
2
Q/A\. (2.4-2) 

Using Eq. (2.3-14), the spectrum after propagation by a distance z is 
given by 

typ(kx, ky.z) = ^po(kx, ky)exp( - jk0z)exp[j{kl + k2
y)z/2k^\ 

= irwl exp[ - (kl + kl)wl/4]exp( - jk0z)exp[j(k2
x + k2

y)z/2kQ\ 

= Trw2exp( - jk0z)exp[j(k2 + kl)q/2k0], (2.4-3) 

where q is called the q-parameter of the Gaussian beam, defined as 

q = z + jzR, (2.4-4) 

with ZR defined as the Rayleigh range of the Gaussian beam: 
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ZR = kQw2
0/2. (2.4-5) 

The shape of the beam after propagation through a distance z can be 
found by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (2.4-3): 

il>p{x,y, z) = exp( - jk0z)3-^exp[ - jk0(x
2 + y2)/2q], (2.4-6a) 

iq 

which can be written as 

w[z) 

x e-ih(x2+y2)/2R(z)e-j<t>(z)e-jk0z ?2 4_6b) 

where the functional forms of w(z), 4>(z), and R(z) have been defined in 
Eq. (2.3-46) with zR now defined by Eq. (2.4-5). Note, from Eq. (2.4-
6b), that 

(1) the width w(z) of the Gaussian beam is a monotonically increasing 
function of propagation z, and reaches y 2 times its original width or 
waist WQ at z = ZR, the Rayleigh range, 

(2) the radius of curvature R(z) of the phase fronts is initially infinite, 
corresponding to an initially plane wavefronts, as defined by Eq. (2.4-1), 
but reaches a minimum value of 2zuat z = ZR, before starting to 
increase again. This makes sense, since far from the source z — 0, and 
well past the Rayleigh range, the Gaussian beam resembles a spherical 
wavefront, with the radius of curvature approaching z, the distance of 
propagation, 

(3) the slowly varying phase <j)(z), monotonically varied from 0 at z = 0 
to — 7r/2 as z-*oo, with a value of — ir/2 at z = ZR\ 

(4) the angular spread of the Gaussian beam, 9sp, can be obtained by 
tandsp = w(z)/z, as it is clear from the geometry shown in Fig. 2.13. 
For large z, the angular spread becomes 

9sp « - ^ _ , (2.4-7) 
TTWQ 
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as w(z) ~ 2z/koWQ. 

Finally we want to point out that the g-parameter is a useful quantity to 
know for a Gaussian beam. We can write, according to Eq. (2.4-4), 

1 1 1 . 2 
q z + jzR R(Z) k0w

z(z) 

Note that the g-parameter contains all the information about the 
Gaussian, namely its curvature R(z) and its waist w(z). Indeed, if we 
know how the q transforms, we know how the Gaussian beam behaves. 

2.4.1 q-transformation of Gaussian beams 

The g-parameter of a Gaussian beam makes it real convenient to track an 
arbitrary Gaussian beam during its propagation through an optical 
system. Consider, for instance, the propagation of a Gaussian beam 
through a distance d. From (2.4-3) it is easy to see in the spatial 
frequency domain, propagation by a distance d amounts to multiplying 
the spectrum by an exponential term exp[j(fc^ + ky)d/2ko], besides a 
constant factor exp[ — jk^z], 

Vp(kX, kyZ + d) = *p0(fcx, ky, Z ) ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ 

= 7TW2eJ(k2
x+k2

y)q/2k0eJ(k2
x+k2

y)d/2k0 

= Trwlej(-k'+k«),}^2ko. (2.4-9) 

Thus, the new spectrum is characterized by a new qd given by translation 
law: 

qd = q + d. (2.4-10) 

An optical system would usually comprise lenses and/or mirrors 
spaced apart from each other. While Gaussian beam propagation in 
between lenses and mirrors can be tracked using the translation law 
above, we need to develop the law of ^-transformation by a lens. Note 
that the transparency function for a lens is of the form 
e~*p[jko(x2 +y2)/2f}. The optical field immediately behind the lens is 
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therefore the product of the optical field immediately in front of the lens 
[see Eq. (2.4-6a)] and the transparency function, and can be expressed as 

•kQW0 jkn(x2+y2)/2 jkn(x2+y2)/2f = kQW2
Q ika(x2+v2)/2gL 

J 2q J 2q 

where qL, the transformed q, is given by 

1 1 1 
- = - - 7 . (2-4-11) 
QL 1 f 

The laws of ^-transformation [see Eqs. (2.4-10) and (2.4-11)] 
due to translation and lensing can be incorporated into a single relation 
using the ABCD parameters introduced in Chapter 1. The g-parameter 
transforms in general according to the bilinear transformation 

where the ABCD are the elements of the ray matrix transfer matrix 
which relates q2 at the output plane 2 to qY at the input plane 1. For 
instance, the ABCD matrix for translation is (J 1 ) , while that for a lens 

is ( ii/f i ) • Substitution of the values for A,B,C,D for each of the 

cases of translation and lensing gives the relations derived in Eqs. (2.4-
10) and (2.4-11) above. In general, if we have two transformations 

Aiqi + Bi 

* = a^TA' (2'4-13) 

and 

we can obtain 

=
 Am + Bj (2 4 14) 

^ ± # , (2-4-15) 
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where 

Ak Bk\ = (AJ BAfAi Bi 
Ck Dk) \Cj Dj)\Ci Di 

We can verify Eq. (2.4-15) by substitution of Eq. (2.4-13) into Eq. (2.4-
14). These ^-transformations of Gaussian beams are Kogelnik's ABCD 
law [Kogelnik (1965)]. 

Example: Focusing of a Gaussian beam 

We analyze the focusing of a Gaussian beam by a positive lens. Assume 
that a Gaussian beam of initial waist wo at z = 0, and correspondingly 
initial qo = JZR = jkowl/2, is incident on a lens with a focal length / . 
Notice that the initial q is purely imaginary corresponding to a Gaussian 
beamwidth initially plane wavefronts. After propagation through a 
distance z behind the lens, the ABCD matrix is 

A B\ = (l z\ ( l °\- f1~z/f z 
C D) \0 l) \-l/f l) V - 1 / / 1 

and hence the q(z) of the beam is transformed to, according to Eq. (2.4-
15), 

<l(z) = 7—7-77\—ZT = 7 + z- (2.4-16) 
( - l//)9o + 1 J -Qo 

The Gaussian beam is said to be focused at the point z = zj where the 
q(zf) becomes purely imaginary again or the Gaussian beam has a planar 
wavefront. Thus, setting q(zf) = jk0co'j/2 in Eq. (2.4-16), we obtain 

where LU^ is the waist at z = zj. Equating the imaginary and real parts 
and simplifying, we have 

*' = F^I <2-4"17) 
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and 

w) = (2.4-18) 

The Gaussian beam does not exactly focus at the geometrical 
back focus of the lens. Instead, the focus is shifted closer to the lens, and 
tends to the geometrical focus a t / as LOQ-^OO, which is the case for a 
plane wave incidence. For large WQ, 

LOf « W0f/ZR = AQZ/TTWO, (2.4-19) 

where Ao is the optical wavelength. As an example, for wo = 
AQ = 0.633 /im, and / = 10 cm, the focal spot size Wf « 20/xm. 

3 mm, 

2.4.2 MATLAB example: Propagation of a Gaussian beam 

This example shows the propagation of a Gaussian beam with initially 
plane phase-fronts in paraxial region. The MATLAB code that calculates 
the propagation of the Gaussian beam by the distance z is given below in 
Table 2.5. We have implemented the convolution process by Fourier 
transformation. Basically, the Fresnel diffraction formula is implemented 
by Eq. (2.3-14). Figure 2.14a) and b) show the initial and the diffracted 
beam profile, respectively. 

Initial Gaussian Beam 

1 v 

0.8 i-

0 . 6 -

0.4 _ 

0 . 2 , 

0 > 
5 "ifisi. 

y [mm] - 5 - 5 x [mm] 

(a) 
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Propagated Gaussian Beam 

y [mm] " 5 -5 x [ m m ] 

(b) 
Fig. 2.14 (a) Initial Gaussian and (b) after travel by a distance equal to the Rayleigh 
range of the initial Gaussian beam. 

For numerical calculations that give Fig. 2.14, we input 0.6328 /j,m for 
the wavelength of HeNe laser. We in turn then input the size of initial 
waist w0 = 1 mm and the program outputs the value of the Rayleigh 
range ZR = 4964.590161 mm. The program also gives the peak 
amplitudes of the initial Gaussian beam and the diffracted Gaussian 
beam. When we input the value of the Raleigh range, we have the peak 
amplitude of the diffracted beam drops to 0.692970, which is about 
1/v 2 times its initial value of unity as expected. To increase the 
accuracy of the result, one can increase the sampling number N in the m-
file to, say, N=300. We have used N=100 in the calculations. 

Table 2.5 Gaussian_propagation.m (m-file for calculating diffracted Gaussian beam) 

%Gaussian_propagation.m 
%Simulation of diffraction of Gaussian Beam 
clear 
%Gaussian Beam 
%N : sampling number 
N=input('Number of samples (enter from 100 to 500) = '); 
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L=10*10A-3; 
Ld=input('wavelength of light in [micrometers] = '); 
Ld=Ld*10A-6; 
ko=(2*pi)/Ld; 
wo=input('Waist of Gaussian Beam in [mm] = '); 
wo=wo*10A-3; 
z_ray=(ko*woA2)/2* 10A3; 
sprintf('Rayleigh range is %f [mm]', z_ray) 
z_ray=z_ray*10A-3; 
z=input('Propagation length (z) in [mm] = '); 
z=z*10A-3; 

% dx : step size 
dx=L/N; 

forn=l:N+l 
form=l:N+l 

%Space axis 
x(m)=(m-l)*dx-L/2; 

y(n)=(n-l)*dx-L/2; 

% Gaussian Beam in space domain 
Gau(n,m)=exp(-(x(m)A2+y(n)A2)/(woA2)); 

%Frequency axis 
Kx(m)=(2*pi*(m-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(N))/(N*dx))/2; 
Ky(n)=(2*pi*(n-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(N))/(N*dx))/2; 

%Free space transfer function 
H(n,m)=exp(j/(2*ko)*z*(Kx(m)A2+Ky(n)A2)); 

end 
end 

%Gaussian Beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=fft2(Gau); 
FGau=fftshift(FGau); 

%Propagated Gaussian beam in Frequency domain 
FGau_pro=FGau. *H; 

%Peak amplitude of the initial Gaussian beam 
Peak_ini=max(max(abs(Gau))); 
sprintf('Initial peak amplitude is %f [mm]', Peakini) 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in space domain 
Gauj>ro=ifft2(FGau_pro); 
Gau_pro=Gau_pro; 
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%Peak amplitude of the propagated Gaussian beam 
Peak_pro=max(max(abs(Gau_pro))); 
sprintf('Propagated peak amplitude is %f [mm]', Peak_pro) 

%Calculated Beam Width 
[N M]=min(abs(x)); 
Gau_pro 1 =Gaujpro(: ,M); 
[Nl Ml]= min(abs(abs(Gau_prol)- abs( exp(-l)*Peak_pro))); 
Bw=dx*abs(M 1 -M)* 10A3; 
sprintf('Beam width (numerical)is %f [mm]', Bw) 

%Theoretical Beam Width 
W=(2*z_ray)/ko*(l+(z/z_ray)A2); 
W=(WA0.5)*10A3; 
sprintf('Beam width (theoretical)is %f [mm]', W) 

%axis in mm scale 
x=x*10A3; 
y=y*10A3; 

figure(l); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau)) 
title('Initial Gaussian Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 1]) 
axis square 

figure(2); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau_pro)) 
title('Propagated Gaussian Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 1]) 
axis square 

Problems: 

2.1 Show that the wave equation for W in a linear, homogeneous, 
and isotropic medium characterized by /x and e is given by 

v2n - Ate—=- = - v x j c . 
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2.2 Determine which of the following functions describe traveling 
waves (a and b are some real constant). 
a) l/j(z, t) = e-(^

2+b2t2-2abzt) 

b) I/J(Z, t) = cos[(az — bt)(az + bt)\ 
c)VOM) = sin2[(f + f)3] 
d) i/)(z, t) = sech(ai — bz) 

2.3 Show that ip(r, t) = JQ(kor)e^ot is an exact solution to the 3-D 
scalar wave equation [see Eq. (2.2-18] under the assumption of 
cylindrical symmetry, where v = LU0/k0. When r » 1, verify 
that 

if)(r,t)-> -^e
j{uJot-kor) . 

Vr 

2.4 Show that ip(z, t) = cj{uj0t — k0z) + c2g (u>0t + k0z), where 
v = ujo/ko, f and g are arbitrary functions, is a general solution 
to the 1-D scalar wave equation given by Eq. (2.2-18). 

2.5 Derive the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients 
given by Eq. (2.2-47) for perpendicular polarization. 

2.6 Verify Eqs. (2.2-47a) and (2.2-45b), and plot the incident angle 
as a function of the phase a of the reflected wave in the case of 
perpendicular polarization for glass to air index of refraction 
ratio of 1.5, which is shown in Fig. 2.5 b). Your plot should 
confirm the equation for a given by Eq. (2.2.58). 

2.7 Verify the Fourier transform pairs 2, 3, 6, and 10 in Table 2.2. 

2.8 Find a paraxial approximation to a wavefront, in the plane z = 0, 
that converges to the point P as shown in Figure P2.8. A 
transparency t(x,y) is now placed at z = 0 and illuminated by 
the converging wavefront. Assuming Fresnel diffraction from 
z = 0 to the plane z = ZQ, find the complex field on the 
observation plane. Comment on the usefulness of illuminating a 
transparency using a spherical wavefront instead of a plane 
wavefront. 
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t(x,y) (x,y) 

Figure P2.8 

2.9 A sinusoidal amplitude grating given by 

t(x,y) = [jj + yCOs(ax)]rect(y, -),m < 1 

is illuminated by a plane wave of unit amplitude. Determine its 
Fraunhofer diffraction. Plot the intensity distribution along the 
x-axis and label all essential points along the axis. 

2.10 A double-slit described by the transparency function 

t(x,y) = rect 
x - X/2 

x0 

+ rect 
x + X/2 

x0 

, X»x0 

is illuminated by a plane wave of unit amplitude. Determine its 
Fraunhofer diffraction. Plot the intensity distribution along the 
x-axis and label all essential points along the axis. 

2.11 A plane wave of unit amplitude propagating in the + z direction 
is incident normally on an infinite series of slits, spaced S apart 
and a wide at z = 0, as shown in Figure P2.11. Such a grating is 
called a Ronchi grating. Under Fraunhofer diffraction of the 
grating, find an expression for the complex amplitude. Sketch 
the intensity distribution on the observation plane along the x-
axis, labeling any coordinates of important points. 
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Figure P2.ll 

2.12 Find the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of a sinusoidal phase 
grating described by exp[j(m/2)sin(ax)]rect(a;/Z)rect(y/Z), 
where / ^> 27r/a. Describe qualitatively what you would 
expect if the phase grating is moving along x with a velocity 
V = Q/a, a situation encountered in acousto-optics to be 
discussed in Chapter 4. 

2.13 a) Show that a Gaussian beam of plane wavefronts with waist w\, 
located at a distance d\ from a thin lens with focal length / , is 
transformed to a beam of plane wavefronts with waist w2, 
located at a distance d\, according to 

d,= / 2 ( d i - / i ) 

(di - ff + (Hf/Ao + / 

and 

w2 [Ad-f) + w 
;(-KW\/\Q) 

The situation is shown in Fig. P2.13. 
b) When w\ = 0, which celebrated formula have you recovered? 

http://P2.ll
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Figure P2.13 

2.14 Propagation of a Gaussian beam through the square-law medium 
n2(x, y) = nl~ n2(x

2 + y2) with (3 = y ^ / n o : 
a) Assume that the Gaussian beam of wavelength Ao at z = 0 in 
air has waist wo, show that the beam width at z, i.e., w(z), is 
given by 

using the (/-transformation. 
b) Show that, unless Ao = irPnowl or the incident waist satisfies 
wl = ^O/TT\/«2S the width iu(z) fluctuates between extreme 
values. Find these extreme values. 
c) Plot w(z) vs. z for the following cases: 

1) Tr(in0wl > Ao ; 2) 7r/3n0wl < A0, 
and explain what is the difference between the two cases. 
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Chapter 3 

Beam Propagation 
in Inhomogeneous Media 

3.1 Wave Propagation in a Linear Inhomogeneous Medium 

Thus far, as in Chapter 2, we have only considered wave propagation in a 
homogeneous medium, characterized by a constant permittivity e. In 
inhomogeneous materials, the permittivity can be a function of the 
spatial coordinates x, y and z, i.e., e(x, y, z). To study wave propagation 
in inhomogeneous materials, we return to Maxwell's equations (2.1-1)-
(2.1-4) and rederive the wave equation. Our starting point is Eq. (2.2-4) 
which we rewrite here for Jc = 0: 

V 2 £ - fjLe^ = V ( V • €). (3.1-1) 

Now, from Eq. (2.1-1) with pv = 0, and Eq. (2.1-12a), we have 

V - ( e £ ) = e V - £ + £ - V e = 0. (3.1-2) 

Substituting Eq. (3.1-2) into Eq. (3.1-1) yields 

^ - ^ - - * ( e - T > 
The right-hand side of the above equation is in general non-zero when 
there is a gradient in the permittivity of the medium, such as the case in 
guided-wave optics. However, if the spatial variation of the refractive 
index is small over the distance of one optical wavelength, the term Ve/e 
« 0 [Marcuse, 1982]. This approximation is of a similar nature as the 

paraxial approximation. If we were content with this approximation, we 

111 
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can study the propagation of light in inhomogeneous media by 
neglecting the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1-3), giving us the following 
wave equation to solve: 

V2£-fie~ = 0, (3.1-4) 

where e = e(x, y, z). Note that Eq. (3.1-4) is similar to the homogeneous 
wave equation for the electric field Eq. (2.2-10) derived earlier. For 
notational convenience, we return to our generic dependent variable 
ift(x, y,z,t) and adopt 

d2ib 
V V - ^t-Qp = 0, e = e(x,y,z) (3.1-5) 

as our model equation, where we have assumed p, = [1Q for simplicity. 

3.2 Optical Propagation in Square-Law Media 

A square-law medium with an index of refraction of the form 
n2(x, y) = rip — n^ix2 + y2) has been studied in Chapter 1 using ray 
optics. Equivalently, we can incorporate the inhomogeniety through a 
square-law permittivity profile of the form [Haus (1984)] 

( X2 + y2\ 
1 ^ — ) • C3-2"1) 

We wish to study the propagation of arbitrary beam profiles through the 
inhomogeneous medium modeled by Eq. (3.2-1). However, analytical 
solutions of Eq. (3.1-5) with Eq. (3.2-1) is difficult for some arbitrary 
initial conditions. We will, therefore, first look for a propagating plane 
wave solution which can have an arbitrary cross-sectional amplitude 
and/or phase profile. Thus, we let 

t/j(x, y, z,t) = ipp(x, y, z)exp[j(uj0t)] = ipe(x, y)exp[j(u)0t - j3z)}, 

(3.2-2) 
where ipe(x, y) is called the complex envelope, and (3 is the propagation 
constant as yet to be determined. We have assumed that ipe{x, y) is not a 
function ofz for the reason that e(x,y,z) = e(x,y), which is not a 
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function of z. By substituting Eq. (3.2-2) into the wave equation, Eq. 
(3.1-5), we have 

V?Ve+M^oe(a:, V) ~ ^ = 0. (3.2-3) 

We denote by k0 the propagation constant of an infinite plane wave 
propagating in amedium of uniform dielectric constant e(0), i.e., 

fc0 = a;0[/ioe(0)]1/2. (3.2-4) 

When we introduce Eq. (3.2-1) into Eq. (3.2-3) with Eq. (3.2-4) and use 
the normalized variables 

£ = 72: and r\ = 72/, (3.2-5) 

where 

we get 

d2 

where 

drj2 

7 = 

+ [A 

(If 
-(e+v ,2N 

(*g-i9> -

k0 

(3.2-6a) 

(3.2-6b) 

We solve Eq. (3.2-6) using the commonly used separation of variables 
technique. We assume 4>e(£,ri) = X(£)Y(r]), substitute in Eq. (3.2-6) and 
derive two decoupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for X and 
Y. These are 

^ + (Ax - i2)X = 0 (3.2-7a) 

and 
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- ^ + (A, - r?)Y = 0 (3.2-7b) 

with Xx + Xy = A. Each of Eqs. (3.2-7a) and (3.2-7b) is of the same 
form as that arising in the analysis of the harmonic oscillator problem in 
quantum mechanics [Schiff (1968)]. The solution to Eq. (3.2-7a) is 

Xm(0 = #m(Oexp( - £72), \x = 2m + l;m = 0,1, 2,..., (3.2-8) 

where the Hms are the Hermite polynomials defined by Eq. (2.3-35a). 
Again, the first three Hermite polynomials are 

H0(0 = 1, H,(0 = 2£; H2(0 = 4£2 - 2. (3.2-9) 

The solutions to X(£) are Hermite-Gaussians. The first few were plotted 
in Figure 2.11. Similar solutions hold for Y(rj). 

Eq. (3.2-6) thus has the general solution 

$e(Z,V) = demn&V) = #m(0#n(»7)exp[ - (f + ry2)/2], (3.2-10a) 

with 

A = Xmn = 2{m + n + 1); m, n = 0,1,2,... (3.2-10b) 

ipemn is called the mode pattern or mode profile of the mn-th mode. The 
above analysis is indicative of the mode patterns that are characteristic of 
a multimode graded-index optical fiber. An arbitrary excitation at the 
input of the fiber can be tracked by decomposing it into the characteristic 
modes discussed above. The Hermite-Gaussian functions form an 
orthogonal basis, enabling such a decomposition to be made easily. To 
formulate the idea just mentioned, we write the normalized mn-th. mode 
patterns as 

ipemn (x,y) = um(x)un{y) (3.2-11 a) 

where 

um{x) = JVm#m(0exp( - £2/2) (3.2-1 lb) 
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and 

un(y) = NnHn(r))ay( - r?2/2) (3.2-1 lc) 

are the normalized functions and 

J U 
y/ir2Pp\' 

Np = (—^===)2, p = morn 

is the normalization constant such that 

/

oo />oo r 1 m = n 

/ ipemn(x,y)'il;*emn(x,y)dxdy = 6mn = I (3.2-12) 

and the corresponding propagation constants /3 = / 3 m n , from Eq. (3.2-
6b) with Eq. (3.2-10b), are 

2 , 2 / \ 2(m + n + l) 

As an example, the fundamental mode, with m = n = 0 (Aoo = 2) is 
given by 

C2/7rU/2 
V>eoo(z,y) = exp[ - (x2 + y 2 ) / ^ 0 ] , (3.2-14a) 

where 

woo = x /2 /7- (3.2-14b) 

The function tpemn(x, y) forms a complete set of orthonormal functions 
and the propagation of a beam in a square-law medium can then be 
written in the form of, according to Eq. (3.2-2), 

ipp(x, y, z) = Y^2cmnum(x)un(y)exp( - jf3mnz), (3.2-15) 

where cmn is a constant that is determined from the knowledge of 
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4>p(x, y, 0) and the use of Eq. (3.2-12): 

/

oo /»oo 

/ ^p(x',y',0)u*m(x')u*n(y')dx'dy'. (3.2-16) 

Hence for a given incident field ipp(x,y,0) to the square-law medium, 
the field distribution at an arbitrary distance z is given by substituting 
Eq. (3.2-16) into Eq. (3.2-15): 

%{x, y, z) = rjZoKi^ y>x'' y')Mx'i v', o)dx,d1/, (3.2-17) 

where 

K(x,y,x',y') = Y^2u*m(x)um(x')u*n(y)un(y')exTp( - jj3mnz). 

The above equation can be summed to give an analytical expression if 
we make an approximation on (3mn such that k$h is large (which is the 
case for practical graded-index fibers). Eq. (3.2-13) becomes 

& „ « * o - ^ ± f ^ . (3.2-18) 

With the above approximation and after the summations, K(x,y, x', y') 
in Eq. (3.2-17) becomes [Sodha and Ghatak, 1977] 

. 2 

K(X^x\yi) = 2J2{z/h)^v{-jhz) 

• 2 2 

x exp[ . J//hAxx' + yy') - j\{x2 + x'2 + y2 + y,2)cot(z/h)}. 
sm(z/n) 2 

(3.2-19). 
Now, let us return to the discussion on j3mn. Using Eq. (3.2-4) 

and from Eq. (3.2-18), we have 

/ x-,1/9 (m + n + 1) 

h 

If we define [//oe(0)]1//2 = -i/e^/c and neglect material dispersion, i.e., 
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the frequency dependence of er, we then have -^ 

group velocity, vg , of the mn-th mode is 

du0 c 

_ \/_r_ ̂  jijgj.gfoj-e the 

(3.2-20) 

which is independent of the mode numbers m and n. In other words, 
different modes in a square-law medium travel with the same group 
velocity. This is a remarkable result. Unlike step-index fibers shown in 
Fig. 3.1, where a uniform refractive index niis surrounded by a cladding 
of another material of uniform but slightly lower refractive index ri2. 
Step-index fibers have the so-called intermodal dispersion. From the 
definition of the critical angle given by Eq. (1.2-6) and with reference to 
Fig. 3.1, we see that for a guided ray, we must satisfy 

0 < 6 < cos_1(—). 
Til 

(3.2-21) 

n(r) * 

n, 

n2 

a 

0 

-a 

A 

/e ! 
-12^ 

\ B / 

I 

0 ' 

c 

Fig. 3.1 Ray diagram of a step-index fiber. 

Since the group velocities of all rays here are the same, we see that the 
ray traveling along the axis of the fiber, i.e., along 9 = 0, will travel 
shorter distance than the ones traveling along the zigzagged paths. 
Indeed, the ray traveling along the zigzagged path that corresponds to 
9 = 9C (the critical angle) will travel the longest distance, and hence take 
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the longest time among the many modes to complete one cycle for a 
distance from O to O'. The time for the ray to travel along the axis is 
ta = l/(c/ni), and the time for the critical-angle ray is tc = 4Zi/(c/ni). 
Now from geometry, l\ = l2/cos9c, and cos#c = n2/ni,we then have 
tc = ln\/(cn2) using £l2 = l. Hence if all the input rays were excited at 
the same time, the rays will span a time interval at the output end with 
duration 

At = ( t e - t „ ) = W l ( n i - " * > * . (3.2-22) 
cn2 

For a typical fiber, if we take n\ = 1.46, (ni — n2)/?i2 = 0.01, and I — 1 
km, we have At « 50 ns/km. In other words, an impulse after traveling 
through such a fiber of 1 km long would broaden to a pulse of about 
50ns. Hence in a 1Gbit/'s fiber optics communication system, where the 
transmission rate is one pulse every 10~9s, a dispersion of 50ns/km 
would result in detector errors for distances exceeding about 20m if we 
want to resolve these individual pulses. To reduce the pulse dispersion 
for high information-carrying system, we could use square-law medium-
type fibers or employ the use of single mode fibers. In single mode 
fibers, the core size of the step index fibers is small (usually less than 10 
/mi) and only one mode (the mode that propagates straight along the 
fiber axis) is allowed to propagate. In such fibers, there is no intermodal 
dispersion but material dispersion has to be considered. 

Example: Gaussian beam propagation in square-law medium 

We consider the propagation of a Gaussian beam incident on the square-
law medium, Eq. (3.2-1), at z = 0. We specify the incident field 
distribution as 

x + ii 
I/JP(X, y; z = 0) = ^0exp( — ) . (3.2-23) 

w0 

Substituting Eqs. (3.2-23) and (3.2-19) into Eq. (3-2-17), we have the 
field distribution in any transverse plane as [Ghatak and Thyagarajan 
(1978)] 

4>p{x, y, z) = — exp( 27T~)' (3.2-24) 
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where 

,4„,4 

and 

^=4flsi<)+^c<)h 

/ s , i/tan(^//i). (r4 - l)sm(2z/h) . 2 2. 
<p(z) = k0z - t a n - ^ - ^ ) - 2r^(.) ( + ^ 

with T = woj/^/2. Eq. (3.2-24) indicates that as the Gaussian beam 
propagates in the square-law medium, it always remains Gaussian with 
its waist modulating with a period zm = irh. In Section 3.5, we will 
demonstrate such modulation effect of the beam waist using numerical 
methods. 

3.3 The Paraxial Wave Equation 

Let us return to the model equation given by Eq. (3.1-5) for 
inhomogeneous media: 

V V - ^ = 0 , e = e(x,y,z). (3.3-1) 

If we now write 

i>{x, y, z,t) = I/JP(X, y, z)exp[j(u>0t)] 

= 7pe(x, y, z)exp[j(uj0t - k0z)], (3.3-2) 

we basically assume that if) is predominantly propagating along the z-
direction with complex envelope ipe. Note that we have assumed ipe is a 
function of z here, which is different from that assumed in Eq. (3.2-2). 
The reason is that we expect a change of the index refraction along z as 
indicated in general in Eq. (3.3-1). By substituting Eq. (3.3-2) into Eq. 
(3.3-1), we derive the following equation for the complex envelop: 
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V ^ e + ^ ~ 2Jkolt ~ (*° " W'JoWe = 0, (3.3-3) 

where Vf denotes the transverse Laplacian | p + | r - We now assume 

that i/je is a slowly varying function of z in the sense that 

|uVe/H < k0ipe- (3.3-4) 

This assumption physically means that within a wavelength of the 
propagation distance, the change in ipe is much smaller than ipe itself. 
With this assumption, Eq. (3.3-3) becomes the paraxial Helmholtz 
equation for tpe in inhomogeneous media, which reads 

V ^ e - 2 # o ^ - (k2
0 - n0eco2

0)^e = 0. (3.3-5) 

Note that for the special case of a homogenous medium, i.e., 
e(x, y) = constant = e(0), Eq. (3.3-5) is simplified to 

I T - = 77TT-VtVe- (3.3-6) 
oz 2jk0 

Fourier transforming Eq. (3.3-6) with respect to the variables x and y 
leads to the ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

d*e {k2
x + kl) T „ „ ^ 

—e = _ ^ y±^^ (3.3-7) 

where Txy{ips{x,y,z)} = $>e(kx,ky;z). When Eq.(3.3-7) is solvedfor 
some initial field profile tpe(x, y, 0), it yields a paraxial transfer function 

J^e\kxi ky;z) '• 

^Jk^,Lrz) rj(kl + kl)z-i 
He(kx,ky;z) = * , / ' { = exp * yl , (3.3-8) ^e(kx,ky;0) 2k0 

which is identical to the spatial frequency response in Fourier optics 
given by Eq. (2.3-13) if we incorporate the term exp( - jk0z)fwm Eq. 
(3.3-2). Hence, the solution to Eq. (3.3-6) describes Fresnel diffraction 
for a given ipe(x, y, 0) in a homogeneous medium. Let us now return to 
Eq. (3.3-5) and inspect the position-dependent term k^ — /ioe^o- ^ w e 

model 
Hoeul = Aioe0er(l + Ae)ul = kl + k%Ae, 
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where Ae = Ae(x, y) and hence, the term k%> - /x0ewQ = - k^Ae. Now 
we can write 

n(x, y) = n0( l + An(x, y)) = \Ar ( l + Ae) « J7r + ^ A e 

We then see that An(x, y) = Ae/2. So finally the term, 
fco — Atoê o = ~~ k^Ae = — kfeAn. Using this result, we can rewrite 
Eq. (3.3-5) to read 

dz 2jk{ * 
VtVe - jAnk0ipe. (3.3-9) 

The quantity An is the change in the refractive index over the ambient 
refractive index no. The above equation is called the paraxial 
propagation equation, which is a partial differential equation (PDE) that 
does not always lend itself to analytical solutions, except for some very 
special cases involving special spatial variations of An or when as in 
nonlinear optics, one looks for particular soliton solution of the resulting 
nonlinear partial differential equation using exact integration or inverse 
scattering methods. Numerical approaches are often sought for to analyze 
beam (and pulse) propagation in complex systems such as optical fibers, 
volume diffraction gratings, Kerr media, etc. A large number of 
numerical methods can be used for this purpose. The pseudospectral 
methods are often favored over finite difference methods due to their 
speed advantage. The split-step beam propagation method is an example 
of a pseudospectral method. We discuss this numerical technique in the 
next section. 

3.4 The Split-Step Beam Propagation Method 

To understand the philosophy behind the split-step beam 
propagation method, also called simply the beam propagation method 
(BPM), we re-write Eq. (3.3-9) in the operator-form [Agrawal, 1989] 

dri>e/dz = (D + S)4>e, (3.4-1) 

where D = jj^^t is m e linear differential operator that accounts for 

diffraction, also called the diffraction operator, and S = — jAnko is the 
space-dependent or inhomogeneous operator. In general, the operators 
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act together on ipe simultaneously and the operator-form solution of Eq. 
(3.4-1) is given by 

xjje(x, y;z + Az) = exp[(D + S)Az}ipe(x, y; z) (3.4-2) 

if D and S are assumed to be ^-independent. In general, for two 
noncommuting operators D and S, we have 

exp(DAz)exp(SAz) = exp[DAz + SAz + hD,S](Az)2 + ...] 

(3.4-3) 
according to the Baker-Hausdorffformula [Wiess and Maradudin, 1962], 
where [D, S]=DS — SD represents the commutation of D and 5. Thus 
for accuracy up to first order in Az, we have 

exp[(D+S)Az] ~ exp(DAz)exp(SAz) (3.4-4) 

which implies that in Eq. (3.4-2) the diffraction and the inhomogeneous 
operators can be treated independent of each other and we can write Eq. 
(3.4-2) as 

ipe(x, y;z + Az) = Qxp(SAz)exp(DAz)ipe(x, y; z). (3.4-5) 

The action of the first operator on the right-hand side (RHS) of 
Eq. (3.4-5) is better understood in the spectral domain. Note that this is 
the propagation operator that takes into account the effect of diffraction 
between planes z and z + Az. Propagation is readily handled in the 
spectral or spatial frequency domain using the transfer function for 
propagation given by Eq. (3.3-8) with z replaced by Az. The second 
operator describes the effect of propagation in the absence of diffraction 
and in the presence of medium inhomogenieties, either intrinsic or 
induced and is incorporated in the spatial domain. Hence, the execution 
of the exponential operation exp(-DAz) is carried out in the Fourier 
domain using the prescription 

expODA^e = - ^ { r c p f 2fc 1 ^ } } ' (3"4"6) 

and the algorithm for a single step in Az can be written as 
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ipe(x, y;z + Az) = exp(SAz)exp(DAz)'ipe(x, y; z) 

exp( — jAnkoAz)^ 1 < exp 
j{kl + kl)Az, 

ZKn 
F{ipe(x,y;z)j. 

(3.4-7) 
The BPM repeats the above process until the field has traveled the 
desired distance. A schematic flow diagram of the BPM in its simplest 
form is shown in Fig. 3.2, which shows a recursive loop that is iterated 
until the final distance is warranted. 

Initial Profile 
Ve(x,y;z) 

V(kx,ky;z) = F{w(x,y;z)} 

2 , , 2 ^ 
^ ( ^ ^ • z + A z ) = ^(^,A:-z)exp{7(^+F)Az/2^0} 

^'(x,y,z + Az) = F~l{x¥e(kx,k V;z + Az)} 

W (x,y;z + Az) = y'(x,y;z + Az)exp{SAz} 

Fig. 3.2 Flow diagram for the beam propagation method. 

Figure 3.3 offers an alternative illustration of the BPM. The 
upper part of the figure schematically shows the optical path is broken 
into a series of finite steps, where the down-arrows and up-arrows 
represent the Fourier transformation and inverse transformation, 
respectively. The straight arrows represent diffraction for a distance of 
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Az. The lower part of the figure, however, illustrates a physical process 
to represent BPM in that a plane wave is incident upon a transparency 
t(x,y) = ipe(x,y;z = 0) = i/jeo(x,y). The diffracted field after a 
distance of Az is phase-modulated by a phase screen, 
exp[ — jAn(x,y)k0Az], and the resulting field is diffracted another 
distance of Az before being phase-modulated again and then diffracted, 
and so on as shown in the figure until the desired distance is traveled to 
obtain the final output, ipe(x, y;z = mAz), where m is some integer. 
This physical process clearly illustrates that the processes of diffraction 
and phase modulation are independent of each other. 

YeJ<x>y) SAz stsz y [x,y,z = mhz) 

t(x,y) = y/eo(x,y) 

- z 

y/ (x, y,z = mAz) 

Az Phase 
screen 

Fig. 3.3 Alternative illustration and physical interpretation of the BPM. 

3.5 MATLAB Examples Using the Split-Step Beam 
Propagation Method 

In this section, we demonstrate two examples using the beam 
propagation method. In the first one, we show the focusing of a 
Gaussian beam with initially plane phase-fronts of the form given by Eq. 
(3-2-23)] by a thin lens with its phase transformation function, 
exp[j]^(x2 + y2)], as previously given by Eq. (2.3-23). We basically 
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first have the Gaussian beam multiplied by the phase function of the lens 
and then let the beam propagation using the beam propagation method 
with exp(SAz) = 1 in the algorithm given by Fig. 3.2. Table 3.1 
provides the m-file for this example. Figure 3.4a) and b) are the results 
generated from Table 3.1. They show the focusing of the Gaussian beam 
of wavelength Ao = 0.633/im with waist WQ = 10mm by the lens of 
focal length / = 1600cm. The lens is located at z = 0. The figures 
clearly show the focusing at z = 1600 cm. 

Beam profile along z 

4 

z [mm] x [mm] 

(a) 
Beam waist along z 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

(b) 
Fig. 3.4 (a) Showing beam profile along z and (b) Showing the beam waist along z, 
the waist is initially at 10 mm (z = 0) just before the thin lens of focal length of 
1600 cm. 
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Table 3.1 BPMfocusinglens.m 
(m-file for the simulation of Gaussian beam focused by a lens Using BPM) 

%BPM_focusing_lens.m 
%Simulation of Gaussian Beam Focused by a Lens Using BPM 
%Paramters suggested for simulation : 
% Ld (light wavelength) =0.633, wo (waist)=10, 
% dz(sample distance along z)=800, Z(total final distance away from lens) =40000, 
% f(focal length)= 16000 
clear 

%Gaussian Beam 
N=255; %N : sampling number 
L=50*10A-3; %Display area 
Ld=input('wavelength of light in [micrometers] = ?'); 
Ld=Ld*10A-6; 
ko=(2*pi)/Ld; 
wo=input('Waist of Gaussian Beam in [mm] = ?'); 
wo=wo*10A-3; 
dz=input('step size of z (dz) in [mm] = ?'); 
dz=dz*10A-3; 
Z=input('destination of z in [mm] = ? '); 
Z=Z*10A-3; 

%Focal length of Lens 
f=input('Focal length of lens in [mm]= ?'); 
f=f*10A-3; 
% dx : step size 

dx=L/N; 
for n= 1:256 

form=l:256 
%Space axis 

x(m)=(m-l)*dx-L/2; 
y(n)=(n-l)*dx-L/2; 

%Frequency axis 
Kx(m)=(2*pi*(m-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(256-l))/(N*dx))/2; 
Ky(n)=(2*pi*(n-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(256-l))/(N*dx))/2; 

end 
end 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 
[KX, KY]=meshgrid(Kx,Kx); 

%Gaussian Beam in space domain 
Gau_ini=(l/(wo*piA0.5))*exp(-(X.A2+Y.A2)./(woA2)); 

%Energy of the initial Gaussian beam 
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Energy_ini=dx*dx*sum(sum(abs(Gau_ini).A2)) 

%Lens Equation 
L=exp(j*ko/(2*f)*(XA2+YA2)); 

%Gaussian Beam passed through the lens 
Gau_ini=Gau_ini. * L; 

%Free space transfer function of propagation 
H=exp(j/(2*ko)*dz*(KX.A2+KY.A2)); 

%Iterative Loop 
Gau=Gau_ini; 
nl=0; 
for z=0:dz:Z 

nl=nl+l; 
Zp(nl)=z+dz; 
%Gaussian Beam in Frequency domain 

FGau=fft2(Gau); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=FGau.*fftshift(H); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in space domain 
Gau=ifft2(FGau); 

%Step propagation through medium 
Gau_pro(:,nl)=Gau(:,127); 

end 

%Energy of the final propagated Gaussian beam, 
%to check conservation of energy 
Energy_pro=dx*dx*sum(sum(abs(Gau).A2)) 

%axis in mm scale 
x=x*10A3; 
y=y*10A3; 
Zp=Zp*10A3; 
MAXl=max(max(abs(Gau_ini))); 
M AX2=max(max(abs(Gau))); 
MAX=max([MAXl MAX2]); 

figure(l); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau_ini)) 
title('Initial Gaussian Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 
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figure(2); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau)) 
title('Propagated Gaussian Beam at Z') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 

figure(3) 
forl=l:nl 

plot3(x',Zp(l)*ones(size(x')),abs(Gau_pro(:,l))) 
hold on 

end 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(Zp) max(Zp)]) 
grid on 
title('Beam profile along z') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('z [mm]') 
hold off 

figure(4) 
A=max(abs(Gau_pro)); 
B=diag(l./A); 
N_Gau_pro=abs(Gau_pro)*B; 
contour(Zp,x,N_Gau_pro, [ exp(-l) exp(-l)], 'k') 
grid on 
title('Beam waist along z') 
xlabel('z [mm]') 
ylabel('x [mm]') 

In the second example, we simulate the propagation of a Gaussian beam 
through a square-law medium given by 

n2(x,y) = n2-n2(x
2 + y2) (3.5-1) 

using the BPM. We basically want to solve Eq. (3.4-1). We know 
diffraction is handled by D = ^jfV2, and S = - jAnk0 is the 

inhomogeneous operator that needs to be found for the given medium. 
For the square-law medium, we can approximate 

n(x,y) « n 0 - ^-{x2 + y2) = n0[l + An(x,y)] 
zn0 
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and hence, 

An{x,y) = - ^j(x2 + y2)> 

or the operator S becomes 

S=j^(x2 + y2)k0 (3.5-2) 

for the square-law medium. Figure 3.5 shows the simulation of a 
Gaussian beam propagation in the square-law medium. Table 3.2 shows 
the m-file for generating the figures. The simulation results illustrate 
some of the conclusions obtained in Section 3.2, where it concludes that 
the Gaussian beam propagates along the square-law medium with its 
waist modulating with a period zm = nh with h again defining the 
square-law medium given by Eq. (3.2-1). To verify the numerical plots, 
let us relate hto n0 and n2. Using Eqs. (3.2-1) and (3.5-1), we can find 
the following relation: 

h = - % . (3.5-3) 
'n2 

Hence the modulation period zm becomes 

7rn0 (3.5-4) 

For no = 1.5 and n2 = 0.01 m - 2 , zm = 47.123 m, which is consistent 
with the results given by the plots. From Eq. (3.2-14b), we can also find 
the waist of the fundamental mode 

^oo = V / 2 / 7 = W 7 ^ V (3-5-5) 
V k0{n2r 2 

by using Eq. (3.2-5). For A0 = 2im0/k0 = 0.633/zm, u>0o ~ 1.419 mm. 
Note that for a Gaussian input waist of 5 mm, which is larger than WQO, 
we have the propagating Gaussian beam initially focused before 
defocused as shown in Fig. 3.5a) and b). For a Gaussian input waist of 1 
mm, which is smaller than WQQ, we have the propagating Gaussian beam 
initially defocused before focused, as clearly illustrated in Fig. 3.5c). 
Indeed, this is the property of a square-law medium known as periodic 
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focusing, which has been investigated using ray optics in Chapter 2 [see 
Problem 2.14]. 
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Beam width along z 

(c) 

Fig. 3.5 Periodic focusing: (a) Showing Gaussian beam profile (u>o = 5 mm > woo 
at z = 0) along z i n a square-law medium (no = 1.5, ni = 0.01), wavelength used 
is 0.633 jam, and (b) Showing the beam waist along z, (c) Showing the beam waist 
when the input Gaussian waist is 1 mm < woo at z = 0. 

Table 3.2 BPM_sq_law_medium.m (m-file for the simulation of Gaussian beam 
propagating in a square-law medium using BPM) 

%BPM_sq_law_medium.m 
%Simulation of Gaussian Beam Propagation in a Square-Law Medium Using BPM 
%This program demonstrates periodically focusing and defocusing 
% Suggested simulation parameters 
% For initially converging situation: 
% L=20 
% Ld=0.633; 
% wo=5; 
% dz=2000 
% Z=80000 
% For initially diverging situation: 
% L=15 
% Ld=0.633; 
% wo=l; 
% dz=2000 
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% Z=80000 
clear 
n0=1.5; 
n2=0.01; % with unit of (meter)A-2 
%Gaussian Beam 

%N : sampling number 
N=255; 
L=input('Length of back ground in [mm] = ?'); 
L=L*10A-3; 
Ld=input('Incident wavelength of light in [micrometers] = ?'); 
Ld=(Ld/nO)*10A-6; 
ko=(2*pi)/Ld; %wavenumber in nO 
wo=input('Waist of Gaussian Beam in [mm] = ?'); 
wo=wo*10A-3; 
dz=input('step size of z (dz) in [mm] = ?'); 
dz=dz*10A-3; 
Z=input('destination of z in [mm] = ? '); 
Z=Z*10A-3; 

% dx : step size 
dx=L/N; 

forn=l:256 
form=l:256 

%Space axis 
x(m)=(m-l)*dx-L/2; 
y(n)=(n-l)*dx-L/2; 
%Frequency axis 
Kx(m)=(2*pi*(m-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(256-l))/(N*dx))/2; 
Ky(n)=(2*pi*(n-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(256-l))/(N*dx))/2; 

end 
end 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 
[KX, KY]=meshgrid(Kx,Kx); 

%Gaussian Beam in space domain 
Gau_ini=(l/(wo*piA0.5))*exp(-(X.A2+Y.A2)./(woA2)); 

%Energy of the initial Gaussian beam 
Energy ini=dx*dx*sum(surn(abs(Gau_ini).A2)) 

%Free space transfer function of step propagation 
H=exp(j/(2*ko)*dz*(KX.A2+KY.A2)); 

%S operator according to index profile of medium 
S=-j*(-ri2/(2*nO*nO)*(X.A2+Y.A2))*ko; 
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%Iterative Loop 
Gau=Gau_ini; 
nl=0; 
for z=0:dz:Z 

nl=nl+l; 
Zp(nl)=z+dz; 
%Gaussian Beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=fft2(Gau); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=FGau.*fftshift(H); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in space domain 
Gau=ifft2(FGau); 

%Step propagation through medium 
Gau=Gau.*exp(S.*dz); 
Gau_pro(:,nl)=Gau(:,127); 

end 

%Energy of the final propagated Gaussian beam 
Energy_pro=dx*dx*sum(sum(abs(Gau).A2)) 

%axis in mm scale 
x=x*10A3; 
y=y*10A3; 
Zp=Zp*10A3; 
MAX 1 =max(max(abs(Gau_ini))); 
M AX2=max(max(abs(Gau))); 
MAX=max([MAXl MAX2]); 

figure(l); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau_ini)) 
title('Initial Gaussian Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]1) 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 

figure(2); 
mesh(x,y,abs(Gau)) 
title('Propagated Gaussian Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(y) max(y) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 

figure(3) 

forl=l:nl 
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plot3(x',Zp(l)*ones(size(x')),abs(Gauj>ro(:,l))) 
hold on 

end 
grid on 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(Zp) max(Zp)]) 
title('Beam profile along z') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('z [mm]') 
hold off 

wOO=(2/((ko/nO)*(n2A0.5)))A0.5; %fundamental mode width 
w00=w00*10A3; 
sprintf('wOO, fundamental mode width in [mm] %f , wOO) 

figure(4) 
A=max(abs(Gau_pro)); 
B=diag(l./A); 
N_Gau_pro=abs(Gau_pro)*B; 
contour(Zp,x,N_Gau_pro, [ exp(-l) exp(-l)], 'k') 
grid on 
title('Beam width along z') 
xlabel('z [mm]') 
ylabel('x [mm]') 

zm=pi*nO/((n2A0.5)); %modulation period 
zm=zm*10A3; 
sprintf('zm, modulation period in [mm] %f', zm) 

3.6 Beam Propagation in Nonlinear Media: The Kerr Media 

In Section 3.5, we have demonstrated that by solving Eq. (3.3-9) 
numerically, we can treat diffraction and the effect of inhomogeniety 
separately using the BPM. Indeed we see that the two independent 
equations, 

di/>e/dz = Dipe (3.6-1) 

and 

d^/Oz = S^e , (3.6-2) 

provide solutions to Fresnel diffraction and phase modulation 
independently. The solution to Eq. (3.6-2) corresponds to phase 
modulation as it is obvious that t/;e(x,y, z) = exp( — jAnkoz) is a 
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solution. So in order to investigate the effect of beam propagation in the 
square-law medium, we can heuristically construct an equation by simply 
adding the operators on the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.6-1) and (3.6-2): 

dlPe/dz =(D + S)l/>e, 

which has now become Eq. (3.4-1). By the same token, in order to 
investigate beam propagation in nonlinear media, we do the same by 
finding or modeling a nonlinear operator JV such that 

dipe/dz = N^e (3.6-3) 

represents the nonlinear effect on the propagating beam. The overall 
equation for propagation in a nonlinear medium is then simply found by 
constructing an equation such that the appropriate operators on the right-
hand side of Eq. (3.6-1) and (3.6-3) are added to give 

dipe/dz = (D + N)i;e. (3.6-4) 

In this Section, we discuss an important nonlinear effect called 
the Kerr effect and demonstrate the use of the BPM to solve this type of 
problem. The Kerr effect can be described by the following nonlinear 
dependence of the refractive index on the electric field of the light beam: 

n = n0+ n2E\tpe\
2, (3.6-5) 

where no is the refractive index of the medium in the absence of the light 
field, n2E\ipe\

2 is the nonlinear variation of the index. n2E is the Kerr 
constant and has a unit of (m/V)2. The medium that can produce such 
an effect is called the Kerr medium. 

Similar to the derivation of S in Eq. (3.5.2), we can obtain 

N = - jAnk0 = - j - ^ f cc#e | 2 (3-6-6) 
n0 

for the Kerr medium. Eq. (3.6-4) then becomes 

I P = ^T-Vti>e - j-^koWefye. (3-6-7) 

oz 2jk0 n0 

This equation is called the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which 
describes the evolution of complex envelope ipe{x,y,z) of a beam 
propagating along the ^-direction for a given initial envelope ipe(x, y, 0). 
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3.6.1 Spatial soliton 

We cannot solve Eq. (3.6-7) using the Fourier transform techniques that 
were used to solve Eq. (3.3-6) because of the nonlinear term on the right-
side of the equation. However, analytical solutions do exist in one 
transverse dimension, including a well-known stable solution called 
spatial soliton. Solitons have a special property that they can propagate 
without changing their shape. In the quest for the expression for | ipe | that 
does not depend on z, we substitute 

ipe(x, y,z) = a(x, y)exp( - JKZ) (3.6-8) 

inEq. (3.6-7) to get 

V2
ta = - 2Kk0a - (2klnjn0)a

3. (3.6-9) 

Consider now that we have one transverse dimension, namely, x. 
In this case, Eq. (3.6-9) becomes 

^ 2 = - 2Kkoa - (2klnJno)a3. (3.6-10) 

Multiplying both sides by 2 da/dx and integrating, we have 

(—) 2 = - 2nk0a
2 - (klnjn0)a

4, 

where we have neglected the integration constant. We can recast the 
above equation in the form 

/

da 
, (3.6-11) 

yj - 2K,k0a
2 - (kln2E/n0)a

4 

which has a solution in the form 

a(x) = Aszch{Kx), (3.6-12) 

where A= J — and K 
k0n2E V - 2KA;O 
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Equation (3.6-12) is the well-known soliton solution. A normalized plot 
of the sech-beam is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6 Plot of sech(x), showing the shape of a spatial soliton in one transverse 
dimension. 

We note from Eq. (3.6-12) that K < 0 and n2E> 0 for a physical 
solution. This makes sense since for n2E> 0, the refractive index is 
greater where the beam amplitude is higher [see Eq. (3.6-5)]. Note that 
the sech-beam is not a function of z, and hence non-diffracting. For such 
a beam shape, this means that the center of the beam sees the highest 
refractive index, which then decays off-axis. Explaining it in terms of ray 
optics, the light rays from the edge of the beam (lower index) tend to 
bend towards the center of the beam (higher index) through the Ken-
effect [ due to the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6-7)] and 
at the same time the beam itself undergoes diffraction [ due to the first 
term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6-7)]. Thus, the nonlinearly induced 
inhomogeniety causes the beam to maintain its shape by exactly 
balancing the effects of spreading due to diffraction, and hence the shape 
of the sech-beam remains the same as it propagates inside the medium. 
The sech-beam belongs in a family commonly known as non-spreading 
or diffraction-free beams in a cubically nonlinear medium. 

Limiting to one transverse dimension and for n2E> 0, 
calculations also have shown periodic behavior (periodic self-focusing) if 
focusing due to the nonlinear effect is slightly larger than the diffraction 
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effect. For n2E < 0, we have self-defocusing [Korpel et al. (1986)]. At the 
end of this Chapter, we present some simulation results. 

For propagation involving two transverse directions, i.e., x and 
y, the problem is more difficult and it appears that no closed-form 
solutions have been found. Here we only consider the case where there is 
radial symmetry. We express the transverse Laplacian in polar 
coordinates as [see Eq. (2.2-8) for the Laplacian operator] 

Vf= 1 
* dx2 dy2 

d2 l_d_ 
dr2 rdr 

Using the definitions 

a = 
KTlQ 

2k0n^ 

we can rewrite (3.6-9) in the form 

a and r = I — 
2K,kr 

1/2 

(3.6-13) 

(3.6-14) 

dr' 

1 da ^ o 
9 + - — -a + a6 = 0. 
• r dr 

(3.6-15) 
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Fig. 3.7 Numerical solutions of Eq. (3.6-15) showing different modes [Adapted 
from Korpel and Banerjee (1984)] 
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Again, this nonlinear ordinary differential equation has no analytic 
solutions; the solutions are obtained by numerical methods with 
boundary conditions a(oo) —> 0 and da(0)/dr = 0 [Chiao, Garmire and 
Townes (1964), Haus (1966), Korpel and Banerjee (1984)]. These are 
shown in Fig. (3.7). These solutions give rise to the so-called self-
trapping phenomenon. Note that the solutions are multimodal in nature, 
with the mode number m depending on the initial condition a(0). In a 
way, these solutions are reminiscent of the modes in the square-law 
medium, discussed in Section 3.2. Note that for the first mode, i.e., 
m = 1, a(0) = 2.21 and the mode resembles the shape of a sech-beam in 
one transverse dimension. 

3.6.2 Self-focusing and self-defocusing 

As pointed out in the last Section, through the Kerr effect, light 
rays from the edge of the beam tend to bend toward to the center of the 
beam and this nonlinear optical phenomenon is called self-focusing (and 
in some cases defocusing) [Kelly (1965)]. The self-focusing dynamics of 
high-power ultrashort laser pulses has attracted significant attention in 
recent years, particularly for the case in which ultrashort pulses 
propagate through the atmosphere [Tzortzakis et al. (2001)] or for the 
case of ultrafast laser beam delivery for materials processing [Sun and 
Longtin (2004)]. Indeed self-focusing can cause optical damage even at 
lower incident intensities than might otherwise be expected. In this 
Section, we estimate the necessary power required for self-focusing and 
provide an estimate of the focal length. 

Let us assume the incident laser beam has a Gaussian 
distribution 

ipe (x,y) = V„exp[ - {x2 + y2)/w2
0]. 

Hence, for n2E > 0, we have, from Eq. (3.6-5) 

n(x, y) = n0+ n2Eip2exp[ - 2(x2 + y2)/w2
0), (3.6-16) 

which clearly means that intensity distribution creates a refractive index 
profile within the beam having a maximum value on the center and 
gradually decreasing away from the center. Expanding the exponent and 
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keeping the first two terms, Eq. (3.6-16) becomes 

n(x, y) = (n0 + n2Eip2) - n2Eipl 2(x2 + y2)/w2
0 

^ n o _ 2 n ^ { x 2 + y2) 

as n2Etp2 <C no, which is true in practice. Now we want to square 
n(x,y) such that 

2 2 4n 0n 2 £^ 2 tie-ins 
n (x,y) « n o „-—°-(xz + y') (3.6-17) 

induced by the Kerr effect can be compared with the square-law medium 
given below by 

n2(x,y) = n2-n2(x
2 + y2). (3-6-18) 

We can see immediately that the effect of the Kerr medium can be 
modeled by a square-law medium, at least under the paraxial 
approximation. We have pointed out that the square-law medium has 
periodic focusing property with modulation period zm given by Eq. (3.5-
4), which is 

(3.6-19) 
'n2 

But now we have n2 = 4non2Eipl/wl by comparing Eqs. (3.6-17) and 
(3.6-18). Hence we can predict the Kerr medium will have a focusing 
length given approximately by 

JNL 2 2 ^ 4 V n 2 j B t 

The subscript NL signifies that the focusing effect is due to nonlinear 
phenomenon. Therefore, we can consider the focusing of the Gaussian 
beam produces convergent rays with convergence angle given by 

0NL*^L = - ^ t (3.6-21) 
JNL vr\/ n 0 ° 

Now in the absence of any nonlinear effects, the optical beam will spread 
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because of diffraction and the spread of the angle of a Gaussian beam has 
been calculated and given by Eq. (2.4-7) and the angle of spread in 
medium with index no is then given by 

0sP = - ^ - - (3-6-22) 
7TW0no 

We, therefore, expect that self-focusing can compete with diffraction. In 
fact, for 6NL = &sP, the effects of self-focusing and diffraction will 
cancel each other and the beam will propagate without any focusing or 
defocusing. This phenomenon is known as self-trapping as pointed out 
previously. Indeed the first mode (m = 1) shown in Fig. 3.7 is a self-
trapped beam first calculated by Chaio, Garmire and Townes (1964). 

We shall now estimate the power required for self-trapping. Such 
a power is termed the critical power Pcr. From Eq. (2.2-34), which is the 
equation of power density for a plane wave with amplitude EQ, we can 
immediately write down the power density for a Gaussian beam 
propagating along the z-direction as 

< 5 > = M e x p [ _ 2 ( x 2 + y 2 ) / u ; 2 ] a z 
If] 

= ^ e x p ( - 2 r 2 K K , 

where n is the characteristic impedance of the medium of index no. The 
total power of the beam is then given by 

/ 
Jo 

oo 

< S > 2irrdraz 

= ^ • (3.6-23) 

To find the critical power, we calculate the required field amplitude by 
equating 9NL = 9sp to get 
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By substituting Eq. (3.6-24) into Eq. (3.6-23), we have the critical power 

Per = ^ M . (3-6-25) 
64n2£ 

Hence for P0 — Pcr, we have self-trapping. For P0 < Per, diffraction 
will dominate and the beam will diverge. For Pr, > Pcr, the nonlinear 
effects will dominate and the beam will self-focus, which may tend to 
become anomalously large in the self-focused region and cause 
breakdown of the medium. However, in some cases, the high intensity 
of the laser beam could ionize the medium and create electron plasma 
that tends to counteract self-focusing, stabilizing the intense region into a 
filament or filaments [Braun et al. (1995), Tzortzakis et al. (2001)]. To 
investigate such phenomenon, one could extend the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation by simply adding relevant terms to include other 
effects. Other effects could include not only the plasma effect [Sun and 
Longtin (2004), Fibich et al. (2004)], but also higher order nonlinearity 
as well as two-photon absorption [Centurion, Pu and Psaltis (2005)]. 
However, these effects are beyond the scope of this book. 

Let us now return to Eq. (3.6-25). We note that the unit of n2E is 
(m/V)2 since, according to Eq. (3.6-5), i/je has units of V/m. However, 
in the modern literature, Eq. (3.6-5) is equivalently written as 

n = no + n2E\'lPe\2 = «o + n2il, (3.6-26) 

where I is the intensity of the optical beam, which has units of W/m2 or 
W/cm2. In order to make the connection between n2E and n2 / , we 
recognize that, from Eq. (2.2-36), I = ev\ipe\

2/2 = n0ce0|'i/'e|2/2, and 
hence 

n2E = 2 n ° C £ o n 2/ • (3.6-27) 

Therefore, we can write Eq. (3.6-25) as 

Pcr = 7rA° . (3.6-28) 
32non2j 

Table 3.3 lists some of the physical properties of commonly used 
materials for the investigation of the Kerr effect. 
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Table 3.3 Physical properties of some materials 

Material 
Carbon disuphide (CS2) 
Air (1 atm) 
Helium (1 atm) 

n2E {m/Vf 
5.8 x 10~20 (n0 = 1.6) 
6.1 x l ( r 2 4 (no = l) 
4.3 x KT26(n0 = 1) 

n2I(cm2/W) 

3 x 1(T15 (a) 
5 x 1CT19 (b) 
3.5 x 10"21(b) 

(a) Ganeer et al. Appl. Phys. B, 78, 433-438 (2004) 
(b) Lide, ed., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 75th ed. (1994) 

As an example, according to Eq. (3.6-28) and the use of Table 3.3, we 
can estimate the critical power for liquid CS2 to be around 9%KW for 
ruby-laser with wavelength of 0.6943 /im. Note also that according to 
Eq. (3.6-28), radiation of longer wavelength, such as radio waves, makes 
the critical power much higher and probably unattainable. 

To end this Chapter, we demonstrate some simulations using 
BPM for a 1-D Gaussian beam propagating in the Kerr medium. Table 
3.4 shows the m-file for generating the figures. In the program, we have 
used a Gaussian beam of waist equal to 1 fim, and if we choose A = 1, 
the amplitude of the Gaussian beam, which corresponds to PQ > Pcr and 
periodic self-focusing occurs. Fig. 3.8a) to c) show such phenomenon 
from MATLAB simulations. In Fig. 3.8 d-f), we have chosen A = 0.3, 
which corresponds to P0 < Pcr and it is clear that diffraction is dominant 
and no self-focusing is observed. Note that in this m-file, we simply try 
to demonstrate the Kerr effect suing BPM and the parameters used do not 
necessarily correspond to the actual physical parameters and therefore all 
scales in the m-file are arbitrary. 
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Figure 3.8 Periodic focusing (P0 > Pcr): (a) beam profile along z, (b) beam waist 
along z, (c) on-axis peak amplitude along z, and diffraction dominance (Po <Pcr), (d) 
beam profile along z, (e) beam waist along z; (f) on-axis peak amplitude along z. 

Table 3.4 BPM_perioic_focusing.m (m-file for the simulation of a Gaussian beam 
propagating in the Kerr medium using BPM) 

%BPM Kerr effect.m 
%Suggested simulation parameters 
% wo=l; 
% dz=25 
% Z=24000 
clear 
D=0.6; 
n0=1.5; 
n2=2*10A-13; %proportional to Kerr constant 
%Gaussian Beam 
%N : sampling number 
N=255; 
L=10; %length of background in [mm] 
L=L*10A-3; 
Ld=0.633; %wavelength 
Ld=(Ld/nO)*10A-6; 
ko=(2*pi)/Ld; %wavenumber in nO 
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wo=input('Waist of Beam in [mm] = ?'); 
wo=wo*10A-3; 
dz=input('step size of z (dz) in [mm] = ?'); 
dz=dz*10A-3; 
Z=input('destination of z in [mm] = ? '); 
Z*10A-3; 
% dx : step size 
dx=L/N; 

form=l:256 
%Space axis 

x(m)=(m-l)*dx-L/2; 

%Frequency axis 
Kx(m)=(2*pi*(m-l))/(N*dx)-((2*pi*(256-l))/(N*dx))/2; 

end 

%Gaussian Beam in space domain 
A=input('Choose Amplitude of Gaussian Beam: 1 for self-periodic focusmg, 0.3 for 
diffraction dominance='); 

Gau_ini=A*(l/(wo*piA0.5))*exp(-(x.A2)./(woA2)); 
%Energy of the initial Gaussian beam 
Energy ini=dx*sum(abs(Gau_ini).A2) 
%Free space transfer function of step propagation 
H=exp(j/(2*ko)*dz*(Kx.A2)); 
%Iterative Loop 
Gau=Gau_ini; 
nl=0; 
for z=0:dz:Z 
nl=nl+l; 
Zp(nl)=z+dz; 

%Gaussian Beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=fft(Gau); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in Frequency domain 
FGau=FGau.*fftshift(H); 
%Propagated Gaussian beam in space domain 
Gau=ifft(FGau); 

%S operator according to index profile of medium 
S=-j*n2*ko*abs(Gau).A2; 
%Step propagation through medium 
Gau=Gau.*exp(S.*dz); 
Gau_pro(:,n 1 )=Gau'; 

end 

%Energy of the final propagated Gaussian beam 
Energy_pro=dx* sum(abs(Gau). A2) 

%axis in mm scale 
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x=x*10A3; 
Zp=Zp*10A3; 
MAX 1 =max(abs(Gau_ini)); 
MAX2=max(abs(Gau)); 
MAX=max([MAXl MAX2]); 

figure(l); 
plot(x,abs(Gau_ini)) 
title('Initial Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('Amplitude') 
axis([min(x) max(x) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 
grid on 

figure(2); 
plot(x,abs(Gau)) 
title('Propagated Beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('amplitude') 
axis([min(x) max(x) 0 MAX]) 
axis square 
grid on 

figure(3) 
forl=l:15:nl 
plot3(x',Zp(l)*ones(size(x')),abs(Gau_pro(:,l))) 

hold on 
end 
grid on 
axis([min(x) max(x) min(Zp) max(Zp)]) 
title('Beam profile along z') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('z [mm]') 
hold off 

figure(4) 
A=max(abs(Gau_pro)); 
B=diag(l./A); 
N_Gau_pro=abs(Gau_pro)*B; 
contour(Zp,x,N_Gau_pro, [ exp(-l) exp(-l)], 'k') 
grid on 
title('Beam width along z') 
xlabel('z [mm]') 
ylabel('x [mm]') 

figure(5) 
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plot(Zp, max(abs(Gau_pro))) 
grid on 
title('Peak amplitude along z1) 
xlabel('z [mm]') 
ylabel('amplitude') 

Problems: 

3.1 Verify Eq. (3.2-19) by substituting Eqs.(3.2-ll) and (3.2-18) 
into the definition of K(x, y, x', y') given by Eq. (3-2-17). 

3.2 Show that, in a square-law medium, when w0 = wm = y 2/7, 
i.e., the incident Gaussian beam width is wog, it excites only the 
fundamental mode with u(z) = WQ which is independent of z. 
The beam propagates with its beam width unchanged. 

3.3 Verify Eq. (3.2-24) by substituting Eqs. (3.2-23) and (3.2-19) 
into Eq. (3.2-17). 

3.4 Show that when the Gaussian of waist WQ propagates in a square-
law medium, its width oscillates between WQ and 2/WQJ2. Thus 
to begin the propagation at z = 0, if wo > wm, i.e., the incident 
beam waist is greater than the fundamental mode width, the 
beam shrinks from WQ( > w00) to 2/u>07

2( < wm) and then back 
to WQ. We have periodic focusing and defocusing and this 
corresponds to the result obtained from ray optics mentioned in 
Problem 2.14. 

3.5 When h-*oo in Eq. (3.2-1), the square-law medium corresponds 
to a homogeneous medium of refractive index no. Show that the 
waist of the Gaussian beam in Eq. (3.2-24) becomes 

w\z) = wl + {-j^)z\ 

which represents the spreading of a Gaussian beam as it 
propagates through a homogeneous medium of refractive index 
no as it is shown in Eq. (2.4-6b). 
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3.6 Solve Eq. (3.6-11) and show that Eq. (3.6-12) is a solution. To 
show it, use the substitution y = sech# to simplify the 
integration of the form 

f dy 

J y y/1 - y2 

3.7 Starting from the paraxial wave equation in the presence of a 
cubic nonlinearity, i.e., using Eq. (3.6-7) but limited to x and z 
dimensions, show that during the propagation of a complex 
envelope ipe, there is conservation of power. To do this, assume 
ipe(x, z) = a(x, z)exp[ — j(/>(x, z)] and show that 

/

oo 
a2(x,z)dx = constant. 

-oo 

3.8 Find the critical power for self-focusing in air at one atmospheric 
pressure with the use of laser with wavelength of 0.8 fim. 
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Chapter 4 

Acousto-Optics 

Acousto-optics deals with the interaction between sound and light. As a 
result of acousto-optic interaction, light waves can be modulated by 
electrical signals, which provides a powerful means for optically 
processing information. In fact, some of the key components in modern 
optical processors and optical display systems usually consist of one or 
more acousto-optic modulators. Acousto-optic interactions can result in 
laser beam deflection, laser intensity modulation, phase modulation as 
well as frequency shifting of laser. 

4.1 Qualitative Description and Heuristic Background 

An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is a spatial light modulator that 
comprises an acoustic medium (such as glass or water) to which a 
piezoelectric transducer is bonded. Through the action of the 
piezoelectric transducer, the electrical signal is converted into sound 
waves propagating in the acoustic medium with an acoustic frequency 
spectrum that matches, within the bandwidth limitations of the 
transducer, that of the electrical excitation. The pressure in the sound 
wave creates a traveling wave of rarefaction and compression, which in 
turn causes perturbations of the index of refraction. Thus, the acousto-
optic device shown in Figure 4.1 may be thought to act as a thin (phase) 
grating with an effective grating line separation equal to the wavelength 
A of the sound in the acoustic medium. We know that a phase grating 
splits incident light into various diffracted orders and we can show that 
the directions of the diffracted, or scattered, light inside the "sound cell" 
are governed by the grating equation, 

sin <fim = sin <f>mc + mAo/A,m = 0, ± 1 , ±2,..., (4.1-1) 

where cj)mis the angle of the m-th diffracted order light beam, (/>;nc is the 
angle of incidence, and AQ is the wavelength of the light, all measured in 

152 
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the acoustic medium. The convention for angles is counterclockwise 
positive. Note that the angle between neighboring orders, as shown in 
Fig. 4.1, is twice the Bragg angle (J>B '• 

smcpB 2A 
K 

2fc0' 
(4.1-2) 

where ko = \ ko\ = 27r/Ao is the wavenumber of light inside the acoustic 
medium, and K = \K\ = 2TT/A is the wavenumber of sound. For 
example, we note that the angle measured between the zeroth order and 
the first order is ~ 2</>B, which is Ao/A as shown in Fig. 1. When 
measured outside the acoustic medium, these angles are increased 
through refraction by the refractive index no of the material of the sound 
cell. In all figures in this Chapter, we assume all pertinent angles to be 
measured inside the sound cell. 

m-th diffracted 
order 

propagating 
sound 

piezoelectric 
transducer 

1-st diffracted 
order 

0-th diffracted 
A / .* order 
T-m / • 

-m-th diffracted 
order 

Fig. 4.1 Acousto-optic modulator. 
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Since we really have a traveling sound wave, the frequencies of 
the diffracted beams (except the 0-th order beam) are either downshifted 
or upshifted by an amount equal to the sound frequency due to the 
Doppler effect. Now, through the relationship between the sound 
wavelength A and the sound velocity V"s in the acoustic medium (A = 
2TTVS/Q.) we can see that by electronically varying the sound (radian) 
frequency Q, we can change the directions of propagation of the 
diffracted beams. It is this feature that makes it possible to use an 
acousto-optic modulator as a spectrum analyzer as well as a laser beam 
scanner. The frequencies of the sound waves produced in laboratories 
range from about 100 kHz to 3 GHz, and these sound waves are really 
ultrasound waves whose frequencies are not audible to the human ear. 
The range of the sound velocity in the medium varies from about 1 km/s 
in water to about 6.5 km/s in a crystalline material such as LiNb03. 

The phase-grating approach of acousto-optic interaction is 
somewhat of an oversimplification in that the approach does not predict 
the required angle for incident light in order to obtain efficient 
operations, nor does it explain why only one order is generated for a 
sufficiently wide transducer (L large in Fig. 4.1). Another approach 
considers the interaction of sound and light as a collision of photons and 
phonons. For these particles to have well-defined momenta and energies, 
we must assume that we have interaction of monochromatic plane waves 
of light and sound, that is, we assume that the width L of the transducer 
is sufficiently wide in order to produce plane wave fronts at a single 
frequency. In the process of collision, two conservation laws have to be 
obeyed, namely, the conservation of energy and the conservation of 
momentum. If we denote the propagation vectors (also called wave 
vectors) of incident plane wave of light, diffracted or scattered plane 
wave of light, and sound plane wave in the acoustic medium by ko, k+i, 
and K, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.2, we can write the condition for 
conservation of momentum as 

hk+\ = hko + hK, 

where h = h/2ir and h is Planck's constant. Dividing the above equation 
by h leads to 

£+i = k0+K. (4.1-3a) 
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The corresponding conversation of energy takes the form (after division 
byh) 

UJ+I = CUQ + ft, (4.1-3b) 

where uo, ft, and uo+\ are the (radian) frequencies of the incident light, 
sound, and scattered light, respectively. The interaction described by Eq. 
(4.1-3) is called the upshifted interaction. Figure 4.2(a) shows the wave-
vector diagram, and Figure 4.2(b) describes the diffracted beam being 
upshifted in frequency. Because for all practical cases \K\ <C | ko \ , 
the magnitude of k+\ is essentially equal to ko, and therefore the wave-
vector momentum triangle shown in Fig. 4.2(a) is nearly isosceles. 

Q 

CO 
o 

con =co0 +D. 

N ^ . * ' 

j,i 

~/\ A 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.2 Upshifted interaction: a) wave-vector diagram; b) experimental configuration. 

A 

K 

CO 
o co,-co -Q 

Fig. 4.3 Downshifted interaction: a) wave-vector diagram; 
b) experimental configuration. 
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Suppose now that we change the directions of the incident and 
diffracted light as shown in Figure 4.3. The conservation laws can be 
applied again to obtain two equations similar to Eqs. (4.1-3a) and (4.1-
3b). The two equations describing the interaction are now 

A_i = k0 - K, (4.1-4a) 

and 
w_i = LOQ - ft, (4.1-4b) 

where the subscripts on the left-hand side of the equation indicate that 
the interaction is downshifted. 

There is some interesting physics hidden in Eqs. (4.1-3) and 
(4.1-4). It can be shown that Eqs. (4.1-3) refer to phonon absorption and 
Eqs. (4.1-4) to stimulated phonon emission. Indeed, attenuation and 
amplification of a sound wave have been demonstrated experimentally 
for these cases [Korpel, Adler, and Alpiner (1964)]. 

We have seen that the wave-vector diagrams [Figures 4.2(a) and 
4.3(a)] must be closed for both cases of interaction. The closed diagrams 
stipulate that there are certain critical angles of incidence {4>mc = ± (J>B) 
in the acoustic medium for plane waves of sound and light to interact, 
and also that the directions of the incident and scattered light differ in 
angle by 2(f)B- In actuality, scattering occurs even though the direction of 
incident light is not exactly at the Bragg angle. However, the maximum 
scattered intensity occurs at the Bragg angle. The reason is that we do not 
have exactly plane wavefronts; the sound waves actually spread out as 
they propagate into the medium. As the width L of the transducer 
decreases, the sound column will act less and less like a single plane 
wave and, in fact, it is now more appropriate to consider an angular 
spectrum of plane waves. For a transducer with an aperture L, sound 
waves spread out over an angle ± K/L according to diffraction. 

Considering upshifted interaction and referring to Fig. 4.4, we 
see that the A"-vector can be oriented through an angle ± K/L due to the 
spreading of sound. In order to have only one diffracted order of light 
generated (i.e., k+\), it is clear, from the figure, that we have to impose 
the condition 

Ao A 
A ^ V 
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Fig.4.4 Wave-vector diagram illustrating the condition for defining the Bragg regime. 

or 

A2 

L > — . (4.1-5) 
Ao 

This is because for A_i to be generated, for example, a pertinent sound 
wave vector must lie along K'; however, this either is not present, or is 
present in negligible amounts in the angular spectrum of the sound (i.e., 
the downshifted wave vector triangle cannot be completed), if the 
condition, i.e., Eq. (4.1-5) is satisfied. If L satisfies Eq. (4.1-5), the 
acousto-optic modulator is said to operate in the Bragg regime and the 
device is commonly known as the Bragg cell. 

In the case where L is sufficiently short, we have the second 
regime of scattering (diffraction), called Raman-Nath (or Debye-Sears) 
diffraction. The condition 

A2 

L < — (4.1-6) 
Ao 

therefore, defines the Raman-Nath regime. In Raman-Nath diffraction, 
k+i and k-\ (i.e., positive and negative first order scattered light) are 
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generated simultaneously because various directions of plane waves of 
sound are provided from a small-aperture transducer. 

So far we have only considered the so-called weak interaction 
between the sound and incident light, i.e., the interaction between the 
scattered light and sound has been ignored. In fact, scattered light may 
interact with the sound field again and produce higher orders of 
diffracted light. This rescattering process is characteristic of what is 
called strong interaction. (In the Bragg regime, for strong interaction, 
scattered light k+\ may rescatter back into the zeroth-order light). In the 
Raman-Nath regime, many orders may exist because plane waves of 
sound are available at the various angles required for scattering. The 
principle of the generation of many orders by rescattering is illustrated in 
Fig. 4.5. &+iis generated through the diffraction of ko by K+\, k+2 is 
generated through the diffraction of k+\ by K+2, and so on, where the 
K±'s (p = 0, ±1 , ±2,...) denote the appropriate components of the 
plane wave spectrum of the sound. Again, the requirement of 
conservation of energy leads to the equation ujm = LOQ ± mil, with um 

being the frequency of the m-th order scattered light. 

*+2(coo+2Q) 

- * + i 0 0 + 0 ) 

" M w o) 

' * - l ( G > o - n ) 

k2 (co0 - 2Q) 

Fig. 4.5 Multiple scattering in the Raman-Nath regime. 

4.2 The Acousto-optic Effect: General Formalism 

The interaction between the optical field So(R,t) and sound field S(R,t) 
can be generally described by Maxwell's equations [Eqs. (2.1-l)-(2.1-4)]. 
We assume that the interaction takes place in an optically 
inhomogeneous, nonmagnetic isotropic medium, characterized by a 
permeability (JLQ and a permittivity e(R,t) when a source-free optical field 

Incident Light 

Sound 
(K,A,il) 
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is incident on the time-varying permittivity. We write the time-varying 
permittivity as 

e(R,t) = e + e\R,i), (4.2-1) 

where e\R,i) = eCS(R,t), i.e., it is proportional to the sound field 
amplitude S(R,f), with C being the proportionality constant, dependent 
on the medium. Hence we can see that e'(R,t) represents the action of the 
sound field. The analysis presented below closely follows the work by 
Korpel (1972). 

We will assume the incident light field £inc(R,t) satisfies 
Maxwell's equations with pv = 0 and Jc — 0. When the sound field 
interacts with £inc(R,t), the total field light fields S(R,t) and 7i(R, t) in 
the acoustic medium must also satisfy Maxwell's equations, rewritten as 

Vx£(R,t) = - / l o ^ f f ' 0 , (4.2-2) 
ot 

V x H(R,t) = - fi(R,t)S(R,t)}, (4.2-3) 

V • [7(R,t)£(R,t)} = 0, (4.2-4) 

V • H(R,t) = 0. (4.2-5) 

Taking the curl of Eq. (4.2-2) and introducing it into Eq. (4.2-3), 
the equation for £(R,t) becomes 

V x V x £{R,f) = V(V • £) - V2£ 

d2 

= - M^e(R,i)£(R,t)]- (4-2-6) 

Now, from Eq. (4.2-4), we have 

V • e£ = e V • £ + £ • V? = 0. (4.2-7) 

Assuming a two-dimensional (x-z) sound field configuration with £ 
polarized along the y-direction, i.e., £{r,i) = £(r,f)ay, we can readily 
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show that S • Ve = 0. Hence Eq. (4.2-6) reduces to 

d2 

Vl£{r,t) = ^—2[e{r,t)£(r,t)} (4.2-8) 

where r is the position vector in the x-z plane. We will rewrite the term 
on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2-8) as 

Mo 
,dr-~ e 2 d £ d e ~d2£ 
dt2 + dt dt +t~df 

(4.2-9). 

Because the time variation of e(r,f) is much slower than that of £(r,t), 

i.e., the sound frequency is much lower than that of the light frequency, 
we will only retain the last term in Eq. (4.2-9) to get, using Eqs. (4.2-1) 
and (4.2-8), 

^ 2 ^ , x d2£(r,t) ,, B2£(r,i) 
V2£(r,t) - /x0e V.' ' = m>e'{r,t)- ' dt2 dt2 (4-2-10) 

Equation (4.2-10) is the wave equation that is often used to investigate 
strong interaction in acousto-optics. 

We will now introduce harmonic variations in the incident light 
and sound in the forms 

£inc(r,t) = Re[Einc(r)et*>'] = I ^ , ) ^ ' + c.Cii (4.2-l 1) 

and 

6-^ = RelCSir)^'] = ^ ( r ) ^ ' + c.c, (4.2-12) 

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. Note that Einc(r) and S(r) in 
the above equations are phasor quantities. Because we have harmonic 
fields, we anticipate frequency mixing due to interaction. This is also 
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evident from examining the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2-10). We will, 
therefore, cast the total field £{r,t) into the form 

-. oo 

£(r,f) = - ^ Em(r)exp[j(LO0 + rntyt] + c.c. (4.2-13) 
m=—oo 

Substituting Eqs. (4.2-11)-(4.2-13) into Eq. (4.2-10) and assuming 
Q < w 0 , we obtain, after some straightforward calculations, the 
following infinite coupled-differential equation: 

V2Em(r) + k2
0Em(r) + \ k2

0 CS(r)Em., (#•) + |£;0
2CS*(r)£m+1(r) = 0, 

(4.2-14) 

where ko = UJO ̂ J~^M^ is the propagation constant of light in the medium 
and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Note that Em(r) is the 
phasor amplitude of the m-th order light at frequency Do + mfi. 

4.3 Raman-Nath Equations 

We now consider a conventional interaction configuration shown in 
Figure 4.6. A uniform sound wave of finite width L and propagating 
along x is often used, and we shall represent the sound phasor by 

S(r) = S(z,x) =Ae-JKx (4.3-1) 

where A, in general, can be complex. Indeed for A=\A\e^9 and from Eq. 
(4.2-12), we see that e (r,t) ~ C\A\cos(Qt — Kx + 6), which represents 
a plane wave of sound propagating along the x-direction, as shown in 
Fig. 4.6. 
We represent the incident plane wave of light as 

Eindr) = V;incexp( - jk0z cos</>inc - jkox sin^inc), (4.3-2) 

where (f)mc is the incident angle as shown in Fig. 4.6. We look for a 
solution of Em(f) of the form 

Em(r) = Em(z, x) = tpm(z, x)exp( - jk0z coscj>m - jk0x sin0OT) (4.3-3) 

with the choice for <f)m given by Eq. (4.1-1), 
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sin 4>m = sin </>jnc + mA0/A = sin0inc + mK/k0 

x 

Light 

z = 0 z = L 
* z 

(4.3-4) 

Fig. 4.6 Conventional sharp boundary interaction configuration. 

Substituting Eqs. (4.3-1), (4.3-3), and (4.3-4) into Eq. (4.2-14), we 
obtain, after some considerable algebra, 

2jk(,sm(pm-— 2JKQCO& 
dx2 dx dz 

+ |^C4*^m+iexp[ - jk0z(cos4>m+\ - cos</>w)] 2 

+ | f c o ( - ^ V ; m - l e x P [ — jkoZ(cOS(! 'm-1 COS</>m)l = 0 . (4.3-5) 

In deriving Eq. (4.3-5), we have assumed as usual that ipm is a slowly-
varying function of z so that, within a wavelength of light, dipm/dz does 
not change appreciably; hence, d2ipm/dz2 can be neglected when 
compared to (2jkocos<f)m)dipm/dz. In addition, according to physical 
intuition, we have used LOQ S> mfi. 

The physics behind Eq. (4.3-5) can be understood as follows: a) 
the evolution of the m-fh order scattered light (the third term on the left-
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hand side of the equation) in z is coupled to that of its adjacent orders 
(m + 1 and m - 1, see the last two terms), b) the first term on the left-
hand side of the equation is responsible for diffraction, and c) the second 
term is merely the effect of the m-th order light traveling in a direction 
slightly different from z. 

Often, the effect of propagational diffraction can be neglected if 
the width L of the cell is not too large. Also, because dpm is a very small 
quantity (if 0;nc <C 1), we can assume tpm(z, x) TH 4>m{z). Hence, Eq. 
(4.3-5) becomes 

dipm . k0CA 
— — = - J- — ^ m - i e x p l - jk0z(cOS(j)m-i - COS0m)J 

knCA* 
- j~. — Vwiexp[ - jkGz(cos4>m+\ - cos0m)], (4.3-6) 

4coscpm 

which has to be solved with the boundary conditions 

"fym = ^mcSmO a t Z < 0 , (4.3-7) 

where <5mo represents the Kronecker delta function. Equation (4.3-6) is 
one variant of the well-known Raman-Nath equations [Raman and Nath, 
1935]. 

The physical interpretation of Eq. (4.3-6) is that there is a mutual 
coupling between neighboring orders in the interaction, that is, ipm is 
being contributed to by ipm-i and Vwi- However, the phase of the 
contributions varies with z, and the exponents with arguments 
k$z{cos(f)m-i — coscj)m) and koz(cos4>m+i — cos4>m) represent the lack of 
phase synchronism in this coupling process. The lack of this phase 
synchronism will contribute little net interaction in the general case. 
However, there are two experimental configurations in which strong 
phase synchronisms occur. The first one being that the interaction length 
L is short enough such that the accumulated degree of phase mismatch is 
small. This is called the Raman-Nath regime or Debye-Sears regime and 
is characterized by the simultaneous generation of many diffracted orders 
as shown in Fig. 4.5. For the second configuration, called the Bragg 
regime, there exists phase synchronism between the 0-th order and the -
1-st order or the 0-th order and the +l-st order. We shall now discuss the 
two configurations in the following sections. 
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4.4 Contemporary Approach 

In this Section, we re-formulate the Raman-Nath equations [Eq. (4.3-6)] 
into a set of equations extensively used by Korpel and Poon in their 
contemporary investigation of acousto-optics [Korpel and Poon (1980)]. 

Let us relate first the term CA to the refractive index variation 
An(r, i) in the acousto-optic cell. Because 

e(r, t) = e0n
2(r, i) 

= e0[n0 + An(r, t)f 

2An(r, /) 
e o " | 1 + 

n0 

(4.4-1) 

we compare Eq. (4.4-1) with Eq. (4.2-1) to obtain 

2An(r, t) 
CS(r, i) = 

n0 

or C\S\ = C\A\ = 2(An)max/no, where (An)max denotes the peak 
amplitude of the assumed harmonic variation of An(r, t). Assuming A is 
real and non-negative, i.e., A = \A\, the quantity koCAL/2 = koCA*L/2 
then can be written as 

koC\A\L 
*L a (4.4-2) 

where a represents the peak phase delay of the light through the acoustic 
medium. 

Assuming small values of K/ko, we expand the phase-
asynchronism terms koz(coscpm-i — coscf)m) and koz(cos(j)m+\ — cos^>m) 
in Eq. (4.3-6) in a power series by using Eq. (4.3-4), 

koz(cos(f)m-i - cos(f>m) 

= kaZ 
h)*m^+\m 2 

KV 
(4.4-3) 

and 
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k0z(cos4>m+i - cos<f)m) 

2 

k0z 9 s i n^-(m +0U l +- (4.4-4) 

We now define £ = z/L, which is the normalized distance inside 
the acousto-optic cell, and £ = 1 signifies the exit plane of the cell. We 
define one more important variable called the Q parameter or the Klien-
Cook parameter in acousto-optics [Klein and Cook (1967)]: 

Q = ~ = 2 ? r L ^ . (4.4-5) 

Finally, with Eqs. (4.4-2), (4.4-3) and (4.4-4) by keeping their first two 
terms, and Eq. (4.4-5), we can re-write Eq. (4.3-6) as 

^ . = _ . a e - i i < K f e + ( 2 m - 1 ) ] ^ _ i 

- 3^Q^H2m+%m+l, (4.4-6) 

where i\)m = V'inĉ mo at £ = 0 from Eq. (4.3-7). In writing the above 
equation we have made small-angle approximations, i.e., sin6> « 9, 
cos9 ss 1, or <f>m <S 1. Equation (4.4-6) is a special case of the general 
plane wave multiple scattering theory, called the Korpel-Poon multiple 
plane-wave scattering theory [Korpel and Poon (1980), Appel and 
Somekh (1993)], which is valid for any sound field, not just a sound 
column as being considered here. We shall use these equations, called the 
Korpel-Poon equations [Poon and Kim (2005)] to investigate the two 
important conventional experimental configurations (the Raman-Nath 
regime and the Bragg regime) mentioned in Section 4.3. 

4.5 Raman-Nath Regime 

As mentioned in Eq. (4.1-6), the Raman-Nath regime is defined by the 
condition that L <C A2/A0. Expressing this condition in terms of Q, we 
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have, using Eq. (4.4-5), Q <C 1. Using this criterion, we see that the 
phase terms in the exponents in Eq. (4.4-6) involving Q(m — | ) and 
Q(m + i ) can be neglected if mQ <C 1. Indeed the condition Q <C 1 is 
more stringent the more diffracted orders (m) are considered. Hence, for 
oblique incidence (fanc ^ 0), Eq. (4.4-6) becomes 

vine -^T= -J^e 3 ^ *B ^m_! - j-e3^ *B ^ m + 1 . (4.5-1) 

For perpendicular incidence (fane = 0), which is the first case treated 
historically, Eq. (4.5-1) becomes 

dibm a, , 
~~ = ~ j g (V-m-i + </Wi). (4.5-2) 

Now recall the recursion relation for Bessel functions, 

dJm(x) 1 
dx 2 

[J^x) - Jm+l(x)}. (4.5-3) 

Then, writing ^m — ( — j)mtp'm, where tp'm = Jm(aQ, we recognize, with 
ipm — V'mĉ mO at £ = 0, that the amplitude of the various scattered orders 
is 

4>m = (-3)mi>incJm(aO- (4-5-4) 

Equation (4.5-4) is the well-known Raman-Nath solution. 

4.6 Bragg Regime 

As pointed out before, Bragg diffraction is characterized by the 
generation of two scattered orders. For downshifted interaction 
(fanc = (f>B), we have diffracted orders 0 and -1, whereas for upshifted 
interaction (fanc = — 4>B), we have orders 0 and 1. According to Eq. 
(4.4-6), we have the following coupled equations describing the 
downshifted interaction: 

~^=-J^-u (4-6-1) 

and 
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dlp-

dz 

Similarly, the coupled equations 

dz 

and 

<# i 

dz 

JTTV'O-

.a 
-3-^1 

(4.6-2) 

(4.6-3) 

(4.6-4) 

describe the upshifted interaction. 
Physically, we see that in downshifted interaction for example, 

according to Eq. (4.3-6), we have 

and 

dz 

dip-] 

~d7 

- jhCA 

4cos0o 
-0-iexp[ — jkoz(cos(f)-i — cos(/>o)] (4.6-5) 

-jkpCA' 
4cos^>_i 

•0oexp[ + jkoz(cosq cos^o)]- (4.6-6) 

There exist phase synchronism between the 0-th and the -1-st orders 
when cos0_i = cos^o, implying 4>-\ = — 4>o, as <fi-i ^ 4>o because 
different scattered orders must exit at different angles. Hence, referring 
to Figure 4.7(a), fo = fa = </>inc, and 0_i = - 4>B = - <?W- Thus, the 
0-th and the -1-st orders propagate symmetrically with respect to the 
sound wavefronts. Under these conditions, Eqs. (4.6-5) and (4.6-6) 
become Eqs. (4.6-1) and (4.6-2), respectively. Similar arguments may be 
advanced for the upshifted interaction case as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). 

4 > o . = <l>B * 
( t > o = - < t > B 

Fig. 4.7 Left: Downshifted Bragg diffraction (0;nc = 4>B); Right: Upshifted Bragg 
diffraction (</)inc = — 4>B)- The convention for angles is counterclockwise positive. 
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The solutions to Eqs. (4.6-1) and (4.6-4), taking the boundary conditions 
Eq. (4.3-7) into account, read 

•00 = V>inCcos(a£/2), (4.6-7a) 

V M = - #incSinK/2) , (4.6-7b) 

for the downshifted interaction, and 

^o = ^inCcos«/2), (4.6-8a) 

V'l = - jVmcSin(ae/2) (4.6-8b) 

for the upshifted case. Equations (4.6-7) and (4.6-8) are the well-known 
expressions for the scattered light in Bragg diffraction. 

When the acousto-optic modulator operates in the Bragg regime, 
the modulator is often called the Bragg cell. Figure 4.8 shows a typical 
Bragg cell operating at 40 MHz. In the figure, we denote the two 
diffracted laser spots at the far background. The incident laser beam (not 
visible as it traverses across a transparent medium of glass) is traveling 
along the long dimension of the transducer through the glass. The Bragg 
cell shown, model AOM-40, is commercially available [IntraAction 
Corporation]. It uses dense flint glass as an acoustic medium (refractive 
index no ~ 1.65) and operates at sound center frequency of 40 MHz 
with a piezoelectric transducer height of about 2mm (which we have 
neglected in our 2-D analysis) and an interaction length L of about 60 
mm. Therefore, in the figure shown, the sound wave travels in the glass 
from the left to the right at velocity Vs~4000m/s with sound wavelength 
A = Vs/fs ~ 0.1 mm. If a He-Ne laser is used (its wavelength is about 
0.6328/xm in air), its wavelength inside glass is Ao~ 0.6328/irn/no ~ 
0.3743/wn. Hence, the Bragg angle, according to Eq. (4.1-2), inside the 
acoustic medium is ~ 1.9 x 10 3radian or about 0.1 degree. For the 
parameters used and according to Eq. (4.4-5), we have a Q -14 . 

For 4>inc = — (\+6)4>B, where 6 represents the deviation of the 
incident plane wave away from the Bragg angle, and limiting ourselves 
to orders 0 and 1 for upshifted interaction, Eq. (4.4-6) is reduced to the 
following set of coupled differential equations: 

^ = - j f e - * « / 3 t f i , (4.6.9a) 
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Piezoelectric transducer 
Diffracted beams (-1st and 
0-th) at the far background 

hiccmcal cable inputting 
40 MHz signal 

lass (acoustic medium) 

Fig, 4.8 Typical Bragg cell operating at 40 MHz [Adapted from Poon (2002)]. 

and 

^ 1 = - ^ e ^ / V o (4.6-9b) 

with the boundary conditions ^o(£ = 0) = V'inc, and Vi(£ = 0) = 0. 
Equation (4.6-9) may be solved analytically by a variety of techniques 
and the solutions are given by the well-known Phariseau formula 
[Phariseau (1956)]: 

MO = ^ e - * « « / 4 \cos[{8Q/Af + ( a / 2 ) 2 ] \ 

+ 3 
6Qsin[(6Q/4)2 + {a/2)2]/2Z 

4 [{SQ/Af + (a/2)t 
(4.6-10a) 

ip\(0 = fa oJSQVi) _ f .a^W + ta/^j 
\ J 2 [((5Q/4)2 + («/2)2] / 2 / 

Equations (4.6-10a) and (4.6-10b) are similar to the standard two-wave 
solutions found by Aggarwal (1950) and adapted by Kogelnik (1969) to 
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holography. More recently, it has been re-derived with the Feynman 
diagram technique [Chatterjee, Poon and Sitter, Jr. (1990)]. Note that by 
letting 8 = 0 we can reduce them to the solutions for ideal Bragg 
diffraction given by Eq. (4.6-8). 

To show explicitly the effect of 8, we write down the weak 
interaction (a —> 0) version of Eq. (4.6-10) at £ = 1. From Eq. (4.6-10b) 
and using Eq. (4.4-5), we have 

*«=i) K ^ , « / ' { - , § « } 
= Vw e^Q/4{ - j | swc(8<f>BL/A) }. (4.6-11) 

The sinc(.) term describes the angular plane wave spectrum of a 
transducer with width L. If we monitor the power in the first-order light 
and plot it as a function of the incident angle 84>B, we can trace the 
radiation pattern of the transducer. Figure 4.9(a) shows the experimental 
data points closely follow the theoretical radiation pattern of the AOM-
40 transducer, which is sine2 (<*></>££/A). Since the angles have been 
measured outside the acoustic medium, the first zero of sinc2(.) contains 
no in the expression in Fig. 4.9(a). A physical interpretation of Fig. 
4.9(a) is illustrated in Fig. 4.9(b). The incident plane wave of light is 
marked with an arrow at — ^ a s <f>inc = — 4>B- The incident light 
interacts with the sound plane wave from which it is offset by the Bragg 
angle. Therefore, the first-order diffraction is generated by the plane 
wave of sound at angle equal to 0, i.e., it is interacting with the plane 
wave of sound propagating normal to the transducer. Hence, the 
diffracted plane wave of light, marked by an arrow at <pB, is proportional 
to the amplitude of this plane wave of sound. By increasing the angle of 
incidence, that is, moving the incident light arrow of Fig. 4.9(b) towards 
the right, the first-order light intensity will vary in proportion to the 
magnitude of the angular spectrum of sound [Cohen and Gordon (1965)]. 
It is therefore possible to explore acoustic radiation patterns by optical 
probing. 

We have pointed out that the criterion for an acousto-optic 
modulator to operate in the Bragg regime is the condition that Q » 1. In 
physical reality, since a complete energy transfer between ip0 and ip±\ is 
never possible, there always exist more than two orders no matter how 
strong this condition becomes. This regime is generally known as the 
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I |2 i |2 i 

near Bragg regime [Poon and Korpel (1981a)] as I'i/'o | + |^±i | ¥" ^inc 
due to the generation of higher orders. Now, the amount of first-order 
scattered light can be plotted as a function of Q at a = ir and the Bragg 
regime is then defined arbitrarily by the condition that \ip±\ | > 0.9 ipinc 

(i.e., the diffraction efficiency for the first-order light is greater than 
90%), which has been shown to translate to Q > 7 [Korpel (1972)]. For 

I | 2 7 

Q —• oo, \ip±i\ —> V'inc a s expected. Acousto-optic diffraction in the 
near-Bragg (typically Q < 2ir), and low-Q(Q->0) regimes was examined 
numerically for the purpose of illustrating spurious orders, and the 
occasionally non-negligible amounts of scattered energies in them [Chen 
and Chatterjee (1996)]. 

Incident Angle Offset (in radian) S<J>, 

(a) 
Incident light Diffracted light 

Fig. 4.9 (a) Angular plane wave spectrum of sound column: solid line theoretical 
with Q plotted as experimental data points [Adapted from Gies and Poon, 2002], (b) 
Physical interpretation of (a). 
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4.7 Numerical Examples 

In this Section, we shall use the Korpel-Poon equations, Eq. (4.4-6), to 
demonstrate some numerical results obtained by MATLAB®. In Table 
4.1, we show the m-file for the calculation of diffracted intensities 
involving 10 diffracted orders in upshifted Bragg interaction. In using the 
m-file, we have created a MATLAB® function, AOB10, which is 
shown in Table 4.2. The 10 coupled differential equations are shown as 
follows: 

^3-jV^lW^- o 
d£ 2 

d£ J2 Wi J2 Wb 

d£ J2 ^ J2 ^ 

*h = - jSLe-mfe+i] ^ _ •« eMw+s}^ 
d£ J2 ^ J2 ^ 

d£ J2 ^° J2 ^2 

d£ J2 v J2 W 

di J2 J2 

dip. •2 

d!i J2 
"e-i&fe -^_3 _ ^'l^fe-Vi 

# . 1 = _ ̂ M^-%_A- jSLj&Vfc-']^ 
d£ J2 J2 

%^= 0 -gM*-^, (4.7-1) 
d£ 2 
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where we have used — 4 < m < 5 in Eq. (4.4-6). 
In the first example, we run BraggregimelO.m for d=0 

corresponding to the case of exact Bragg incidence for upshifted 
interaction as we have defined </>mC/0B = — (1 + 6) in Eq. (4.7-1), and 
6 is "d" in the m-file. We then take Q = 100 to approximate ideal Bragg 
diffraction. The results are shown in Fig. 4.10. The vertical axis is 
\tpm\ /1"0inc| • Basically, we notice a complete exchange of power 
between the 0-th order and the first-order in Fig. 4.10(a) and higher 
orders are basically not present. In Fig. 4.10(b), a deviation from the 
exact Bragg angle incidence (6 = 0.02, i.e., a deviation from the Bragg 
angle is 0.020s) will result an incomplete energy exchange between the 
two orders. 

As a second example, we take 6 = 0 (i.e., d = 0 in the m-file) 
and (5 = 5, corresponding to near-Bragg diffraction. The results are 
shown in Fig. 4.11, which corresponds well to the established results 
[Klien and Cook, 1967]. In this case, we notice that the periodic power 
exchange between the two main orders is no longer complete, indicating 
the presence of higher orders in this case, as shown in the figure. 

Similarly, we use Eq. (4.4-6) to investigate Raman-Nath 
diffraction. We shall restrict ourselves to 13 diffracted orders 
( — 6 < m < 6) for normal incidence, i.e., d = -1. A set of 13 coupled 
equations therefore can be written out. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 can then be 
modified accordingly. Figure 4.12 shows the dependence of various 
scattered orders on a when Q = 0, illustrating the Bessel function 
dependence given by Eq. (4.5-4). Figure 4.13 illustrates non-ideal 
Raman-Nath diffraction for normal incidence for Q — 1.26. Note that in 
the figure the true zeros, which are the characteristic of the Bessel 
functions for the ideal case, disappear for large value of a. The results 
presented in Fig. 4.13 correspond fairly well with established results 
[Mertens, Hereman, and Ottoy (1985)]. 

Table 4.1 BraggregimelO.m: m-file 
for solving 10 coupled equations in Bragg diffraction 

%Bragg_regime_l O.m 
%Bragg regime involving 10 diffracted orders 
clear 
d=input('delta = - incident angle/ Bragg angle -1 (enter 0 for exact Bragg angle 
incidence) = ?') 
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Q=input('Q = (KA2*L)/ko (enter a large number, say 100, to get close to ideal Brag 
diffraction) =') 
n=0; 

foral=0:0.01*pi:8 
n=n+l; 
AL(n)=al; 
[nz,y]=ode45('AO_B10', [0 1], [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0], [], d, al, Q): 
[Ml Nl]=size(y(:,l)); 
[M2N2]=size(y(:,2)); 
[M3 N3]=size(y(:,3)); 
[M4 N4]=size(y(:,4)); 
[M5 N5]=size(y(:,5)); 
[M6 N4]=size(y(:,6)); 
[M7 N7]=size(y(:,7)); 
[M8 N8]=size(y(:,8)); 
[M9 N9]=size(y(:,9)); 
[M10N10]=size(y(:,10)); 
psn2(n)=y(M8,8); 
psnl(n)=y(M7,7); 
psO(n)=y(M6,6); 
psl(n)=y(M5,5); 
ps2(n)=y(M4,4); 

I(n)=y(Ml,l).*conj'(y(Ml,l))+y(M2,2).*conj(y(M2,2))+y(M3,3)*conj(y(M3,3))... 
+y(M4,4)*conj(y(M4,4))+y(M5,5)*conj(y(M5,5))... 
+y(M6,6)*conj(y(M6,6))+y(M7,7)*conj(y(M7,7))... 

+y(M8,8)*conj(y(M8,8))+y(M9,9)*conj(y(M9,9))+y(M10,10)*conj(y(M10,10)); 
end 

figure(l) 
plot(AL, ps0.*conj(ps0),' 

AL, psnl.*conj(psnl), 
title('Bragg regime') 
xlabel('alpha') 
axis([0 8-0.1 1.1]) 
legend('0 order', '1 order', 
grid on 

, AL,psl.*conj(psl),':',... 
•.', AL, ps2.*conj(ps2),'-') 

-1 order', '2 order') 

Table 4.2 AOBlO.m: m-file for creating MATLAB® Function AOB10 for use in 
BraggregimelO.m presented in Table 4.1 

%AO_B10.m 
function dy=AO_B 10(nz,y,options,d,a,Q) 

dy=zeros(10,l); %a column vector 
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% -4<= m <=5 
% d=delta 
% nz=normalized z 

%m=5 ->y(l) 
%m=4 ->y(2) 
%m=3 ->y(3) 
%m=2 ->y(4) 
%m=l ->y(5) 
%m=0 ->y(6) 
%m=-l->y(7) 
%m=-2 -> y(8) 
%m=-3 -> y(9) 
%m=-4->y(10) 

dy(l)=-j*a/2*y(2)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)+9)) + 0 ; 

dy(2)=-j*a/2*y(3)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)+7)) + -j*a/2*y(l)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-
(l+d)+9)); 

dy(3)=-j*a/2*y(4)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)+5)) + -j*a/2*y(2)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-
(l+d)+7)); 

dy(4)=-j*a/2*y(5)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)+3)) + -j*a/2*y(3)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-
(l+d)+5)); 

dy(5)=-j*a/2*y(6)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)+l)) + -j*a/2*y(4)*expO*Q/2*nz*(-
(l+d)+3)); 

dy(6)=-j*a/2*y(7)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-l)) + -j*a/2*y(5)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-
(l+d)+l)); 

dy(7)=-j*a/2*y(8)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-3)) + -j*a/2*y(6)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-
i)); 

dy(8)=-j*a/2*y(9)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-5)) + -j*a/2*y(7)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-
3)); 

dy(9)=-j*a/2*y(10)*exp(-j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-7)) + -j*a/2*y(8)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-
5)); 

dy(10)= 0 + -j*a/2*y(9)*exp(j*Q/2*nz*(-(l+d)-7)); 

return 
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Fig. 4.10 Intensity of diffracted orders versus peak phase delay a or "alpha" in the 
m-file for the ideal Bragg regime: a) Bragg angle incidence (S = 0), b) Near-Bragg 
angle incidence (S = 0.02). 
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Fig. 4.11 Intensity of diffracted orders versus peak phase delay"alpha" for Q = 5. 
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Fig. 4.12 Intensity of diffracted orders versus peak phase delay "alpha" in the ideal 
Raman-Nath regime (Q = 0) (-1st and 1st orders are overlapped;-2nd and 2nd 
orders are overlapped). 
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Fig. 4.13 Intensity of diffracted orders versus peak phase delay "alpha" in the non-
ideal Raman-Nath regime (Q = 1.26)(-lst and 1st orders are overlapped;-2nd and 
2nd orders are overlapped). 

4.8 Modern Applications of the Acousto-Optic Effect 

4.8.1 Intensity modulation of a laser beam 

By changing the amplitude of the sound, i.e., through a, we can achieve 
intensity modulation of the diffracted beams. In fact, one of the most 
popular applications for an acousto-optic Bragg cell is its ability to 
modulate laser light. In Fig. 4.14, we show the zeroth- and first-order 
intensity diffraction curves plotted as a function of a [see Eq. (4.6-8) for 
<0inc = l] , where P represents the bias point necessary for linear 
operation. Fig. 4.14 illustrates the relationship between the modulating 
signal, m(t) and the intensity modulated output signal, I{t). As shown in 
the figure, m(t) is biased along the linear portion of the first order 
diffraction curve. It is clear that intensity modulation can also be 
achieved by using the zeroth diffracted order. However, the two 
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diffracted orders process information in the linear regions with opposite 
slopes. This suggests that any demodulated electrical signal received via 
the first diffracted order will be 180 degrees out of phase with the 
electrical signal received via the zeroth diffracted order. Figure 4.15 
shows an experimental setup used to demonstrated the principle. m{t) is 
the modulating signal and its amplitude-modulated signal is 
[b + m(t)]cos(Qt), where b is adjusted to about a = TT/2, and tt is tuned 
to the center frequency of the acoustic transducer. When m(t) is an 
triangular waveform, Fig. 4.16(a) shows the output of the two 
photodetectors PDO and PD1 in Fig. 4.15. A phase shift of 180 degrees 
between the two electrical signals is clearly shown. In another 
experiment, m(t) is an audio signal. Figure 4.16(b) shows the two 180 
degrees out of phase detected electrical signals. With additional 
electronics and the introduction of feedback [to be discussed in Section 
4.8.4] , the acousto-optic system can be re-configured to produce pulse-
width modulated optical signals [Poon, McNeill, and Moore (1997)] 

I(t) Intensity modulated output 

Fig. 4.14 Principle of acousto-optic intensity modulation system. 
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oscilloscope 

Fig. 4.15 Experimental setup for AM-demodulation. 

Fig. 4.16 Demodulated signals (a) triangular; (b) audio: Note that the upper traces 
(outputs from PDl) are 180 degrees out of phase with the lower traces (outputs from 
PDO) [After Poon et al. (1997)]. 
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4.8.2 Light beam deflector and spectrum analyzer 

In contrast to intensity modulation, where the amplitude of the 
modulating signal is varied, the frequency of the modulating signal is 
changed for applications in light deflection. Figure 4.17 shows a light 
beam deflector where the acousto-optic modulator operates in the Bragg 
regime. The angle between the first-order beam and the zeroth-order 
beam is defined as the deflection angle fa. We can express the change in 
the deflection angle A fa upon a change AS! of the sound frequency as 

Afa = A(24>B) 
An 

2TTK, 
-An. (4.8-1) 

Q +AO 

Fig. 4.17 Acousto-optic laser beam deflector. 

Using a He-Ne laser (An ~ 0.6/mi), a change of sound frequency of 20 
MHz around the center frequency of 40 MHz, and K s ~ 4 x 103m/s for 
the velocity of sound in glass, a change in deflection angle is A^^ ~ 3 
mrad. The number of resolvable angles N in such a device is determined 
by the ratio of the range of deflected angles Afa to the angular spread of 
the scanning light beam. Since the angular spread of a beam of width D 
is of the order of An/A we therefore have 

N: Afa 
Xo/D 

= T-
AQ, 

~2^' 
(4.8-2) 

where r = Dj Vs is the transit time of the sound through the light beam. 
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With the previously calculated A<^ ~ 3 mrad and using a light beam of 
width D = 5 mm, the number of the achievable resolution is ~ 25 spots. 
Note that from Eq. (4.8-2) one can achieve improvement in resolution by 
expanding the lateral width of the light beam traversing the Bragg cell. 
Because the relation between the deflection angle and the frequency 
sweep is linear, a simple mechanism for high-speed laser beam scanning 
is possible through the acousto-optic effect because no moving 
mechanical parts are involved with this kind of scanning. 

Instead of a single frequency input, the sound cell can be 
addressed simultaneously by a spectrum of frequencies. The Bragg cell 
scatters light beams into angles controlled by the spectrum of acoustic 
frequencies as each frequency generates a beam at a specific diffracted 
angle. Because the acoustic spectrum is identical to the frequency 
spectrum of the electrical signal being fed to the cell, the device 
essentially acts as a. spectrum analyzer [see Problem 4.8]. 

4.8.3 Demodulation of frequency modulated (FM) signals 

From the preceding discussion, we recognize the Bragg cell's frequency-
selecting capability. Here we discuss how to make use of this to 
demodulate frequency modulated (FM) signals [Poon and Pieper (1983)], 
Pieper and Poon (1985)]. As seen from Fig. 4.18, the Bragg cell diffracts 
the light into angles </><# controlled by the spectrum of carrier frequencies 
Q,0i, i = 1,2,..., where each carrier has been frequency-modulated. For 
the i-th FM station, the instantaneous frequency of the signal is 
representable as fi,-(/) = Q0i + Afi,-(0, where Q0i is a fixed carrier 
frequency and Afi,(0 represents a time-varying frequency difference 
proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal. As a usual 
practice, the FM variation Af2,(/) is small compared to the carrier Q0i. 
Using Eq. (4.8-1) the i-th FM station is beamed, on the average, in a 
direction relative to the incident beam given by 

This is illustrated in Fig. 4.18. For each FM carrier, there will now be an 
independently scattered light beam in a direction determined by the 
carrier frequency. For clarity, only a few of the scattered light beams are 
shown. The principle behind the FM demodulation is that the actual 
instantaneous angle of deflection deviates slightly from Eq. (4.8-3) due 
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to the inclusion of AO,(7), which causes a "wobble" A ^ ( / ) in the 
deflected beam. In particular, we find, with Eq. (4.8-2), 

Ao ' 
A<^(0 = 

2TTVJ 
JAJMO- (4.8-4) 

4>, d2 

•/A^ccAQfi) 

A(()d2(t) oc AQ2(t) 

Q ^ + A Q ^ t ) 
Q02+ AQ2(f 
Q03+ AQ3(t' 

Fig. 4.18 Principle of acousto-optic FM demodulation. 

Because, in FM, the frequency variation AfJ/(/) is proportional 
to the amplitude of the audio signal, the variation in the deflected angle 
A0rf,(O is likewise proportional to the modulating signal. By placing a 
knife-edge screen in front of a photodiode positioned along the direction 
of tpdh the amount of light intensity reaching the photodiode, to first 
order varies linearly with the small wobble Af2,-(0 and hence gives a 
current proportional to Afi,-(/) [see Eq. (4.8-4)], that is, proportional to 
the amplitude of the modulating signal. In fact, by placing an array of 
knife-edge-screened detectors positioned along the various deflected 
beams, we can monitor all the FM stations simultaneously. This knife-
edge technique has been used previously for surface acoustic wave 
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detection [Whitman and Korpel (1969)]. The factors that limit the 
performance of acousto-optic FM demodulators have been investigated 
in the context of the use of a knife-edge detector as well as a bicell 
detector (two photo-active areas separated by a small gap) [ Brooks and 
Reeve (1995)]. The use of a bicell detector has also been able to identify 
and demodulate a wide range of different types of phase modulation 
(PM) without any a priori information [Hicks and Reeve (1998)]. 

4.8.4 Bistable switching 

Bistability refers to the existence of two stable states of a system for a 
given set of input conditions. Bistable optical devices have received 
much attention in recent years because of their potential application in 
optical signal processing. In general, nonlinearity and feedback are 
required to achieve bistability. 

AOM 

Electronic amplifier 

Fig. 4.19 Acousto-optic bistable device. 
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Figure 4.19 shows an acousto-optic bistable device operating in 
the Bragg regime [Chrostowski and Delisle (1982)]. The light diffracted 
into the first order is detected by the photodetector (PD), amplified, 
summed with a bias a 0 , and fed back to the acoustic transducer to 
change the amplitude of its drive signal, which in turn amplitude-
modulates the intensities of the diffracted light. Hence the feedback 
signal has a recursive influence on the diffracted light intensities. Note 
that the nonlinearity involved in the system is a sine-squared function 
[see Eq. (4.6-8b)]: 

/i = h | 2 =/incSin 2 (a /2) , (4.8-5) 

I i2 

where 7inc = | V>inc | is the incident intensity and we have a system with a 
nonlinear input (a)-output {I\) relationship. 

The effective a scattering the light in the acousto-optic cell is 
given by the feedback equation, 

a = ao + 0Iu (4-8-6) 

where /3 denotes the product of the gain of the amplifier and the quantum 
efficiency of the photodetector. 

Note that under the feedback action, a can no longer, in general, 
be treated as a constant. In fact, a can be treated as constant during 
interaction if the interaction time, given as the ratio of the laser beam 
width and the speed of sound in the cell, is very small compared to the 
delays incorporated by the finite response time of the photodetector, the 
sound-cell driver and the feedback amplifier, or any other delay line that 
may be purposely installed (e.g., an optical fiber or coaxial cable) in the 
feedback path. We consider this case only. The steady-state behavior of 
the system is given by the simultaneous solution of Eqs. (4.8-5) and (4.8-
6). Figure 4.20 shows the steady state values of I\ for increments in a0 

for 0 = 2.6 and Q —• oo (meaning only 2 diffracted orders are involved). 
Note that, from Figure 4.20, a gradual increase in input bias CXQ produces 
a steady increase in the output intensity I\ (which represents the lower 
stable state ) until reaching a critical value where the output switches up 
to the higher stable state. On decreasing the input, the output does not 
immediately fall sharply but remains on the upper branch of the curve 
(the higher stable state) until the input is reduced to a lower critical 
value, at which the output switches down. The difference in the values of 
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OLQ at which the transitions occur gives rise to the so-called hysteresis. In 
passing, we also mention that similar hysteric behavior may be observed 
by treating 7inc or (3 as the input and treating the other variables such as 
ao as parameters. [Banerjee and Poon (1987), Poon and Cheung (1989)]. 
Figure 4.21(a) shows the experimental setup for the bistable system, 
where the scaling adder is an electronic summer. It sums the input from 
photodiode (PD1) and the signal from the function generator to give the 
output to drive the radio-frequency (RF)-driver. The function generator 
is used to provide signals for the bias OLQ. Figure 4.21(b) shows hysteresis 
involving the first order and the zeroth-order when AOM-40 was used. 
The investigation of optical bistability in the second-order Bragg regime, 
i.e., the incident angle is at twice the Bragg angle [Alferness (1976), 
Poon and Korpel (1981b)], has led to better performance in terms of 
wider hysteresis [McNeill and Poon (1992)]. Most recently, the use of an 
acousto-optic modulator with feedback has led to the investigation of an 
optical set-reset flip-flop [Chen and Chatterjee (1997)]. 
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Fig. 4.20 Hysteresis by acousto-optics [Adapted from Poon et al., (1997)]. 
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Fig. 4.21 (a) Practical implementation of acousto-optic bistable system, 
(b) experimental results [Adapted from Poon and Cheung (1989)]. 
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4.8.5 Acousto-optic spatial filtering 

Conventional applications using acousto-optic interactions have been 
extensively confined to signal processing such as those mentioned in the 
previous Sections. The main reason is that acousto-optic modulators 
(AOMs) are one-dimensional devices as the interaction between light and 
sound is confined in a plane with the plane defined by the wavevectors of 
sound and light. The possibility of using acousto-optic interaction to 
optical image structure control has been pointed out [Balakshy (1984)] 
and the use of AOMs operating in the Bragg regime for 2-D image 
processing has recently been performed experimentally [Xia et al. 
(1996)]. Indeed the 2-D optical image interacts with the sound fields 
within the AOMs, and the scattering or diffraction of the 2-D optical 
image then carries the processed versions of the original optical image. 
The best way to understand image processing using acousto-optics is 
through the use of spatial transfer function, which describes acousto-
optic interaction between the sound and the incident optical image 
decomposed in terms of the angular plane wave spectrum of the light 
field. 

Fig. 4.22 Acousto-optic diffraction geometry. 
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Figure 4.22 shows how an arbitrary incident field propagates through a 
Bragg cell operating in the upshifted mode. Limiting ourselves to two 
diffracted orders and the case of zeroth-order light, we decompose the 
incident field into plane waves with different amplitudes propagating in 
direction defined by </>' = 8 x <pB. Equation (4.6-10) gives the plane wave 
amplitude of the zeroth-order light when a plane wave ip^ is incident at 
4>' away from the nominally Bragg angle of incidence. Hence we can 
define the so-called transfer function of the zeroth-order light as follows: 

H0(S) = - ^ # ^ (4.8-7) 
Vine 

where "^(Ol^is m e result from Eq. (4.6-10) evaluated at the exit of the 
Bragg cell. This definition of the transfer function permits us to relate the 
input (incident) spectrum, &inc(kx>), to the output (zeroth-order) 
spectrum, \P0(kx<), as 

%(kx,)= Vinc{kx,)H0(6), (4.8-8) 

where ipinc(x') = T~l{ Vmc{kxl)} and rp0(x') = F~l{ %{kx>)} are the 
field distribution of the incident light and that of the zeroth-order light, 
respectively, T~x denotes an inverse Fourier transform operation with x' 
and kx> representing the transform variables. Finally, the concept of 
spatial filtering becomes clear when we relate the spatial frequency 
kx> along x' to 4>' [see Fig. 4.22] by 

kx< = kosin((f)') ~ ko4>' = k0S(f)B = TT6/A 

as <fi' — 6 x <pB and 4>B = Ao/2A. Equation (4.8-8) can now be written 
in terms of spatial frequency if we use the above derived relationship 
such that 6 = kx>A/Tr: 

%(kx.) = &inc(kx,)H0(kx.A/7r). (4.8-9) 

The spatial distribution -00(^0 is then given by 
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1 f°° 
= 7T / &mc(kx>)H0(kx-A/Tr) exp( - jk^x') dkx>. (4.8-10) 

Equation (4.8-10) determines the profile of the scattered zeroth-order 
field, ipo(x'), from any arbitrary incident field, ipmc(x'), in the presence of 
the acoustic field. The formalism in Eq. (4.8-10) is similar to the one 
developed by Magdich, Molchanov and Ya [1977], which was later 
developed by Chatterjee, Poon and Sitter, Jr. [1990] in the investigation 
of acousto-optic beam distortion. 

For Q = 14, a = n and A = 0.1 mm, Fig. 4.23(a) shows the 
magnitude plot of the zeroth-order transfer function \H(}(kxA/ir)\ [see 
Eq. (4.6-10a) with 8 replaced by kxAjv: ] as a function of kx. For 
brevity, we have dropped the prime from the variable x' with the 
understanding that it is related to the x' coordinate. This figure makes 
physical sense. When a plane wave is incident at the exact Bragg angle, 
the plane wave is completely diffracted to the first order light as it is 
evident from the plot that when kx = 0, the magnitude of the transfer 
function is zero. Now for incident angles that are far away from the exact 
Bragg angle incidence, that is, fc^is large, we expect that the incident 
plane wave will go through the Bragg cell without any interaction with 
the sound, which is evident that \HQ\ = la t large values of kx. The 
transfer function exhibits highpass spatial filtering. Figures 4.23 a) and 
b) show the incident and the zeroth-order beams, respectively. Note that 
when the zeroth-order beam has been spatially filtered by the transfer 
function shown by Fig. 4.23a), its edges have been emphasized. Table 
4.3 shows the m-file for generating these simulations. 

We can explain the phenomenon of highpass filtering or edge 
enhancement in the zeroth-order diffracted light theoretically from the 
transfer function directly. Using the fact that 6 = kxA/ir and from Eq. 
(4.6-10a) together with Eq. (4.8-7), we can express H0 as 

H0(kxA/ir) « exp( - jQAkx/4ir)[A + jBkx] ^[A + jBkx] (4.8-10) 

if we assume that (6maxQ/4) <C (a/2), where <5max is the maximum 
extension of 6, A = cos (a/2) andB = ^A sl<J^, in addition, since the 

exponential term is related to the spatial position shift of the diffracted 
beam along the x-axis, it is, therefore, not important to the final image 
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presentation, and hence not included in the final step of the 
approximation in Eq. (4.8-11). We can now interpret Eq. (4.8-11) in the 
spatial domain. From Table 2.2 of Chapter 2, we have the Fourier 
transform property 

T{df(x,y)/dx}= -jkxF{f(x,y)}, 

where T again denotes a Fourier transform operation, and using Eqs. 
(4.8-9) and (4.8-10), the amplitude of the zeroth-order diffracted light 
written in a full 2-D version, ipo(x, y), at the exit of the Bragg cell, can 
be approximately written as 

rk(x,y) = (A-B-^)il>inc(x,y). (4.8-11) 

For the incident field given by Fig. 4.23b), Figure 4.23c) illustrates the 
intensity of the diffracted light given by 

\Mx,yf = \(A 
d 

B—)i)inc{x,y)\2. 

Note that in Fig. (4.23c), it shows a pure differentiation result as A = 0 
for a — n. We see that under the condition (<5maxQ/4) <C (a/2) and 
a = 7T, the zeroth-order diffracted light performs first-order spatial 
derivative on the incident light profile and, therefore, mathematical 
operations such as differentiation can be achieved optically in real time. 
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Profile of incident beam 

(b) 
Profile of zerotti-order output beam 

(c) 
Fig. 4.23 a) Magnitude of zeroth-order transfer function \H0\ as a function of 

spatial frequency kx< for Q = 14, a = IT and A = 0.1 mm, b) Incident beam profile, 
c) Output zeroth-order beam profile. 

In the above example, both edges of the square image have been 
extracted equally along the x-direction. Selective edge extraction, that is, 
either only the left edge of the image or the right edge of the image, can 
be performed when we change the sound pressure through a. Using the 
same m-file shown in Table 4.3, we change the peak phase delay, i.e., a, 
to a = 0.6-7T. Figure 4.24(a) shows its transfer function and Fig. 4.24(b) 
shows that the left edge of the square has been emphasized. Indeed recent 
experiments have confirmed the idea experimentally [Davis and Nowak 
(2002)]. To obtain higher derivatives, we can, for example, have two 
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acousto-optic modulators cascaded [Cao, Banerjee and Poon (1998)]. 
With two AOMs oriented orthogonally to each other, a second-order 
mixed derivative operation has also been demonstrated [Banerjee, Cao, 
and Poon (1997)]. Most recently, anisotropic acousto-optic diffraction 
has been explored for two-dimensional optical image processing 
[Voloshinov, Babkina, and Molchanov (2002); Balakshy, Voloshinov, 
Babkina and Kostyuk (2005)]. In passing, we point out that edge 
enhancement using volume phase gratings also has been reported [Case 
(1979), Marquez et al. (2003)]. 

Magnitude of transfer function HO 

(b) 
Fig. 4.24 a) Magnitude of zeroth-order transfer function |ff0| as a function of spatial 
frequency kx- for Q = 14, a = 0.67T and A = 0.1 mm, b) Output zeroth-order 
beam profile, where input beam profile is shown in Fig. 4.23(b). 
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Table 4.3 AO_spatial_filtering.m 

%AO_spatial_filtering.m 
clear 
Q=input('Q ='); 
z=l; 
Ld=input('Wavelength of sound wave in [mm] (0.1 mm nominal value)= '); 
Ld=Ld*10A-3; 
al=input('alpha ='); 
X_Sx=input('Length of square in [mm] (enter 1-3)= '); 
X_Sx=X_Sx*10A-3; 
Xmin=-0.005; 
Xmax=0.005; 
Step_s=0.5*6.5308e-005; 
x=Xmin:Step_s:Xmax; 

%Length of consideration range 
L=Xmax-Xmin; 

%Ratio of the square about the consideration range 
R=X Sx/L; 

n=size(x); 
N=n(2); 

%Size of the square 
Sx=round(N*R); 

%Square 
Einc=zeros(N,N); 
S=size( Einc( round(N/2)-round(Sx/2):round(N/2)+round(Sx/2),... 

round(N/2)-round(Sx/2):round(N/2)+round(Sx/2))); 
Einc(round(N/2)-round(Sx/2):round(N/2)+round(Sx/2),... 

round(N/2)-round(Sx/2):round(N/2)+round(Sx/2))=ones(S); 

%Square profile in Frequency domain using FFT 
F_Einc=fft2(Einc); 
F_Einc=fftshift(F_Einc); 

%dx is the step size 
dx=L/(N-l); 

%Calcuation of range vector for space and frequency 
fork=l:N 

X(k)=L/N*(k-l)-L/2; 
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Y(k)=L/N*(k-l)-L/2; 

%Kx=(2*pi*k)/(N*dx) 
%k is sampling number, N is number of sample, dx is step size 
Kxp(k)=(2*pi*(k-l))/((N-l)*dx); 
Kyp(k)=(2*pi*(k-l))/((N-l)*dx); 

end 
Kx=Kxp-max(Kxp)/2; 
Ky=Kyp-max(Kyp)/2; 

%Calculation of HO 
for 1=1 :N 

form=l:N 

d_x=Kx(l)*Ld/pi; 
D_x(l)=d_x; 
A_x= cos( (((d_x*Q/4)A2 + (al/2)A2 )A0.5 ) *z); 
Bdn x= sin( ( ( (d_x*Q/4)A2 + (al/2)A2 )A0.5 ) *z); 
Bn x= ((d_x*Q/4)A2 + (al/2)A2 )A0.5; 
B_x=Bdn_x/Bn x; 

H0(m,l)=exp(-j*d_x*Q*z/4)*(A_x+j*d_x*Q/4*B_x); 
end 

end 

%Calculation of profile of zero order output beam in Frequency domain 
F Eout_zero=F_Einc.*HO; 
F_Eout_zero=fftshift(F_Eout_zero); 

%Zeroth-order output beam profile in Space domain 
Eou t zero=ifft2(F_Eout_zero); 

%axis in [mm] scale 
X=X*10A3; 
Y=Y*10A3; 
Kx=Kx*10A-3; 
Ky=Ky*10A-3; 

figure(l) 
plot(Kx,abs(H0(154,:))) 
title('Magnitude of transfer function HO') 
xlabel(' Kx [rad/mm]') 
grid on 
axis([ min(Kx) max(Kx) 0 1]) 
axis square 
figure(2) 
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image(X,Y,256*Einc/max(max(Einc))) 
colormap(gray (2 56)) 
title('Profile of incident beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis square 
figure(3) 
image(X,Y, 256*abs(E_out_zero)/max(max(abs(E_out_zero)))) 
colormap(gray(256)) 
title('Profile of zeroth-order output beam') 
xlabel('x [mm]') 
ylabel('y [mm]') 
axis square 

4.8.6 Acousto-optic heterodyning 

Optical information is usually carried by coherent light such as laser. 
With reference to Eq. (2.3-2), we let ip(x, y, z = 0, t) = 
ipp(x, y,0)exp(juot) represent the coherent light field on the surface of 
the photodetector (PD). The light field is oscillating at temporal 
frequency OJQ. AS the photodetector responds to intensity, i.e., \ip\2, it 
gives the current, i, as output by spatially integrating the intensity: 

i oc / | ippexp(juj0t)\
2dxdy, (4.8-12) 

JD 

i>p\
2dxdy = A2D, h 

where D is the surface area of the photodetector and the last step of the 
expression is obtained if we consider ipp = A, i.e., a uniform plane wave 
incidence. The situation is shown in Fig. 4.25. 

•ftp exp(jwot) Information signal 

* a IIj^p exp(ju;Qt)\2dxdy = Jfji>P\2dxdy 

| PD = photodetector 

Fig. 4.25 Direct detection. 
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In this case, we can see that the photodetector current is 
proportional to the intensity, A2, of the incident light. Hence the output 
current varies according to the intensity of the information signal. This 
mode of photodetection is called direct detection or incoherent detection 
in optics. 

Let us now consider the heterodyning of two plane waves on the 
surface of the photodetector. The situation is shown in Fig. 4.26. We 
assume an information-carrying plane wave, also called the information 
signal plane wave, Asexp{j[(uot + s(t)]}exp( — jk^xsincj)), and a 
reference plane wave, Arexp[j(u)o + fl)t], or called a local oscillator as 
known in radio. 

Reference plane wave at cq, +Q. 

\ 

X 

* I 

Photodetector (PD) 

Information signal plane wave at 0^ 

Fig. 4.26 Heterodyning or coherent detection. 

Note that the frequency of the reference plane wave is Q higher 
than that of the signal plane wave. The signal plane wave is inclined at 
an angle <f> with respect to the reference plane wave, which is incident 
normal to the photodetector. Also, the information content s(t) is in the 
phase of the signal wave in this example. Under the situation shown in 
Fig. 4.26, we see that the two plane waves interfere on the surface of the 
photodetector, giving the total light field ijjt as 

ipt — Arexp[j(uj0 + Q)t] + Asexp{j[u}0t + s(i)]}exp( - jkoxsirxfi). 
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Again, the photodetector responds to intensity, giving the current 

i oc / \tpt\ dxdy 
'D 

ra fa 

/

a ra 
/ [A2

r + A2
S + 2ArAscos(nt - s(t) + kQxsin(/))]dxdy, 

-a J—a 

where we have assumed that the photodetector has a uniform active area 
(area that is sensitive to light intensity) of 2a x 2a. The current can be 
evaluated to give 

i(t) oc 2a(A2
r + A]) + 4^ r^

S m ( ,A : Q a S m ( / > )cos(m - s(t)), (4.8-13) 
kosmcp 

where we have assumed Ar and As are real for simplicity. The current 
output has two parts: the DC current and the AC current. The AC current 
at frequency f2 is known as the heterodyne current. Note that the 
information content s(t) originally embedded in the phase of the signal 
plane wave has now been preserved and transferred to the phase of the 
heterodyne current. Indeed, this phase-preserving technique in optics is 
commonly known as holographic recording or wavefront recording 
[Gabor (1948)]. The above process is called optical heterodyning [Poon 
(2004)]. In optical communications, it is often referred to as optical 
coherent detection. In contrast, if the reference plane wave were not 
used for the detection, we have incoherent detection as previously 
described. The information content carried by the signal plane wave 
would be lost as it is evident that for Ar = 0, the above equation gives 
only a DC current at a value proportional to the intensity of the signal 
plane wave, A2

S . 
Let us now consider some of the practical issues encountered in 

coherent detection. Again, the AC part of the current given by the above 
equation is the heterodyne current Zhet(̂ ) given by 

ihet(i) oc ArAs—) . , Jcos(ftt - s(t)). (4.8-14) 
fcosin<p 

We see that since the two plane waves propagate in slightly different 
directions, the heterodyne current output is degraded by a factor of 
sin(A;oasin</>)/(£;osin<?!>) = asinc(fco«sin^/7r). For small angles, i.e., 
sincj) ~ 4>, the current amplitude falls off as sinc(fcoa</>/7r). Hence, the 
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heterodyne current is at maximum when the angular separation between 
the signal plane wave and the reference plane wave is zero, i.e., the two 
plane waves are propagating exactly in the same direction. The current 
will go to zero when koa(f)/7r = 1, or <fi = Xo/2a, where Ao is the 
wavelength of the laser light. To see how critical it is for the angle (f> to 
be aligned in order to have any heterodyne output, we assume the size of 
the photodetector 2a = 1 cm and the laser used is red, i.e., Ao ~ 0.6 
/j,m, 4> is calculated to be about 2.3 x 10 -3 degrees. Hence to be able to 
work with coherent detection, one needs to have precise opto-mechanical 
mounts for angular rotation to minimize the angular separation of the two 
plane waves to be heterodyned. Figure 4.27 shows an acousto-optic 
heterodyne experiment, which recovers the sound frequency f2 [Cummin 
and Knable (1963)], where ipp and B have been assumed constant on the 
surface of the photodetector. The AOM operating in the Bragg regime, is 
placed in the front focal plane of the lens. 

AOM 

lens 

A 

con 

con +Cis 

Half-silvered mirror 

Q 

Reference signal 

B cxp{j(wo + fi)t] 

i 
i oc cos(Qt) 

Information signal 

> 

PD= photodetector 

Fig. 4.27 Optical heterodyne detection. 

Problems: 

4.1 Light of wavelength Ao is incident on a grating of period d at an 
angle (j)mc, as shown in Figure P4.1. Show that the condition for 
maximum diffraction is 

(sin<̂ >inc + sin6)d = m\o, m = 0, 1, 2, 
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4.2 Verify Eq. (4.2-14). 

4.3 Verify Eqs. (4.4-3) and (4.4-4). 

4.4 Starting from Eq. (4.3-6), verify the Korpel-Poon equations [Eq. 
(4.4-6)]. 

4.5 Show that the solutions to the coupled equations given by Eqs. 
(4.6-3) and (4.6-4) are given by Eqs. (4.6-8a) and (4.6-8b). 

4.6 For oblique plane-wave incidence on the sound column of width 
L, that is, <f>inc ^ 0, find the amplitude of the m-th order 
diffracted light. [Hint: Define a function 

/„ = eJ"bzJn[(a sin bz)/b] 

and show that dl„/dz = \ae2jbzIn_x - \ae-2jbzIn+x\ 

4.7 For near phase-synchronous upshifted acousto-optic Bragg 
diffraction, that is, </>inc = — 0 B (1 + 8), the zeroth and the first-
order amplitudes evolve according to the following set of 
coupled equations: 

dipo .& j-e-jSQi/2^ 

di J2 °̂ 

(a) Without solving the equations, show that 
jk \ipo | + |V>i | = 0 . This demonstrates conservation of energy. 

(b) Solve for ipo and ip\ with the boundary conditions 
Mi = 0) = Vine and Vi(£ = 0) = 0. 

4.8 As shown in Figure P. 4.8, the Bragg cell operates in the Bragg 
regime, located in the front focal plane of the lens with focal 
length F = lm. The speed of sound in the acoustic medium is 
4000 m/s, wavelength of the light in vacuum is Av = 0.6328 
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//m, and the refraction index of the medium is 1.6. s(t) 
represents the signal feeding to the Bragg cell. Now, two test 
signals from radio stations WTCP and WPPB at carrier 
frequencies 40 MHz and 45 MHz are received by an antenna, 
amplified and fed to the transducer of the acousto-optic 
modulator. Find the following: 
(a) the frequencies of the light beams on the back focal plane of 
the lens; 
(b) the spatial separation between the two beams in the back 
focal plane. 

n, n2 

Frequency content of s(t) 

Figure P. 4.8 Spectrum analyzer. 

4.9 While under Bragg diffraction, the zeroth-order beam exhibits 
highpass spatial filtering of the incident beam. What kind of 
spatial filtering on the incident beam if the Bragg-scattered beam 
is considered? Substantiate your claim. 

4.10 With reference to Fig. 4.25, find the optimum photodetector size 
if the two plane waves have an angular separation of 1 degree. 
Assume that the wavelength of light is 0.6328 fim. 
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4.11 A plane wave and a spherical wave on the photodetector surface 
are given by the following expressions: Aiexp(jcoot) and 
A2exp[j(uo + £l)t]exp[-jj^(x2+ y2)}, respectively. The 
photodetector has a uniform circular active area of radius R. 
Show that the heterodyne current is given by 

ibet(t) ex AlA2R
2smc(——)cos(nt - 777-=) 

ZAQZ ZAQZ 

and that the optimum photodetector size is Ropt = ^/XQZ. 
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Chapter 5 

Electro-Optics 

We have studied the effects of wave propagation through homogeneous 
media (Chapter 2), inhomogeneous media (Chapter 3) as well as time-
varying media (Chapter 4). However, many materials (e.g., crystals) are 
anisotropic. In this Chapter, we will study linear wave propagation in a 
medium that is homogeneous and isotropic magnetically (/io constant) 
but allows for electrical anisotropy. By this we mean that the 
polarization produced in the medium by an applied electric field is no 
longer just a constant times the field, but also depends on the direction of 
the applied field in relation to the anisotropy of the medium. This 
discussion will help us understand the properties and uses of electro-
optic materials for laser modulation. 

5.1 The Dielectric Tensor 

From Chapter 2, we know that for a linear, homogeneous, and isotropic 
medium, T> = e£, where e is a scalar constant. Hence the direction of 
2? = T>X2LX + VyHy + Vzaz is parallel to the direction of £ = £xax+ £yay 

+ £z&z- For example, an applied electrical field £xax generates a 
displacement T> lying only the ^-direction, i.e., T>xax only. This is not 
the case in anisotropic media. Figure 5.1 depicts a model illustrating 
anisotropic binding of an electron in a crystal. Anisotropy is taken into 
account by assuming different spring constants in each direction. (In the 
isotropic case, all spring constants are equal). Hence, in general, an 
applied electrical field £xax generates a T> which has all the three 
components as follows: 

^x ^xx&xi LJy ^-yx^xi ^z — ^zx&xi (p.l-laj 

where exx, eyx, and ezx are the corresponding permittivity components. 

205 
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By the same token, an applied electrical field £yay generates 

UX €XyOy, Uy (EyyCy, UZ
 = ^Zy&yt (_ J . 1 " 1 DJ 

and £zaz generates 

Ux = txz^-zt Uy — £yz&zi ^z ~ £zz&z- (y . l - lCJ 

Fig. 5.1 Anisotropic binding of an electron in a crystal (the spring constants are different 
in each direction). 

To generalize the above, if the applied electric field has all three 
components, i.e., £ = £xax+ £yay + £z&z, in place of Eq. (2.1-12a), the 
components of T> and £ are related by the following equation [Note that 
Eq. (2.1-12b) still holds true, as we are considering a magnetically 
isotropic medium]: 

Ux — €xxC-x ~r ^xyC-y ~i (-xz&zi \JA-Za.) 

Uy — €yx&x ~r ^yy^y ' ^yz&zi ^J.l-ZDJ 

Uz = (-ZX&X I CZyCy + €zzOZ, {J.L-ZCj 

file:///JA-Za
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or in the matrix form 

or simply as 

^xx ^xy ^xz \ / &x 

£yx €yy £yz I I &y | •, (p.l-jS.) 

£zx ^zy ^zz J \ Z-z 

T>x = Y*£h (5.1-3b) 

where ij = 1 for x, 2 for y, and 3 for z. Eq. (5.1-3a) or Eq. (5.1-3b) is 
customarily written as 

T> = e£, (5.1-4) 
where 

£ n £12 £13 

€21 £22 £23 | - ( 5 . 1 - 5 ) 

, £31 £32 £33 

The above 3 x 3 matrix is commonly known as the dielectric 
tensor. We shall now show that, in a lossless medium, the dielectric 
tensor has special symmetry properties. From Eqs. (2.1-3) and (2.1-4), 
two of the Maxwell's equations in the medium without a current are 

DB 
V x £ = - — , (5.1-6) 

dt 

and 

V x H = — , (5.1-7) 
dt 

where B = \iH with /i = fj,0 for magnetically isotropic medium. Now, 
taking the dot product o f f with Eq. (5.1-7), we have 

£ . (V x H) = £ . 
v ' dt 

Since V • (£ x U) = H • (V x £) - £ • (V x H) is a vector identity, 
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we can write the above equation as 

« - ( V x £ ) - V - ( £ x H) = £ . (5.1-8) 

Now using Eq. (5.1-6), we have 

W . ( V x 5 ) = « . ( - ^ ) . (5.1-9) 

Substituting Eq. (5.1-9) into (5.1-8), we write 

- V -{ExH) =H (—) + £•—. (5.1-10) 
v ' K dt ' dt ' 

From the definition of the Poynting vector S = £ xTi [see Eq. (2.2-32)], 
we can re-write Eq. (5.1-10) as 

_ V - 5 = W - ( — ) + £•— (5.1-11) 
v dt ' Dt 

But the continuity equation for energy flow reads 

V - 5 + ~ = 0, (5.1-12) 
dt 

which states that the time rate of change of electromagnetic energy 
density W is equal to the outflow of the energy flux — V • «S. Because 

W = \£--D + \n-B, (5.1-13) 
Zi Zi 

we then have 

dW d A A , l ; d W . - , * , - , dfiH 

= 2 ( E - s V > + S > . ^ > + < " * > • *-• (5'-14) 

By using Eqs. (5.1-11), (5.1-12) and (5.1-14), we have 
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Hence, from above, we have 

1 ^d£z 

2 ^~dte' 

J dt 

4 = iy>A 
' ' 24^ v dt 

(5.1-15) 

Now, exchanging the index i and j on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.1-15) 
does not change its value. Eq. (5.1-15) then becomes 

E d£i _ V ^ c * 

ij=i ij=i 

which means that 

e = e (5.1-16) 

and we have just shown that the dielectric tensor is symmetric in a 
lossless medium. For a lossy medium, eiJ is complex, which leads to 
complex refraction indices resulting in absorption by the medium. 

Restricting ourselves to lossless media, we see from Eq. (5.1-16) 
that e,y has only six independent elements. Now, it is well known that any 
real symmetric matrix can be diagonalized through a coordinate 
transformation. Hence, the dielectric tensor can assume the diagonal 
form 

ex 0 0 
0 ey 0 | . (5.1-17) 
0 0 ez 

The new coordinate system is called the principal axis system, the three 
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dielectric permittivities ex, ty and ez are known as the principal dielectric 
constants, and the Cartesian coordinate axes are called the principal 
axes. Note that the principal axis directions are special directions in the 
crystal such that an £ applied along any one of them generates X> parallel 
to it. This is evident as T> = e£ with e represented by Eq. (5.1-17). 

Three crystal classes (shown in Table 5.1) can be identified in 
terms of Eq. (5.1-17): cubic, uniaxial, and biaxial. Because most of the 
crystals used for electro-optic devices are uniaxial, we will therefore 
concentrate only on these types of crystals in our subsequent discussions. 
Note that for uniaxial crystals, the axis, which is characterized by a 
component of e = e2, is called the optic axis. When e2 > ex = ey, the 
crystal is positive uniaxial, and when ez < ex = ey, it is negative 
uniaxial. 

Table 5.1 Crystal Classes and Some Common Examples. 
Cubic Uniaxial Biaxial 

Principal axis system 

Common examples Sodium chloride 
Diamond 

0 0 
0 

5.2 Plane-Wave Propagation in Uniaxial Crystals; Birefringence 

In order to advance a consolidated treatment of plane-wave propagation 
in uniaxial crystals, we first study the constraint imposed on £ andZ> by 
Maxwell's equations and then introduce the constitutive relation between 
£ and T> to eventually find an equation in £, which will then be used to 
investigate plane wave propagation in the crystals. 

We assume that the electromagnetic wave is a plane wave 
interacting within the crystal, i.e., all the dependent variables in 
Maxwell's equations, namely £, T>, B and 7i vary according to 
Qxp[j(coot — ko • R)] and have constant amplitudes. In such a time-
varying field, the operations d/dt and y m the Maxwell's equations may 
be replaced according to the following rules: 

d_ 
dt 

>JLOQ (5.2-la) 
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V - • -jk0 = -jk0ak (5.2-lb) 

Eqs. (5.1-6) and (5.1-7) then becomes 

k0 x £ = k0ak x £ = UQ[IH (5.2-2a) 

and 

k0 xH = k0ak xH = - io0T>, (5.2-2b) 

respectively, where we have used the fact that B = ^Ti and ak = 
fe0/|fco| = ko/ko. Now, eliminating "H between Eqs. (5.2-2a) and (5.2-
2b), we obtain 

V= -^-[S - ( a f c -£)ak\. (5.2-3) 

For electrically isotropic media, ak • £ = 0, i.e., there is no component 
of the electric field along the direction of propagation (see Chapter 3), 
Eq. (5.2-3) reduces to 

k2 1 
T> = -£-S = - r -£ = e£ . (5.2-4) 

However, in anisotropic crystals, T> = e£, [see Eq. (5.1-4)]; hence Eq. 
(5.2-3) becomes 

e£ = -^-[£ - ( a f c • £)ak}. (5.2-5) 

This equation is the starting equation for the investigation of plane wave 
propagation in anisotropic media. Before we illustrate the use of Eq. 
(5.2-5) in some examples, we make some comments on the relative 
directions of the vector fields. From Eq. (5.2-2), we see that Ji or B is at 
right angles to fco, £ and T>, which are co-planar. Furthermore, T> is 
orthogonal to ko as suggested by Eq. (2.1-1) as V • T> = — jko • T> 
= 0 for source-free region. This means that for a general anisotropic 

medium, T> is perpendicular to the direction of propagation, even though 
£ may not be so because of the anisotropy. This is summarized in Figure 
5.2. Note that the Poynting vector S = £ x 7i (which determines the 
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direction of energy flow) is different from the direction of propagation of 
the wavefronts denoted by fco and that the angle a between £ and X> is 
the same as the angle between fco and S. In fact, we can distinguish 
between the phase velocity vp = uj0/ko and the group velocity vg, which 
is defined as 

vg = S/W, (5.2-6) 

where W has been defined in Eq. (5.1-13). The group velocity is in the 
direction of S, and we can show that the phase velocity is the projection 
of the group velocity onto the direction k0 given by 

(5.2-7) 

Fig. 5.2 Directions of various field quantities in anisotropic media. 

We will now use Eq. (5.2-5) to analyze plane-wave propagation 
in uniaxial crystals. Suppose that a plane wave is polarized so that its 
electric field £a is perpendicular to the optic axis, and the propagation 
vector is at an angle 6 with respect to the optic axis as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
The x direction is pointing normally inward into the paper. Since E 
varies according to exp[j(toot], we can hence write 
£a = Eaaxexp[j(u)0t)]. Substituting into Eq. (5.2-5) and having 
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ev, we have 

0 ey 

0 0 

k2 

—^—[Eaax - (ak -Eaax)ak] 

(5.2-8) 
Since Ea ax is along the direction of one of the principal axes, its V field 
is therefore parallel to it. Hence the term ak • Ea ax in the above equation 
is zero as k0 • T> = 0. Finally, by comparing the a?-component of Eq. 
(5.2-8), we have 

^x&a 
far, 

^ 0 ^ 0 
E„ 

or 

&o = ^ o / ^ e x = <*>oAW (5.2-9) 

Hence the phase velocity corresponding to the wave polarized along the 
x-direction is 

vx = vi 
UJ0 1 

h y/J^~x y/K^y 
V2 (5.2-10) 

We can show that for any £ that has no component along the optic axis, 
the same velocity {v\ or i^) is obtained. 

z ( Optic axis; ez) 

Fig. 5.3 Plane-wave propagation in a uniaxial crystal. 
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Consider a second example, where Sb has a polarization vector 
as Ebyay + Ebzaz as shown in Fig. 5.3. Equation (5.2-5) then reduces to 
the following two component equations 

u%[i0eyEby = kl [Eby - (smOEty + cos0£6z)sin 9], (5.2-11 a) 

and 

coln0ezEbz = k\\Ebz - (sm6Eby + cosftE^cos 9], (5.2-1 lb) 

where a* in Eq. (5.2-5) has been written as a* = sm8ay + cos#az. We 
can re-express Eqs. (5.2-1 la) and (5.2-1 lb) as 

i4f*0ey ~ k%cos26 k%cos9 sin9 \ / Eby \ = Q 2 

k^cosO s'mO LO\[I^Z — k\^\r?Q) \Ebz J 

For nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the 2 x 2 matrix should be 
zero, and this gives 

k2 k2 

]A =
 K°yKoz C5 2-13^1 

0 k2
ysm29 + k2

zcos29 ' P J 

where k\ = uj\^aey and k\z = UJQ[I0€Z . The total phase velocity is 

accordingly given by 

v = ^ = ^{v2cos9f + (v^me)2 , (5.2-14) 
k0 

where v2 = 1/ J^fy and vj = l / . / / z 0 e z . Note that when 9 = 0, the 

wave propagates along the optic axis with the electric field (in the — ay 

direction) perpendicular to it. The phase velocity is v2 = l/+/(j,0ey . In 

fact, the phase velocity of the wave is the same for any wave that has no 
polarization vector component along the optic axis, that is 
v\ = V2 = 1 / sj^x = cjn0 as ex = ey in uniaxial crystals, where 
n0 = ytx Ao is the ordinary refractive index. The wave associated with 
the two identical refractive indices is often called the ordinary wave or 
simply as the o-ray. Now, when 9 = IT/2 , the polarization vector lies 
along the optic axis. The phase velocity of the wave is 
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t>3 = 1/y/iu,0ez = c/ne, where ne = \/ez/eo is the extraordinary 
refractive index and the wave associated with the dissimilar refractive 
index is the extraordinary wave or e-ray. This phenomenon, in which the 
phase velocity of an optical wave propagating in the crystal depends on 
the direction of its polarization, is called birefringence. We can show that 
when a light beam is incident on a uniaxial crystal in a direction other 
than the optic axis, two beams will emerge from the crystal, due to the 
two dissimilar indices of refraction ne and n0, and both are polarized 
perpendicular to each other. Therefore, if we view an object through the 
crystal, two images will be observed. This remarkable optical 
phenomenon in crystals is called double refraction. In what follows, we 
analyze a situation that a wave of random polarization is incident 
normally on a uniaxial crystal as shown in Fig. 5.4. 

Incident light of random 
polarization 

- ^ 

uniaxial crystal 
z, optic axis 

e-ray 
• 

wavefronts 
o-ray 

K- ® 

Fig. 5.4 Double refraction in a uniaxial crystal: 

. * 0 denotes direction of polarization pointing into the paper, where • denotes pointing up 
and down on the plane of the paper. 

The direction of the incident wave is denoted by a* and the wave 
makes an angle 0 with the z-axis, the optic axis. W will find the angle (3 
between the e-ray and the optic axis. Let us find the direction of energy 
flow for the e-ray, which is done by evaluating the Poynting vector S. 
Hence, we have 
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S = £xH 

k0 £ x (ak x £), 
LOofJ, 

where we have used Eq. (5.2-2a). By using vector identity for the two 
cross products, we can re-write the above equation to get 

S = ^[ak\£\2 - £(£ -a*)] (5.2-15) 

For a wave where £ is normal to the optic axis, identical to the situation 
where £a is shown in Fig. 5.3 we have £ • ak = 0 and hence S is parallel 
to ak. This wave, the o-ray, passes straight through the crystal without 
deflection. However, if the wave where £ lies on the y-z plane, identical 
to the case where £& is shown in Fig. 5.3, this wave, the e-ray does not 
pass straight through the crystal and will be refracted. We note that the 
wavefronts are propagating along the ak direction but the direction of the 
energy will be along the Poynting vector. We analyze the situation as 
follows. 

Again, assuming £ has a polarization of the form Eyay + Ezaz, 
which is on the y-z plane, and also we recognize that 
&k — sin#ay + cos^az. By taking Ey and Ez to be real for simplicity, we 
can write Eq. (5.2-15) as 

k0 
[(E2 + Ei)ak - (Eyay + Ezaz)(Eysin6 + Ezcos9)}. (5.2-16) 

Now, the angle /3 as shown in Fig. 5.4 can be determined by 

P Sz {El + £2)COS0 -E z(E ysm9 + EzcosB)' K' ) 

where Sy and Sz are the y- and z-components of <S, respectively. 
Equation (5.2-17) can be simplified to the following form 

(Ez/Ey)sin8 — cos# 

(E/Ez)cos9 — sin^ 

From the relations given by Eqs. (5.2-12) and (5.2-13), we can find the 
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ratio of Ez and E . By incorporating the ratio into Eq. (5.2-18), we can 
finally obtain the following equation: 

tan/3 tan0 

= ( ^ ) 2 t an0 . (5.2-19) 

Considering KDP for which n 0 = 1.50737 and n e = 1.46685, and 
for incident angle at 45 degrees with respect to the optic axis, i.e., 
6 = 45°, we use Eq. (5.2-19) to calculate the angle between the o-ray and 
the e-ray, i.e., a = (3 — 9, to be about 1.56°. For 9 = 0° or 90°, the angle 
between the o-ray and the e-ray is zero, implying that both the rays 
propagate along the same direction, which is consistent with the previous 
result. 

5.3 Applications of Birefringence: Wave Plates 

Consider a plate of thickness d made of a uniaxial material. The optic 
axis is along the z direction, as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

z ( Optic axis; ez) 

Uniaxial 
medium 

2 (»e) 

X = 0 x = d 

Fig. 5.5 A wave plate. 
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Let a linearly polarized optical field incident on crystal at x = 0 
cause a field in the crystal at x = 0+ of the form 

Sm, = Re ' l nc E0(ay + az)e M ' (5.3-1) 

The wave travels through the plate, and at the right edge of the plate 
(x = d) the field can be represented as 

font — Re £0[exp( - j—d)ay + expf - j ^ d ) a J e H (5.3-2) 

The two plane-polarized waves are the ordinary wave (along ay) and the 
extraordinary wave (along az) and they acquire a different phase as they 
propagate through the crystal. The relative phase shift Acft between the 
two waves is 

= —(« e - n0)d 
c 

= —(ne -n0)d (5.3-3) 

where A„ is the wavelength of light in vacuum. If ne > n0, the 
extraordinary wave lags the ordinary wave in phase, that is, the ordinary 
wave travels faster, whereas if ne < n0, the opposite is true. Such a 
phase shifter is often referred to as a compensator or a retardation plate. 
The directions of polarization for the two allowed waves are mutually 
orthogonal and are usually called the slow and fast axes of the crystal. If 
ne > n0, the z-axis is the slow axis and the j-axis is the fast axis. Since 
the plate surfaces are perpendicular to the principal x axis, the direction 
in which the wave propagates, the crystal plate is then called x-cut. If 
Ac/) = 2nm, where m is an integer (by introducing the right thickness d), 
the compensator is called a full-wave plate. The extraordinary wave is 
retarded or advanced by a full cycle of A„ with respect to the ordinary 
wave. The emerging beam will have the same state of polarization as the 
incident beam. If A0 = (2m + l)7r and (m + |)-7r, we have a half-wave 
plate and a quarter-wave plate, respectively. A half-wave plate can rotate 
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the plane of polarization of the incident wave. This is illustrated in Fig. 
5.6. 

Extraordinary ray 
z z / 

£ Optic axis (ne) 

Ordinary ray 
Half-wave plate 

Fig. 5.6 Rotation of polarization by a half-wave plate. 

Note that a relative phase change of IT is equivalent to reversing one of 
the components off. The combination of the two components at the exit 
of the plate shows that the polarization direction has been rotated through 
twice the angle 9. It should also be noted that the rotation is independent 
of which component is reversed, as the polarization direction only 
specifies the line along which the vector S oscillates. Although a half-
wave plate can rotate the polarization direction, a quarter-wave plate can 
transform a plane-polarized wave to a circularly polarized wave, as the 
plate introduces a relative phase shift of 7r/2 between the extraordinary 
and ordinary waves. Finally, it should be noted that for any other value 
of A</>, the emerging wave will be elliptically polarized for a plane-
polarized incident wave. 

5.4 The Index Ellipsoid 

We have shown mathematically that for a plane-polarized wave 
propagating in any given direction in a uniaxial crystal, there are two 
allowed polarizations, one along the optic axis and the other 
perpendicular to it. As shown in Section 5.2, the total phase velocity of a 
wave propagating in an arbitrary direction depends on the velocities of 
waves polarized solely along the directions of the principal axes and on 
the direction of propagation, 0, of the wave. A convenient method to 
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figure out the directions of polarization of the two allowed waves and 
their phase velocities is through the index ellipsoid, a mathematical entity 
written as 

x2 y2 z2 

h — H = 1 
n\ n2 n\ 

(5.4-1) 

where n\ = ex/eo, n2 = ey/eo, and n\ — ez/e0. Figure 5.7 shows the 
index ellipsoid. 

Fig. 5.7 The index ellipsoid described by Eq. (5.4-1). 

Indeed we can derive Eq. (5.4-1) by recognizing that the electric part of 
the energy density of the EM field is 

We £ T> 

or 

2We = (Exay Ey ay Ez az 

ex 

0 
0 

0 
£ y 

0 

°\ 
° 
ej 

( Ex ax 

Ey&y 

\Ezaz 

= exE
2
x + eyE

2
y + ezE

2
z 
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D2 D2 D2 

= tk +-JL + -JL (5.4-2) 
(•x ey ey 

as Di = eiEi where i = x, yorz. If we write x, y, and z in place of 
Di/(2Weeo)t, and consider these as Cartesian coordinates in space, Eq. 
(5.4-2) becomes 

2 2 2 

, * + » + * (5.4-3) 
W e 0 ey/e0 ez/ e0 

which is identical to the index ellipsoid given by Eq. (5.4-1). In general, 
any point on the surface of the index ellipsoid is a solution of the index 
or the field D because x,y, and z are proportional to Di in order to 
obtain Eq. (5.4-3) from Eq. (5.4-2). Therefore, the x, y, and z axes in the 
index ellipsoid coincides in directions with the principal axes. Indeed 
from Eq. (5.4-1), we can determine the respective refractive indices as 
well as the two allowed polarizations of T> for a given direction of 
propagation in crystals. Let us see how this can be done. For a given 
direction of propagation denoted by ko, the field T> associated with ko 
must lie in a plane perpendicular to fco because V • T> = — y'fco • T> = 0 
for source-free region. The plane intersects the ellipsoid in the ellipse A, 
and the directions of the major and minor axes correspond to the two 
orthogonal directions of the displacements £>i and Z?2, which are the 
orthogonal decomposition of T>. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.8, which has 
been drawn for a uniaxial crystal. The lengths of the major and minor 
axes give the respective refractive indices and we can thereafter find the 
phase velocities of T>\ and T>2. 

As an example, we consider a wave propagating with fco along 
the y-direction, i.e., 9 = ir/2. To determine the phase velocities of the 
two allowed waves, we take a section of the ellipsoid perpendicular to ko 
and the ellipse is given by the following equation 

x2 z2 

Hence, we will have two waves T)\ and X>2 polarized along x- and in
directions with phase velocities v\ = cjn0 and V3 = c/ne, respectively. 
T>\ is, therefore, the ordinary wave and X>2 is the extraordinary wave. 
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Fig. 5.8 Two allowed polarization T>\ and T>2-

If 9 is arbitrary but on the y-z plane, the index of refraction ne(9) along 
X>2 can be determined using Fig. 5.9. Employing the relations 

n2
e{6) =z2 + y2 (5.4-4a) 

ne{9) = sin 

and the equation of the ellipse 

(5.4-4b) 

V 
+ (5.4-4c) 

we have 

n\{9) 

cos2# sin2 

(5.4-5) 

Note that Eq. (5.4-5) can be obtained directly from Eq. (5.2-14). Note 
that from Fig. 5.9, we can observe immediately that when 9 = 0, that is, 
the wave is propagating along the optic axis, no birefringence is observed 
as the amount of birefringence is zero, i.e., ne(0) — n0 = 0. Also, the 
amount of birefringence, ne{9) - n0, depends on the propagation 
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direction and it is maximum at the value of ne — n0 when the propagation 
direction is perpendicular to the optic axis, 6 = 90°. 

Fig. 5.9 Cross-section of index ellipsoid illustrating the value of refractive index 
depending on the direction of wave propagation. 

5.5 Electro-Optic Effect in Uniaxial Crystals 

Having been introduced to wave propagation in anisotropic media, we 
are now in a position to analyze the electro-optic effect, which is 
inherently anisotropic. As seen later, we can effectively study this using 
the index ellipsoid concepts. In the following Section, we will study the 
applications of the electro-optic effect in areas discussed previously in 
connection with acousto-optics, for example, intensity and phase 
modulation. 

The electro-optic effect is, loosely speaking, the change in ne and 
n0 that is caused by an applied electric field. In this Chapter, we will only 
discuss the linear (or Pockels-type) electro-optic effect, meaning the case 
where the change in ne and n0 is linearly proportional to the applied 
field. The other case, namely, where ne and n0 depend nonlinearity on 
the applied field, is called the Kerr effect and has been discussed in the 
context of nonlinear optics in Chapter 3. 
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Mathematically, the electro-optic effect can be best represented 
as a deformation of the index ellipsoid due to an external electric field. 
Instead of specifying the changes in the refractive indices, it is more 
convenient to describe the changes in 1/n2, i.e., A( l /n 2 ) , due to the 
external electric field. Restricting our analysis to the linear electro-optic 
(Pockels) effects and uniaxial crystals, the general expression for the 
ellipsoid becomes 

4 + A 1 x2 + 4+A 1 
y2 + 

l 
+ A 

1 

+ 2 A ( i ) ^ + 2 A ( I ) » + 2A( i ) *„=1, (5.5-1) 

where 

A ( ^ ) . = & E - / ' » ' = l v , 6 , 

and where r,y are called linear electro-optic (or Pockels) coefficients. The 
Eys are the components of the externally applied electric field in the x, y, 
and z directions. Note that when the applied electric field is zero, i.e., 
Ey = 0, Eq. (5.5-1) reduces to Eq. (5.4-1), where nx~n0 = n , nz = ne. 
We can express A(l/n2) j in matrix form as 

/ 
A 

A l i 

A ( i 

A 

A l i 

A l i 

\ 

6 / 

Hi rn r13 

>"2i r22 r23 
r 3 i r 3 2 r 3 3 

r 4 1 r 4 2 r 4 3 

^ 1 r52 r 5 3 

V r 6 ] r 6 2 r63 / 

(5.5-2) 
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The 6 x 3 matrix is often written as [ry] and known as the linear electro-
optic tensor. The tensor contains 18 elements and they are necessary in 
the most general case, when no symmetry is present in the crystal. But 
many of the 18 elements are zero and some of the non-zero elements 
have the same value, depending on the symmetry of the crystal. Table 
5.2 lists the non-zero values of some of the representative crystals. 

Table 5.2 Pockels Coefficients. 
Material 
LiNbC-3 

Si02 

KDP 

(Potassium 
dihydrogen 
phosphate) 

ADP 
(Ammonium 
dihydrogen 
phosphate) 

GaAs 

ry(10-1 2m/V) 
fl3 = r23 = 8.6 
r-33 = 30.8 
^ 2 = - Hi = - 7-12 = 

n>i = rA2 = 28 
ru = ~ r2\ = ~ r62 = 
rn = - r52 = 0.2 
rn = r52 = 8.6 
r63 = 10.6 

rn = r52 = 2.8 
r63 = 8.5 

rn = r52 = r63 = 1.2 

3.4 

0.29 

A„ (ftm) 
0.63 

0.63 

0.55 

0.55 
0.55 

0.9 

Refractive Index 
n0 = 2.2967 
ne = 2.2082 

n0 = 1.546 
ne = 1.555 
n0 = 1.50737 
ne = 1.46685 

n0 — 1.52 
ne = 1.48 

n„ = nE = 3.42 
(Cubic) 

Using Eq. (5.5-1) and Table 5.2, we can find the equation of the 
index ellipsoid in the presence of an external applied field. 

Example 1: Index ellipsoid of Lithium Niobate (LiNbO%) 

The linear electro-optic tensor, according to Table 5.2, is 

M 

( ° 
0 
0 
0 

>"51 

^ - ? " 2 2 

-rn 

r21 

0 
>"51 

0 
0 

1̂3 \ 
rn 
ryi 

0 
0 

°/ 

(5.5-3) 

For such a crystal and in the presence of an external field E = E^az, the 
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index ellipsoid equation can be reduced to 

2 2 2 

r yL z 
V — + -

nl nl n 

^2 + V~2 + \ + r^Ezx
2 + rnEzy

2 + r^Ezz
2 = 1, 

which < 

where 

and 

can be re-written as 

2 2 2 
x yL z 

9 ' 9 ' 9 ? 
nx ny nz 

- r = -7 + nzEz, 
nx no 

1 1 
-7 = -^ + ri3Ez, 

1 1 
"T = - ? +^33EZ. 

Assuming n2
0ri^Ez <C 1 and 

(5.5-4a) 

(5.5-4b) 

(5.4-4c) 

(5.4-4d) 

approximation that v 1 — e « 1 — e/2 for e <§; 1, we can find the 
refractive indices, from Eq. (5.5-4), for x, y, and z-polarized waves and 
they are 

1 o 

nx = nyK,n0- -r13n0Ez, (5.5-5a) 

and 

nz^ne- -r3ineEz. (5.5-5b) 

Therefore, when the applied electrical field is along the z-direction, the 
ellipsoid does not undergo any rotation but only the lengths of the axes 
of the ellipsoid change. This deformation of the index ellipsoid creates 
the externally induced birefringence. 
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Example 2: Index ellipsoid of Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) 

For a KDP crystal, its linear electro-optic tensor, according to Table 5.2, 
is 

(° 
0 
0 

n\ 
0 

^ o 

0 
0 
0 
0 

n\ 
0 

In the presence of an external field E = Exax + Eyay + Ezaz, the index 
ellipsoid equation can be reduced to 

2 2 2 

x v z 
-r + -^ + -~ + 2r4lExyz + 2r4lEyxz + 2r63Ezxy = 1. 
nj> K nl

e 

(5.5-7) 
The mixed terms in the equation of the index ellipsoid imply that the 
major and minor axes of the ellipsoid, with a field applied, are no longer 
parallel to the x, y, and z axes, which are the directions of the principal 
axes when no field is present. Indeed upon application of the external 
field, the index ellipsoid changes its orientation. 

5.6 Some Applications of the Electro-Optic Effect 

5.6.1 Intensity modulation 

Longitudinal Configuration: A typical arrangement of an electro-optic 
intensity modulator is shown in Fig. 5.10. It consists of a electro-optic 
crystal placed between two crossed polarizers whose polarization axes 
are perpendicular to each other. The polarization axis defines the 
direction along which the emerging light is linearly polarized. We use a 
KDP crystal with its principal axes aligned with x, y, and z. An electric 
field is applied through the voltage V along the z-axis, which is the 
direction of propagation of the optical field, thus justifying the name 

0 \ 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(5.5-6). 
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longitudinal configuration. For Ez only, Eq. (5.5-7) then becomes 

2 2 2 

x y z 
-j + -z + -j + 2r63Ezxy = 1 
ni ni ni 

(5.6-1) 

Input light Output 
light 

Input polarizer 

(polarization axis parallel to ax) 
Output polarizer 

(polarization axis parallel to a^) 

Fig. 5.10 Longitudinal electro-optic intensity modulation system. 

V 
(EJ=V) 

We inspect Eq. (5.5-1) and see that there is one cross term xy present. 
From analytic geometry, we know that by rotating the x and y axes to a 
new x'and y' axes with respect to the z-axis, we can eliminate the cross 
term. Indeed every quadratic expression 

Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 

can be reduced to the form 

A'x'2 + Cy'2 

by rotating the axes through an angle 9 where 

cot26 = (A-C)/B, 

(5.6-2a) 

(5.6-2b) 

(5.6-2c) 

and 

/cos# - sin(A I x' 
\ sin6> cos# J \y' 

(5.6-2d) 
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Now comparing Eq. (5-6-1) with Eq. (5.6-2a), we see that A = C, and 
hence cot 20 = 0, which means 9 = ± 45°. We take 9= - 45°, and 
Eq. (5.6-2d) becomes 

x = - U z ' + y') and y = - - U s ' - ?/)• (5-6-3) 
V 2 y 2 

Introducing these expressions into Eq. (5.6-1), we have the index 
ellipsoid equation in the coordinate system aligned with the new 
principal axes, x', y' and z: 

where 

implying 

-TJ = ~t - r63^z and -fj = - r + r63Ez 

3 3 
ft ft 

n'x~no + ~fr(>iEz a n d n'v ~ wo - y r63Ez . 

In Fig. 5.10, â , and â  are the unit vectors along the x'- and y'-axes, 
which have been rotated against the x- and y-axes by 45°. 

MATLAB Example: Index Ellipsoid 

The index ellipsoid of a KDP crystal with external applied electric field 
along the principal z axis is given by Eq. (5.6-1). We shall plot this for a 
given applied electric field and show the ellipsoid rotates along the x — y 
plane by 45°. We start from Eq. (5.6-4) and for z = 0, it gives an ellipse 
on the x' — y' plane and hence the y' values according to x' are 
calculated by: 

y'= ±n'y^l-{l/n'xfx'2 

Since the y' value is defined in the real axis, the range of the x' is given 
by — n'x < x' < n'x. The refractive indices (n'x, n'y) along the x' and y' 
coordinates are given by Eq. (5.6-4). Using MATLAB, first we make a 
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vector that represents the x' in the range — n'x < x' < n' and then we 
calculate the y' values according to the above equation. After that, we 
transform the calculated values (x1, y') into (x,y) by 

x = ( 1 / ^ 2 ){x' + y>) and y = ( - 1 /^2 ){x' - y'). 

Using the 'plotQ' function, we plot (x, y) for the figure, which is shown 
below for Ez = 0.5 x 10nV/m. Note that this value of the applied field 
is unrealistic. We chose this value simply for the sake of illustration. The 
m-file used to generate Fig. 11 shown below is given in Table 5.3. 

Index ellipsoids 
2 , , , , 1 

. -.. solid line: Ez = 0 [V/m] 
1 5 ' ^dotted line; Ez = 50000000000 [V/m] 

1- \ ' y "" x ' X 

0. 

-0.5-

-1.5- '" " • - ' ' ^ 

"--..... J 
'-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

x 

Fig. 5.11 Index Ellipsoid by MATLAB. 

Table 5.3 IndexEllipsoid.m (m-file for plotting Eq. (5.6-1)). 

%Index_Ellipsoid.m 
clear 

no=1.51; %no is the refractive index of the ordinary axis of KDP 
r63=10.6*10A-12; %Electro-optic Coefficient (r63)of KDP 
E=input('Applied Electric Field [V/m] = ') %suggested value is 0.5*10A11 

forn=l:2 

i f n = l 
Ez=0; 

end 
i f n = 2 
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Ez=E; 
end 

nx_p=no+(noA3)/2*r63*Ez; %principal refractive index along x', see Eq. (5.6-4) 
ny_p=no-(noA3)/2*r63*Ez; %principal refractive index along y' 

%Calculate the index ellipsoid in the presence of applied electric field 
xj=-nx_p:nx_p/1000:nx_p; %Range of x' 
yl_p=ny_p*(ones(size(xj>))-(x_p./nx_p).A2).A0.5; %Corresponding positive y' 
y2_p=-ny_p*(ones(size(x_p))-(xj)./nx_p).A2).A0.5;%Corresponding negative y' 

%Transform (x',y') to the (x,y) 
%xl 1 and xl2 are the x's 
%yl 1 and yl2 are the y's 
xl l=l/(2A0.5)*(x_p+yl_p); 
yl l=-l/(2A0.5)*(x_p-y l_p); 
xl2=l/(2A0.5)*(x_p+y2_p); 
yl2=-l/(2A0.5)*(x_p-y2_p); 

i f n = l 
figure(l) 
plot(xll,real(y 11),'-') 
hold on 
plot(xl2,real(yl2),'-') 

end 

i f n = 2 
plot(xll,real(yll),'-') 
hold on 
plot(xl2,real(yl2),'-') 

end 
end 

text(-max(xl 1)*0.5, max(yl l),['solid line: Ez = ', num2str(0),' [V/m]']); 
text(-max(xl 1)*0.5, max(yl l)*0.9,['dotted line: Ez = ', num2str(E)>' [V/m]']); 
axis square 
hold off 
xlabel('x') 
ylabel('y') 
title('Index ellipsoids') 

Now, let us return to Fig. 5.10. The input light field at z = 0, 
just in front of the crystal, is polarized along the x direction and can be 
written as EQ&X. The field can be resolved into two mutually orthogonal 
components polarized along x' and y'. After passage through the electro-
optic crystal for a distance /, the field components along a!x and a' are 
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Ex,\z=i = -y=exp( - 3—nxl) (5.6-5a) 

and 

Ey'\z=i = " /^ e x P( _ 3~nyl>> (5.6-5b) 

respectively. The phase difference at z = I between the two components 
is called the retardation <frj, and is given by 

$z = —(n'x - n)l 
c y 

= — n3
0r63V = ^n3

0r63V, (5.6-6) 
C Av 

where V = Ez/. At this point it is interesting to mention that at <&£ = TT, 
the electro-optic crystal essentially acts as a half-wave plate where the 
birefringence is induced electrically. The crystal causes a £-polarized 
wave at z = 0 to acquire a y-polarized at z = /. The input light field then 
passes through the output polarizer unattenuated. With the electric field 
inside the crystal turned off (V= 0), there is no output light, as it is 
blocked off by the crossed output polarizer. The system, therefore, can 
switch light on and off electro-optically. The voltage yielding a 
retardation $£ = ir is often referred to as the half-wave voltage, 

V, = ^ - (5.6-7) 

From Table 5.2 and at A„ = 0.55/im, V* » 7.5 kV for KDP. 
Returning to analyze the general system, the electric field 

component parallel to ay, that is, the component passed by the output 
polarizer, is 

E°y= [Ex,\z=ia'x+Ey,\z=ia'y] -ay 

-r=exp( - j—n'xl)a'x + —£=exp( - j^-nyl)a'y 
y2 c y2 c 

Nothing that (a!) • ay — - (a'x) • ay = v2> the above equation becomes 

ay. 
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El exp( - 3—nl) - exp( - j—nj) 

Hence the ratio of the output (I0 

intensities is 

= |£°|2) and the input (/,• - R o £n!2) 

h • 2 
— = sin 
h 

%tt-W 
' * 

- 2 ( ? H ° 2 ( I K ) <5-> 
Figure 5.12 shows a plot of the transmission factor (Io/It) versus the 
applied voltage V. Note that the most linear region of the curve is 
obtained for a bias voltage at VT/2. Therefore, the electro-optic 
modulator is usually biased with a fixed retardation to the 50% 
transmission point. The bias can be achieved either electrically (by 
applying a fixed voltage V = \ Vv) or optically (by using a quarter-wave 
plate). The quarter-wave plate has to be inserted between the electro-
optic crystal and the output polarizer in such a way that its slow and fast 
axes are aligned in the direction of a.'x and a'y. 

sm2[(n/2)V/V^ 

0.5 — 
Timet 

Transmitted intensity 

Applied voltage, V 

Modulating voltage 

Figure 5.12 Relationship between the modulating voltage and the transmitted intensity. 
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Transverse Configuration: In the previous discussion, the electric field 
was applied along the direction of light propagation. Consider, now, the 
configuration shown in Fig. 5.13, where the applied field is 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In this arrangement, the 
modulator operates in the transverse configuration. 

a,("J 

CM _k 

Input polarized light 

Fig. 5.13 Transverse electro-optic intensity modulation system. 

The input light propagates along y\ with its polarization in the x'-z plane 
at 45°from the z axis, and the output polarizer is perpendicular to the 
incident polarization. Due to the applied voltage V, the principal axes x 
and y of the index ellipsoid are rotated to new principal axes along the xx 

and y' directions. Again, the change of the index ellipsoid produced by 
Ez is given by Eq. (5.6-4). Note that, in this configuration, there is no 
birefringence induced along the z axis. Therefore, the z component of 
the incident electric field experiences no phase modulation. However, the 
a'x component will experience retardation. Assuming that the input field 
polarization is Eo(si'x + az)/\/2, the field components a'x and az at the 
exit of the crystals are then 

(5.6-9) 

and 
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Ez = ~y=exp( - j-^-nJ), (5.6-10) 

respectively. The phase difference between the two components is 

$ T = — K ~ ne)l c 

wo 
c 

(n0 - ne) + y^63E z 

c 
i \ nl v 

[n0 -ne) + y r 6 3 - 7 
(5.6-11) 

where we have used the value of nx in Eq. (5.6-4), and d is the crystal 
length along the direction of the applied V. Note that $ x can be increased 
by employing a longer crystal along the propagation direction, whereas 
in the longitudinal configuration <!>£ does not depend on /. Therefore the 
transverse configuration is a more desirable mode of operation. Besides, 
in the transverse case the field electrodes do not interfere with the 
incident light beam. 

Now, the final optical field passed by the output polarizer [along 

the (az — 8 j ) / v 2 direction] is 

F° [4a^+£,»*]• [(«*-OA/2] 

V~2 
[EZ~EX] 

exp( - 3—nJ) ~ e x P( - J—"*1) (5.6-12) 

where we have used Eqs. (5.6-9) and (5.6-10). Similar to the longitudinal 
case, the ratio of the output (I0 = \E°\2) to the input (7, = |£0 |2) 
intensities can be expressed in terms of the retardation as 

— sm (5.6-13) 
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However, note that in the transverse case, the output field is, in general, 
elliptically polarized in the absence of the applied field because, from 
Eq. (5.6-11), # r = (uo/c)(n0 - ne)l at V = 0, while $ L = 0 at V= 0. 
This provides a means for changing linearly polarized light to elliptically 
polarized light electro-optically. 

5.6.2 Phase modulation 

Figure 5.13 shows a system capable of phase-modulating the input light. 
Note that this system is similar to that of Fig. 5.10. In intensity 
modulation the input light is polarized along the bisector of the x' and y' 
axes, whereas in the phase-modulation scheme, the light is polarized 
parallel to one of the induced birefringence axes (»' in Fig. 5.14). 

*• z 

Fig. 5.14 An electro-optic phase modulating scheme. 

The applied electric field along z direction does not change the state of 
polarization, but only the phase. The phase shift at the end of the crystal 
is 

A' W ° ' 7 (5.6-14) 

where nx is given by Eq. (5.6-4). As an example, if the applied field E2 is 
modulated according to 

E2 = Emsin ujmt, (5.6-15) 

the light field at the exit of the crystal is 
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S = Re[Efxexp(ju>ot)]a.'x = Re^E0exp(j(u0t - 4>'x)fax 

= RelE0exp(ju}0t)exp( — J e x p ( -j6smujmt)ja'x, 

where 

LU0n
3
or63Eml 7m3

0r63Eml 
6 

2c A„ 

is called the phase-modulation index. The output light is phase-
modulated. It is interesting to point out that the phase-modulation index 
is one-half the retardation <&£ given by Eq. (5.6-6). 

Problems: 

5.1 For a time-harmonic uniform plane wave in a linear isotropic 
homogeneous medium, we assume that the fields vary according 
to ex.p\j(uat — ko • R)]. Show that in this case, Maxwell's 
equations in a source-free region can be expressed as 

fco • T> = 0, 

k0 • n = o, 

fco x £ — coo/iTi, 

k0xH= - LOQD, 

by first verifying Eq. (5.2-1). Subsequently, verify Eq. (5.2-3). 

5.2 Verify Eq. (5.2-7). 

5.3 Given a beam of light that might be either unpolarized or 
circularly polarized, how might you determine its actual state of 
polarization? 

5.4 Starting from Eq. (5.2-14), where the total phase velocity of a 
plane wave propagating at an angle 9 with respect to the optics 
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axis as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 is given by 

v = ^(v2Cos8)2 + (/U3sin(9)2, 

derive Eq. (5.4-5). 

5.5 Starting from Eq. (5.2-18), verify Eq. (5.2-19). 

5.6 For lithium niobate as the uniaxial crystal in Fig. 5.4 and for 
propagation at an angle of 45° from the optic axis, find the angle 
between £ and T> associated with the o-ray and the e-ray. 

5.7 A clockwise circularly polarized light (A„=0.688 izm) described 
by 

£i = EiCos(uJot — kox)ay — Eisin (toot — kox)az. 

is incident on an x-cut calcite crystal (rio = 1.658, tig = 1.486) of 
thickness d = 0.006 mm. Find the expression of the emergent 
field £out and its state of polarization. 

5.8 A clockwise circularly polarized light (A„=0.688 /xm) is incident 
on an x-cut quartz crystal (n0 = 1.544, ne = 1.553) of thickness 
d = 0.025 mm. Determine the state of polarization of the 
emerging beam. 

5.9 Consider a KDP crystal, where we apply an external field along 
the x-principal direction, Ex. 
a) Show that the ellipsoid is rotated through an angle a in the 
yz-plane, where the angle is defined by 

. n. 2r4iEs 

b) For an applied electric field of 106V/m, find the angle of 
rotation. 
c) Show that, for small angle assumptions, the principal indices 
of refraction are approximately given by the following 
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expressions: 

n5
0(neUlEx)

2 

n5
e{n0mEx)

2 

5.10 In the absence of an applied electric field, the ellipsoid for the 
uniaxial crystal LiNbC>3 is given by Eq. (5.4-1). An external 
electric field Ezo is now applied along the optic axis (z) of the 
crystal. 
(a) Find the equation of the index ellipsoid and estimate the 
corresponding refractive indices along the x, y, and z directions. 
(b) Assume that linearly polarized light is incident along the y 
axis, and the incident wave is decomposed into Ex and Ez 

components; find the phase retardation between the two 
components after the light traverses the length of the crystal, I. 
(c) Calculate the required magnitude of Ê o if the emerging wave 
is circularly polarized (Take I = 1 cm.) 
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ABCD matrix, 101 
aberration, 17 
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acoustic field, 190 
acoustic frequency, 152, 182 
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acoustic radiation, 170, 203 
acoustic spectrum, 182 
acoustic transducer, 179, 185 
acoustic wave, 183, 203 
acousto-optic beam, 190 
acousto-optic bistable device, 184, 
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acousto-optic Bragg cell, 178 
acousto-optic Bragg diffraction, 

200 
acousto-optic cell, 164, 165, 185 
acousto-optic diffraction, 171, 193 
acousto-optic effect, 158, 178, 182 
acousto-optic FM demodulator, 184 
acousto-optic heterodyne, 196, 199 
acousto-optic interaction, 152, 154, 
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acousto-optic spatial filtering, 188 
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203, 204, 223 

ADP, 225 
Ampere, 48 
amplification, 156 
amplifier, 184, 185 
amplitude reflection and 

transmission coefficients, 63 
analytic geometry, 228 
analyzer, 154, 181, 182, 201 
angular frequency, 53 
angular magnification, 19 
angular plane-wave spectrum, 151, 

170, 171, 188 
angular spectrum, 156, 157, 170 
anisotropic, 193, 205, 223 
anisotropic biding, 205, 206 
anisotropic crystal, 211 
anisotropic media, 49, 57, 205, 211, 

212, 223 
anisotropy, 205, 211 
antenna, 201 
aperture, 77, 80, 82, 83, 85, 89, 92, 

156, 158 
atmosphere, 139 
attenuation, 156 
average, 182 
average power, 67 
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back focal plane, 19, 85, 86, 201 
back focal point, 19, 32 
back focus, 25,26, 102 
Baker-Hausdorff formula, 122, 151 
bandwidth, 152 
beam profile, 86, 112 
beam propagation, 46, 111, 118, 

121 
beam propagation method(BPM), 

121 
beam waist, 119 
Bessel function, 54, 166, 173 
bias, 185, 186, 233 
bias point, 178 
bias voltage, 233 
biaxial, 210 
bilinear transformation, 100 
binomial expansion, 77, 79 
birefringence, 210, 215, 217, 222, 

226, 232, 234, 236 
bistability, 184, 186, 202, 203 
bistable optical device, 184, 204 
bistable switching, 184 
bistable system, 186, 203 
boundary conditions, 14, 46, 62, 63, 

139, 163, 168, 169, 200 
boundary interaction configuration, 
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Bragg cell, 157, 168, 169, 182, 189, 
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Bragg diffraction, 166, 167, 168, 
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Bragg incidence, 173 
Bragg interaction, 172, 202 
Bragg reflection, 203 
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176,177,181, 185,188,200 
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cardinal planes, 28 
cardinal points, 19, 27, 31 
carrier frequency, 182 
characteristic impedance, 57, 141 
characteristic modes, 114 
charge density, 47, 49, 55 
circular polarization, 59, 60 
circularly polarized light, 59, 219, 

238 
clockwise circularly polarized light, 

59, 238 
coherent detection, 197, 198, 199 
coherent image processing, 86 
compensator, 218 
complex amplitude, 71, 73, 81, 107 
complex conjugate, 160, 161 
complex envelope, 112, 119, 135, 

150 
confocal configuration, 36 
conjugate planes, 19 
conservation laws, 154, 156 
conservation of charge, 46 
conservation of energy, 127, 154, 

158, 200 
conservation of momentum, 41, 154 
conservation of power, 67, 150 
constitutive relations, 49, 50, 51, 56 
continuity equation, 49 
continuity equation for energy flow, 

208 
convergence angle, 140 
converging lens, 24, 25, 86 
convolution, 46, 74, 75, 102 
counter-clockwise circularly 

polarized light, 59 
critical angle, 5, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 

73, 117, 118,156 
critical power, 141, 142, 143, 150 
cross sections, 17, 89, 94, 112, 223 
Cubic, 150, 210, 225, 
current density, 47 
cylindrical wave, 54 
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de Broglie relation, 1 
Debye-Sears diffraction, 157 
Debye-Sears region, 163 
deflection angle, 181, 182, 183 
degree of freedom, 6 
delta function, 75 
dielectric constant, 113, 210 
dielectric permittivities, 210 
dielectric tensor, 205, 207 
dielectrics, 49, 50 
diffraction efficiency, 171 
diffraction grating, 121 
diffraction loss, 88, 92, 94 
diffraction operator, 121 
diffraction pattern, 80 
diffraction theory, 46 
diffraction-free beam, 137 
diopter, 23, 31 
dipole moment density, 50 
direct detection, 197 
dispersion, 118 
divergence theorem (or Gauss's 

theorem), 47, 48 
diverging lens, 24, 25, 26 
diverging spherical wave, 79 
Doppler effect, 154 
double refraction, 215 

eigenfunction, 88, 94 
eigenmodes, 88 
eigenvalue, 88, 94 
electric dipole, 50 
electric fields, 47, 62 
electric flux, 48 
electric flux density, 46 
electric susceptibility, 50 
electrical anisotropy, 205 
electromagnetic boundary 

conditions, 62 
electromagnetic field, 46, 47, 52, 

55,57 

electromagnetic wave, 47, 56, 57, 
60, 92, 210 

electromotive force (EMF), 48 
electro-optic (Pockel) effect, 223, 

224, 227 
electro-optic coefficients, 230, 224 
electro-optic devices, 210 
electro-optic modulator, 233 
electro-optic tensor, 225, 227 
electro-optics, 205 
electrostatics, 47 
elliptical polarization, 60 
elliptically polarized, 59, 219 
energy density, 208, 220 
energy flow, 57, 212, 215 
equation of motion, 7 
equivalent focal length, 32,43, 44 
Evanescent wave, 60, 68 
extraordinary ray, 219 
extraordinary reflective index, 215 
extraordinary wave, 215, 218, 219, 

215,218,221 

far field, 80, 81,86 
Faraday's law of induction, 48 
fast axis, 218 
feedback equation, 185 
Fermat's principle, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 
Feynman diagram, 170, 204 
finite difference methods, 121 
first-order diffraction, 170 
FM demodulation, 182, 183 
focal length, 24, 25, 30, 31, 33, 39, 

40, 83, 84, 86, 88, 101, 108, 125, 
126,139,200 

focal plane, 85 
focal point, 19, 28, 29, 30 
focal spot size, 102 
focus ray, 33 
Fourier optics, 46, 73, 77, 78, 79, 

86, 110, 120 
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Fourier transform, 46, 74, 75, 76, 
77,81,83,85,86,90,97,98, 
102, 106, 191, 120, 123,136 

Fraunhofer approximation, 80 
Fraunhofer diffraction, 46, 73, 80, 

81, 83, 107, 108 
Fraunhofer diffraction formula, 80 
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern, 86 
free-space impulse response, 77 
frequency spectrum, 182 
Fresnel diffraction, 78, 79, 80, 87, 

97, 106, 120, 134 
Fresnel diffraction formula, 46, 73, 

78, 80, 84, 102 
Fresnel diffraction pattern, 80 
Fresnel integral, 95 
Fresnel Integral Formula, 96 
Fresnel number, 89 
Fresnel's equation, 46, 60, 63, 68, 

71 
front focal plane, 19, 28, 86, 199, 

200 
front focal point, 32 
front focus, 25, 26 
full-wave plate, 218 
fundamental mode, 115, 129, 134, 

149 

Gaussian beam, 46, 86, 97, 98, 99, 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108, 
109, 118, 125, 126, 127, 128, 
129, 131, 132, 133, 140, 141, 
143, 146, 147, 149 

Gaussian beam optics, 46, 97 
Gaussian beamwidth, 101, 149 
Gaussian optics, 17 
Gauss's law, 47 
Gauss's law for magnetic fields, 48 
Gauss's theorem, 48 
generalized coordinate, 6 
generalized Snell's law, 13 
geometrical optics, 1, 2, 17,46, 86 

Goos-Hanchen shift, 71 
graded-index filter, 116 
grating equation, 152 
group velocity, 117, 212 

half-wave plate, 218, 219, 232 
half-wave voltage, 232 
Hamilton's principle of least action, 

6 
harmonic oscillator, 114 
Helmholtz equation, 74 
He-Ne laser, 168, 181 
Hermite polynomials, 90,114 
Hermite-Gaussian, 114 
Hermite-Gaussian function, 90, 91, 

114 
heterodyne current, 198, 199, 202 
heterodyne detection, 199 
heterodyning, 197, 204 
higher stable state, 185 
highpass spatial filtering, 190 
holographic recording, 198 
holography, 170 
homogeneous, 1,4, 19, 49, 51, 57, 

105,112 
homogeneous medium, 3, 10, 11, 

19,21,46,49,51,55,56,57,62, 
105,111,120,149,205,237 

homogeneous wave equation, 52 
Hysteresis, 186 

image distance, 38, 39, 40 
image edge enhancement, 202, 204 
image location, 40 
image plane, 19, 27, 39, 40 
image processing, 188, 193 
imaging system, 39, 43 
incident angle, 5, 64, 65, 66, 70, 71, 

72,73,106,161,170, 171,173, 
186,190,217 

incoherent detection, 197, 198 
incoherent image processing, 110 
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231,234,239 

index of refraction, 13, 106, 112, 
152, 222 
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inhomogeneous operator, 121, 122, 
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intensity modulation, 152, 178, 179, 
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intensity modulator, 227 
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inverse Fourier transform, 74, 76, 
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inverse scattering method, 121 
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62, 205, 237 
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60, 62, 105, 158, 205, 206, 207, 
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Kerr constant, 135, 146 
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Kerr medium, 135, 140, 143, 146 
knife-edge detector, 184 
knife-edge screen, 183 
Korpel-Poon Equations, 165, 172, 

200, 202 
Kronecker delta function, 163 

Lagrange's equations, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
13 

Lagrangian function, 6 
Laser light, 178, 199 
Laser pulse, 139, 150 
lateral magnification, 27, 39, 43 

launching angle, 13, 14, 15, 42 
law of reflection, 2, 5, 63 
law of refraction, 2, 3,5, 11 
lenz's law, 48 
light beam deflector, 181 
linear, 1, 49, 51, 55, 56, 57, 60, 62, 

89, 105, 111, 121, 178, 179, 182, 
205, 223, 224, 225, 227, 233, 
237 

linear system, 76 
linear wave propagation, 50, 205 
linearly polarized, 59, 60, 218, 227, 

236, 239 
local oscillator, 197 
longitudinal configuration, 228, 

235 
longitudinal magnification, 43 
longitudinal mode number, 95 
Lower stable state, 185 

magnetic field strength, 46 
magnetic fields, 47, 50, 56, 57, 61 
magnetic flux, 46, 48 
magnetic monopole, 48 
magnetostatics, 47 
magnification, 19, 39, 43 
material dispersion, 116, 118 
matrix methods, 16, 45 
Maxwell's equations, 46, 47, 49, 50, 

51,55,56,57, 111,158, 159, 
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Meridional ray, 14 
mode number, 88, 117, 139 
mode pattern, 114 
mode profile, 114 
monochromatic plane waves, 154 

near-Bragg regime, 171, 204 
near-Bragg diffraction, 173 
negative lens, 31 
negative uniaxial, 210 
Newtonian mechanics, 6, 7, 8 
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nodal planes, 31, 19, 20, 28, 30 
nodal points, 19, 27 
nondispersive, 53 
nonlinear optics, 121, 150, 223 
nonlinear partial differential 

equation, 121 
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number of resolvable angles, 181 

object distance, 38, 40 
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optic axis, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 

216,217,219,222,223,228, 
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25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 38, 39, 40, 42 

optical bistability, 186, 203 
optical coherent detection, 198 
optical fiber, 6, 114, 121, 185 
optical heterodyning, 198 
optical image processing, 45, 110, 

151, 193,202 
optical Lagrangian, 9 
optical path length (OPL), 2 
optical resonator, 34, 37 
ordinary ray, 219 
ordinary refractive index, 214 
ordinary wave, 214, 218, 219, 221 
output ray coordinate, 18 

paraxial approximation, 14, 17, 18, 
22,77,79,83, 106, 111, 140 

paraxial Helmholtz equation, 120 
paraxial optics, 16, 17 
paraxial propagation equation, 121 
paraxial ray, 16,17, 42, 43 
paraxial region, 120 
paraxial transfer function, 120 
paraxial wave equation, 119, 150 
peak phase delay, 164, 176, 177, 

178, 192 

periodic focusing, 129, 131, 140, 
146, 147, 149 

periodic self-focusing, 137, 143 
permeability, 49, 50, 158 
phase angle, 66, 69, 70, 73 
phase curvature, 80, 85, 86, 96 
phase fronts, 96, 98, 102, 124 
phase grating, 108, 152, 154, 193 
phase information, 55 
phase matching condition, 63 
phase modulation, 124, 134, 152, 

184,223,234,236 
phase modulation index, 237 
phase object, 83 
phase retardation, 239 
phase screen, 124 
phase shift, 80, 89, 95, 179, 218, 

219, 236 
phase velocity, 212, 213, 214, 215, 

219, 237 
phonon, 154 
phonon absorption, 156 
photodetectors, 179 
photon, 1,8, 10,41, 154 
physical optics, 1 
piezoelectric transducer, 152, 153, 
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Planck's constant, 1, 154 
plane of incidence, 5, 60, 62, 63, 68 
plane of polarization, 59, 219 
plane wave propagation, 210, 211, 

212,213 
Pockels coefficients, 225 
Pockels effect, 224 
polarization axis, 227, 228 
polarization vector, 214 
polarized light, 234, 236, 239 
polarizers, 227 
polarizing angle, 64 
positive lens, 31, 101 
positive uniaxial, 210 
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power flow, 46, 71 
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principle dielectric constants, 210 
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Principles of conservation of 
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113,115,161 
propagation vector, 53, 60, 154, 
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quantum mechanics, 8, 82 
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diffraction, 157, 173 
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202 

Raman-Nath Equations, 161, 163, 
164, 203 

ray equation, 6, 10, 11, 13, 41 
ray equation in vertical form, 10 
ray optics, 37, 112, 130, 137, 149 
Rayleigh range, 80, 97, 98, 103, 
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ray-transfer matrix, 18 
real image, 39 
reflectance, 67 
reflection coefficient, 64, 65, 66, 69, 

70,71, 106 

scalar wave equation, 106 
scattering, 121, 156, 157, 158, 165, 

185, 188,202,203,204 
second Bragg order, 204 
second order Bragg regime, 186, 

203 
self-defocusing, 138, 139 
self-focusing, 139, 141, 142, 143, 

150 
self-Fourier transform function, 90 
self-trapping, 139, 141, 142, 150 
separation of variables, 89, 113 
sideband, 203 
sign convention, 27 
signal wave, 197 
sine function, 75, 82 
single lens, 26, 37, 38, 39 
single lens system, 37, 39, 40 
slow axis, 218 
small angle approximation, 165, 

238 
Snell's law, 5, 11, 13,22,63 
Snell's law of refraction, 5 
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soliton, 121, 136, 137, 150, 151 
sound cell, 152, 153, 182, 185 
sound velocity, 154 
sound wave, 152, 154, 156, 157, 

161, 168, 194, 204 
sound wavefronts, 167 
sound wavelength, 154, 168 
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spatial filtering, 188, 189, 201 
spatial frequency, 46, 73, 189, 192, 
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spatial frequency domain, 99, 122 
spatial frequency response, 76, 78, 
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spatial frequency transfer function, 
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spatial light modulator, 152, 204 
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spatial transfer function, 188 
spectral amplitude, 75 
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stability criterion, 36 
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thin-lens formula, 27 
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transit time, 181 
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transmission coefficient, 65, 66, 
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transmissivity, 67 
transmittance, 67 
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124 
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transverse configuration, 234, 235 
transverse mode numbers, 88, 91 
traveling wave solutions, 50 
two allowed polarizations, 219, 221 
two-dimensional Fourier transform, 
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two-lens combination, 39, 44 
two-photon absorption, 142 
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215,219,221,223,224,238, 
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upshifted interaction, 155, 156, 
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vector field phasor, 55 
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wave propagation, 42, 46, 60,73, 
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wave vector, 154, 155, 157 
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wavefront recording, 198 
wavefunction, 73 
weak interaction, 158, 170 
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